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ABSTRACT
Functional 3-D Cellulose & Nitrocellulose Paper-Based, Multiplex Diagnostic
Platforms Without Coupling Agents
Mackenzie Elizabeth Tageson
The purpose of this thesis was to demonstrate device functionality of 3-D paperbased, multiplex platforms, µPADs, without the use of coupling agents between layers.
Previously, these platforms were fabricated with double-sided tape and cellulose powder
to try to augment proper fluid routing, but difficulties with this method occurred. An
acrylic housing unit with strategically placed pressure tabs was designed to aid horizontal
and vertical fluid routing through the platform, thus eliminating the inconsistencies
associated with coupling agents. Channel characterization studies, a COMSOLTM
simulation, and development time studies were performed to aid device design and
demonstrate device functionality.
The implementation of this µPAD platform as a diagnostic instrument was
validated via lateral flow immunoassays utilizing both biotinylated antibodies and
biotinylated aptamers as capture reagents. Successful detection of the target analyte, IgE,
as well as successful fluid routing through multiple layers of membrane was
demonstrated by immunoassays performed on 3-D, multiplex platforms. Another
important result determined the aptamers’ ability to detect IgE to be statistically the same
as the antibodies’ ability; thus confirming aptamers as viable capture reagent alternatives
to antibodies in lateral flow assays. Overall, this research project was performed to
develop and validate via experiment a prototype paper-based microfluidic diagnostic
device, µPAD, with the capability to detect multiple biomarkers on one platform.
Keywords: paper-based microfluidics, multiplex, µPAD, biotinylated IgE aptamer
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I INTRODUCTION
Thesis Project Goal and Specific Aims
Microfluidic paper-based analytical devices, µPADs, are becoming forerunners for
Point of Care diagnostic devices in low resource environs. In order for proper disease
diagnosis, cost-efficient technologies need to be produced that are not only easily
manufactured, distributed, and stored, but can accurately diagnose diseases [1, 6]. This
research project was performed to demonstrate the functionality of 3-D µPAD platforms,
utilizing antibody and DNA aptamer capture reagents, without using coupling agents
between device layers.
3-D µPAD platforms have a significant advantage over conventional lateral flow
assays owing to their adaptability to permit multiple detection sites on a single device [1].
This advantage has the promise of enabling time efficient and cost effective testing for
multiple disease markers. Additionally, because distinct, individual “micro-channels” can
be patterned in 3-D µPADs, these devices have the potential to be designed to prevent
sample cross-contamination while processing a sample with multiple targets, therefore
ensuring more precise disease diagnosis [1].
Previously, a goal for 3-D µPADs was to design platforms that did not incorporate a
housing unit for proper device functionality. In order to create a self-contained platform
without a housing unit, coupling agents including double-sided tape and cellulose paste
were utilized. The double-sided tape allowed device layers to be held together while the
cellulose paste ensured layer connectivity. Even though these platforms could route fluid
in three dimensions, successful fluid routing was inconsistent and development times
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were too long to allow for rapid diagnosis. Thus, by designing a new instantiation of a
paper-based, multiplex platform for target detection, i.e., no coupling agents and new
capture reagents, important steps were taken toward creating a cost-efficient, robust and
accurate diagnostic instrument.
The primary research goal was to demonstrate effectual fabrication of 3-D, multiplex
paper-based microfluidic diagnostic platforms that perform as designed without coupling
agents between membrane layers. In order to obtain this goal, the specific aims of this
thesis were the following:
 Specific Aim 1: Develop a 3-D µPAD in cellulose/nitrocellulose membranes
utilizing AutoCADTM for membrane design and wax printing for fluid routing
channel fabrication
 Specific Aim 2: Develop a housing unit with key pressure points to augment
fluid routing in 3-dimensions utilizing experimental results and a
COMSOLTM Multiphysics model to aid the design process
 Specific Aim 3: Validate device performance via multiplex, lateral flow
immunoassays utilizing both Biotinylated Antibody and DNA Aptamer
capture reagents, and show that Biotinylated DNA Aptamers are viable
alternatives to Biotinylated Antibodies in multiplex, lateral flow
immunoassays
In conclusion, the purpose of this thesis was to develop and validate via
experiment a paper-based microfluidic device, µPAD, with the capability to detect
multiple biomarkers or infectious diseases on one platform.
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Motivation
Advancements in low cost diagnostic devices are crucial to providing effective
health care worldwide. An article by the World Health Organization (WHO), the United
Nation’s regulatory body for worldwide health, reported 10 million women and children
in developing countries die from preventable and treatable disease each year [2]. In 2008,
a study of the top ten leading causes of death in middle and low income countries was
performed and the following four infectious diseases were listed; lower respiratory
infections (7%), diarrhoeal diseases (5%), HIV/AIDS (4%), and tuberculosis (3%), all
which can be treated or controlled with proper diagnosis [3]. In addition to these cited
infectious diseases, cholera and meningococcal meningitis are two prevalent infectious
diseases that account for many deaths worldwide every year. In 2010, 317,534 cases of
cholera were reported worldwide and the number of resulting deaths was 7,543; a 52%
increase when compared to statistics from 2009 [4]. As for meningococcal meningitis, in
14 African countries there were 22,831 reported cases in 2010 that resulted in 2,415
deaths [5]. These statistics help demonstrate the prevalence of infectious diseases
worldwide especially in middle to low-income countries where proper healthcare isn’t as
widely available to the entire population. In addition, this shows the need for rapid, lowcost diagnostic devices for low income and resource environs, because the faster a
disease can be properly diagnosed, the faster the proper treatment can be administered.
As a result, the survival rate will increase.
Diagnostic devices and procedures used today can be expensive, time consuming,
and generally have to be completed in a hospital or lab setting by a physician or other
highly trained personnel. A major goal of WHO is to develop ASSURED diagnostic
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devices. ASSURED stands for affordable, sensitive, specific, user-friendly, rapid and
robust, equipment free, and deliverable [6]. In order for diagnostic devices to be
successfully implemented in developing countries, they must fulfill the previously listed
ASSURED requirements.
Paper-Based Microfluidic Diagnostic Devices
Paper-based microfluidic diagnostic devices satisfy all the criteria to be an
ASSURED diagnostic device and have been used in the past to diagnose diseases. In
1957, the first paper-based immunoassay was made that could detect the presence of
glucose in urine and was commercially available by 1960 [7]. Even though advancements
in immunology were being established in the early 1900s, it wasn’t until the 1950s that
the interactions between antigens and antibodies, how the human body detects diseases
for the immune system response, was fully understood [8]. Once these advancements
were made, in 1982, a paper-based immunoassay was developed that used immunerecognition to detect specific bioanalytes [7]. One of the most familiar applications for
this type of immunoassay is an at-home pregnancy test. This immunoassay tests for the
presence of the pregnancy hormone, human chorionic gonadotropin, in urine [7]. In an
assay, if this hormone is present, it will bind to an antibody locally immobilized in a
detection region on the assay membrane. After a sufficient amount of conjugated,
reporter labeled, analyte accumulates at the detection region, a visual color change
reports the presence of the hormone, thus indicating pregnancy [7].
Today, paper-based immunoassays such as pregnancy tests and various drug tests
have been successfully implemented, which points to the fact that these diagnostic
devices can be further developed to be used to detect multiple infectious diseases on a
4

single platform. However, in order to realize the benefits of utilizing 3-D, multiplex
platforms, it is important to understand the fundamentals of paper-based lateral flow
assays.
In the basic paper-based lateral flow assay, such as a pregnancy test, the assay
platform consists of four specialized forms of “paper-like” materials. These materials
include a sample pad, conjugate pad, an assay membrane and an absorbent pad. The
sample pad is specially treated to enable “sample preparation”; the conjugate pad stores
dry reagents, that when resolubilized, bind to the target analyte in the fluid sample; the
assay membrane has a detection stripe and a control stripe; the detection stripe captures
the labeled analyte and the control stripe captures excess conjugate reagent; and finally,
the absorbent pad provides additional void volume to ensure that the sample flows past
the detection and control stripes. All of these components are held together with key
pressure points in a polymer-based housing unit. The following section describes the
function of each component.
Background: Paper-Based Lateral Flow Assay
The first step in any lateral flow assay is to add a fluid sample to the diagnostic
platform. For most platforms, the fluid sample is added through an opening, sample port,
in the device housing to the sample pad. Generally, the sample port is either an opening
in the outer housing unit exposing the sample pad or the sample pad can be extended
outside of the housing unit resulting in a dip-stick [9]. The opening in the housing unit
allows a sample fluid to be deposited onto the sample pad using a pipette or other means,
whereas the dip-stick method allows the sample pad to be dipped directly into the fluid
sample. The sample pad’s most important function is to allow an even and controlled
5

distribution of the sample onto the conjugate pad. Other important functions of the
sample pad include increasing the sample’s viscosity, increasing the sample’s ability to
solubilize detector reagents, preventing non-specific binding of conjugates and analytes
to downstream agents, and finally modifying the chemical nature of the sample in order
to make it compatible with the immunocomplex (analyte/antibody complex) formation of
the specific immunoassay being performed [9].
Generally, the two different materials used for the sample pad are woven meshes
and cellulose filters [9]. Woven meshes are implemented because they evenly distribute
the sample to the conjugate pad, have good tensile strength when compared to its
thickness, and are fairly easy to handle after being wetted. One disadvantage of woven
meshes is that they have small bed volumes; this means they retain very low volumes of
the sample fluid [9]. On the other hand, cellulose filters are thick, weak, and relatively
difficult to handle after wetting. But cellulose filters have a generous bed volume and are
inexpensive; making them desirable and consequently more commonly used than woven
meshes [9].
Next, the sample enters the conjugate pad, the pink layer in Figure 1 [9]. Figure 1,
depicts the basic lateral flow pregnancy test [9].

6

Figure 1: Lateral Flow Assay Device [9].

The conjugate pad is the reservoir for detector reagents, usually an antibody
conjugated with colloidal gold, which is further explained in a later section. As the
sample contacts the conjugate pad, it resolubilizes the detector reagents and carries them
to the detection membrane. The conjugate pad must ensure that the sample and detector
reagents are uniformly distributed to the detection membrane [9]. Conjugate pads are
made from non-woven filters, which are fabricated by compressing pre-spun fibers of
plastic, glass, or cellulose into thin porous films [9].
Now the sample and detection reagents enter the detection membrane, usually a
nitrocellulose membrane. This membrane is the most important component in a lateral
flow assay platform because it ultimately determines the development time of the assay
[9]. The development time is highly dependent on the capillary flow rate of the fluid
sample through the detection membrane [9]. In turn, the capillary flow rate influences
reagent deposition, assay specificity, assay sensitivity, and test line consistency, which all
affect the result of an immunoassay [9].
This membrane also contains the test and control stripes. The test stripe contains
bound capture reagent, usually antibodies identical to the conjugate reagent, used to
tether the analyte/detector reagent immunocomplex in the sample as it flows over the test
7

stripe. This is also known as a sandwich assay which is further explained in a later
section. At the test stripe, a reporter, the labeled detector antibody, accumulates providing
a signal to the user of the assay’s results. Downstream of the detection stripe is the
control stripe. The purpose of the control stripe is to ensure the assay is functioning
properly. Even if the target analyte isn’t present in the fluid sample and the detection
stripe doesn’t devleop, the control stripe will still display a signal to the user, indicating
that the assay ran correctly and that the result is negative. The capture reagent on the
control stripe is usually an antibody that will bind to the Fc region of the reporter
antibody.
After the detection membrane, an absorbent pad can be incorporated in order to
increase the overall volume of sample that can pass through the membrane over the
detection region. Without an absorbent pad, the total sample volume is limited to the
overall bed volume of the membrane [9]. Like conjugate pads, the absorbent pad is
typically made from cellulose filters, but other absorbent materials can be used [9].
Depending on the application, an absorbent pad may or may not be incorporated.
Many lateral flow assay platforms, such as the pregnancy test, use an external
housing unit as well as adhesives to provide contact between the individual paper-like
layers to ensure consistent fluid routing [9]. The housing unit also ensures that the user
introduces a sample in the correct location, clearly labels detection and control zones, and
prevents potential contaminants from adhering to the membrane and skewing an assay’s
result [9]. More recently, however, there has been research focused on fabricating 3-D,
paper-based lateral flow assay platforms without incorporating a housing unit. Whitesides
et al. developed a novel method for creating a 3-D, lateral flow assay platform that does
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not use a housing unit [1, 6]. They used photolithography to create hydrophobic barriers
in the membrane, which resulted in hydrophilic microfluidic channels through the
membrane [1, 6]. This hydrophobic barrier fabrication process, as well as a variety of
other fabrication processes, is further discussed in the following section. In this design,
the separate layers of membrane were held together by double-sided tape, but the
thickness of the tape created gaps between the membrane layers [1, 6]. In order to bridge
this gap, a paste made from cellulose powder was used [1, 6].
Even though successful 3-dimensional fluid routing was achieved by Whitesides
et al., Jennifer Ward showed that using double-sided tape and cellulose paste as coupling
agents is “not always the most efficient and reliable” process [10]. During her study, only
one chip manufactured with coupling agents successfully routed fluid in 3-dimensions
[10]. Her study also found that the platform’s assembly process using coupling agents
was difficult, time consuming, and would be hard to scale up for mass production [10].
Therefore, it is clear an approach to eliminate coupling agents while still enabling 3-D
fluid routing would be a significant advancement. One way to accomplish this is by
designing and utilizing a housing unit, like commercial lateral flow assays, with
strategically designed pressure tabs.
Fabrication of Fluid Routing Channels in Nitrocellulose Membranes
Now that a basic understanding of the set-up and function of each component in a
lateral flow assay has been established, different fabrication processes for producing
hydrophilic fluid routing channels in the membranes of low-cost µPADs can be
described. These different fabrication methods consist of photolithography, plasma
etching, cutting, inkjet etching, and wax printing [6].
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Photolithography, as shown in Figure 2, was the initial fabrication method used to
produce µPADs in a study by Whitesides et al., pioneers in the paper microfluidic
diagnostic field, in 2010 [6].

Figure 2: Photolithography Fabrication Method [6].

Photolithography consists of impregnating a nitrocellulose membrane with the
photoresist, SU-8, and selectively polymerizing the photoresist through UV exposure.
Polymerizing photoresist creates hydrophobic barriers throughout the entire thickness of
the nitrocellulose membrane [6]. After UV exposure, unpolymerized photoresist was
washed from the nitrocellulose membrane by organic solvents [6]. However, these
organic solvents are not ideal because they can leave behind unwanted chemicals and
hydrophobic residues in the hydrophilic channels, which have the ability to affect
capillary fluid flow through the channels [1].
Otherwise, photolithography creates very sharp and distinct borders between the
hydrophobic barriers and hydrophilic channels, but the fact that organic solvents are used
in the process is a major disadvantage. Another major disadvantage of conventional
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photoresist is it is less flexible than the paper it is being used on. This means that the
paper device can be damaged more easily when exposed to tensile, compressive, and
bending forces [11].
Another fabrication technique used to produce hydrophilic channels in paper
membranes is plasma etching. Li et al. used plasma etching to create hydrophobic
barriers in Whatman chromatography paper in order to match the flexibility of the paper
[11]. The cellulose based chromatography paper was hydrophobized using an alkyl
ketene dimer (AKD) heptane solution. The filter paper was dipped into the AKD-heptane
solution and then immediately heated at 100 °C for 45 minutes to allow the AKD to cure
[11]. The hydrophobicity of the filter paper was determined through contact angle testing.
Using water, the contact angle was found to be between 110 and125°, meaning the AKD
saturated filter paper had been successfully hydrophobized [11]. Next, patterned stainless
steel masks were clamped to the chromatography paper and the paper was treated with
plasma [11]. The regions of hydrophobic chromatography paper exposed during plasma
treatment became strongly wettable creating hydrophilic channels in the membrane [11].
This form of plasma treatment does not affect the color of the filter paper,
therefore it is compatible with colorimetric assays [11]. Also, different functional
elements such as switches, filters, and separators can be incorporated into the device.
Switches can be used to connect or disconnect specific microfluidic channels. Once the
switch has been activated, channels are connected, and fluid flow through the channel is
established, either filtration of solid particles in the fluid sample or separation of
molecular species in the fluid sample through liquid chromatography can occur [11].
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Figure 3 depicts a design for a simple switch, where blue represents hypdrophobized
membrane and white represents hydrophilic membrane [11].

Figure 3: Switch implemented in an etched µPAD [11].

Even though plasma etching is reproducible, prevents damage to the filter paper by
matching its flexibility, and is compatible with colorimetric assays, it also involves the
use of organic solvents which is not ideal and can cause the confounding effects
described above.
In a study by Fenton et al. in 2009, cutting was used to fabricate µPADs through a
computer-controlled X-Y knife plotter to precisely cut patterns into nitrocellulose
membranes [7]. Three different paper-based designs were manufactured and are shown in
Figure 4 [7].

Figure 4: Cutting Fabrication Method [7].
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The first design was fabricated by cutting polyester backed nitrocellulose
membrane. This technique leaves the entire top surface of the nitrocellulose exposed to
allow direct fluid introduction anywhere on the membrane. The second design consisted
of placing polyester cover tape onto the surface of the nitrocellulose membrane and
cutting both layers into the desired shape. A hole was previously cut in the cover tape
layer to allow a fluid sample to be introduced to the membrane. For the third device,
unbacked membrane was cut into the desired shape and placed between two layers of
polyester cover tape. Inlets to the nitrocellulose membrane were either previously cut
through the polyester cover tape or cut on the assembled device using the kiss cutting
technique. In order to kiss cut, three sequential light cuts are performed on the polyester
cover tape, ensuring only the polyester tape layer is cut leaving the nitrocellulose
membrane untouched. The kiss cut technique is also used to prevent tearing depending on
the thickness and fragility of the membrane [7].
Fenton et al. describe three advantages of implementing the cutting fabrication
method over photolithography. The first advantage is this method has the potential to be
adopted in resource poor areas because it’s only associated up-front cost is the knife
plotter which is around $5,000 [7]. The second advantage is it’s not only suitable for
producing prototypes, but has the potential to be scaled up and produce a high-volume of
devices [7]. The third advantage is it decreases operator error in the fabrication of these
devices since it is an automated process [7]. A major disadvantage of this process is it
does not allow arrays of free-standing hydrophilic patterns to be produced on the
nitrocellulose membrane like the other fabrication methods [6].
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Inkjet-etching utilizes an inkjet printer to deposit the reagents needed to create
hydrophilic channels in membranes [12]. In this fabrication process, the first step is to
make the hydrophilic membrane hydrophobic. The membrane was hydrophobized by
soaking it in a 1.0% wt polystyrene solution in toluene for 2 hours and allowing it to dry
for 15 minutes at room temperature [12]. The hydrophilic channels were then etched in
the now hydrophobic membrane by dispensing toluene from the inkjet printer. This
process is described pictorially in Figure 5 [12].

Figure 5: Inkjet Etching Fabrication Methods
[12].

On the bottom of Figure 5, the blue design is the computer template used by the
printer to form the desired hydrophilic channels. The pink design is the filter paper after it
has been etched with toluene by the inkjet printer. The toluene was dyed pink in order to
visualize the hydrophilic channels. Wherever toluene is dispensed, it re-exposes the
membrane by removing the hydrophobic polystyrene layer [12]. Even though this
fabrication process utilizes a standard inkjet printer, it uses organic solvents to create the
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hydrophobic barriers and hydrophilic channels. Organic solvents are not ideal to use for
manufacturing these devices because it can affect the efficiency and accuracy of an
immunoassay if not adequately removed from the device.
Wax printing is now being used, and is the method used in this thesis, to fabricate
low-cost µPADs, because it is a very simple, time efficient, and cost-effective process
[13]. It consists of two main steps, i) printing the channel patterns on the nitrocellulose
membrane using a printer designed to print wax based ink and ii) melting the wax
through the membrane to form the hydrophobic barriers through the entire thickness of
the paper, as shown in Figure 6 [13].

Figure 6: Wax Printing Fabrication Method [13].

Since paper is an anisotropic material, with more fibers aligned horizontally than
vertically, the wax will spread more rapidly laterally when heated [13]. This is significant
because it can affect the final dimensions of the channels; meaning the distance the wax
will spread laterally during melting needs to be taken into account when designing the
dimensions of the hydrophilic channels. The distance the wax will spread is described by
Washburn’s equation
𝐿 = (𝛾𝐷𝑡/4ƞ)
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where L is the distance the wax will spread, 𝛾 is surface tension, ƞ is the viscosity of the

wax, D is the average pore diameter of the membrane, and t is the time the molten wax is
spreading due to capillary flow [13, 24]. Also the uneven spreading rate will make the
hydrophobic barriers on the front of the paper thicker than the hydrophobic barriers on
the back of the paper. This wax reflow causes the resolution of the hydrophobic barriers
to be less than the resolution of the barriers produced through photolithography, but it is
still adequate for diagnostic purposes [6].
Six different fabrication techniques to create hydrophilic channels in paper
membranes have been thoroughly discussed. Figure 7 depicts the end-product of each
fabrication technique.

Figure 7: Fabrication Method Summary. A) Photolithography, B) Plotting, C)
Ink-jet Printing, D) Plasma Etching, E) Cutting, and F) Wax Printing fabrication
techniques [6].

Table I summarizes each method in order to clarify the issues associated with
each one and to justify why wax printing was chosen.
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Table I: Fabrication Comparisons [6]

Fabrication Method
Photolithography

Advantages
•
•

Extensive variety of
paper can be
patterned
Very small channels
can be made

Tolerances
•

•
Plotting

•

•

Hydrophilic
channels not
exposed to
polymers/organic
solvents
Hydrophobic
barriers are flexible
Used to deposit
reagents onto test
zones while making
hydrophilic channels

Inkjet-Etching

•

Plasma Etching

•

Make many
replicates of few
simple patterns

Cutting

•

Wax Printing

•
•

Hydrophilic
channels are not
exposed to
polymers/organic
solvents
Very fast procedure
Uses commercially
available devices
Hydrophilic
channels not
exposed to
polymers/organic
solvents

•
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•

•

Hydrophilic areas
are exposed to
polymers/ organic
solvents; could
negatively affect
assays
Hydrophobic
barriers are stiff
Needs customized
plotter

Need customized
printer
• Hydrophilic
channels exposed to
polymers/organic
solvents
• Hydrophilic
channels exposed to
polymers/organic
solvents
• Metal masks need to
be made for each
pattern
• Must be encased in
tape to cut
• Can’t produce arrays
of free-standing
hydrophilic patterns
• Design of wax
patterns must take
into account wax
reflow
1
𝐿 = (𝛾𝐷𝑡/4ƞ) �2 (1)

Immunoassays
Once a µPAD is fabricated, the device needs to incorporate a method that allows
multiple diseases to be detected. Colorimetric immunoassays are analytical methods used
to determine the concentration of a desired analyte in a biological fluid sample by
producing a visual signal. The signal is a consequence of an analyte/labeled detector
reagent immunocomplex binding to a capture reagent on the detection membrane [8]. The
visual signal denoting successful detection can be accomplished by labeling detector
reagents with enzymes, fluorescence, luminescence, or radioisotopes.
A widely implemented colorimetric assay is an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA). This type of assay utilizes an enzymatic label to produce a visual signal. There
are two common ways to perform ELISAs; sandwich ELISAs and competitive ELISAs
[14]. A basic sandwich ELISA starts by immobilizing a capture reagent, usually a
specific antigen or antibody, in the detection zone [14]. Next, if the specific analyte is
present in the sample, it will bind to the complementary capture reagent immobilized in
the detection zone. An enzyme labeled conjugate detector reagent, usually an antibody, is
added to detect and bind to the tethered immunocomplex. Finally, the enzyme’s substrate
is added and reacts with the tethered enzyme labeled immunocomplex causing the
substrate to change color [14]. Analyte concentrations can be quantified from this color
change through spectrophotometry and curve fitting the color intensity values to standard
concentration curves [14]. Figure 8 depicts a sandwich ELISA.
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Figure 8: Sandwich ELISA [14].

Competitive ELISAs start with an immobilized capture reagent [14]. Then the
analyte in question and an enzyme labeled conjugate detector reagent are added
simultaneously and compete to bind to the immobilized capture reagent. If the specific
analyte is present in the sample, then it will bind to the immobilized capture reagent [14].
But if the specific analyte is not present, then the enzyme labeled detector reagent will
bind [14]. When substrate is added and a color change occurs, it signifies that the specific
analyte is not present in the fluid sample because the enzyme labeled conjugate antibody
bound to the capture reagent. On the other hand, if there isn’t a color change, then the
specified analyte was in the fluid sample and it bound to the immobilized capture reagent,
thus preventing the enzyme labeled detector reagent from binding. The competitive
ELISA is different than the sandwich ELISA because a positive result, color change,
indicates the desired analyte is not present in the fluid, whereas a positive result for a
sandwich ELISA meant the desired antibody was present. Figure 9 depicts a competitive
ELISA [14].
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Figure 9: Competitive ELISA [14].

The immunoassay examples described above used enzyme labeled antibodies to
induce a color change when substrate was added to the labeled immunocomplex. Another
signal indicator that is widely used is colloidal gold nanoparticles (Au-NPs) [15]. Au-NPs
can be used for colorimetric immunoassays because they change color depending on the
distance between individual Au-NP molecules, due to their surface plasmon resonance
[15]. Figure 10 depicts how Au-NPs change color [16].

Figure 10: Colloidal Gold Nanoparticles as Detector Label in Colorimetric Assay [16].

In Figure 10, Au-NPs aggregated because they were crosslinked with DNA [16].
When DNAse I was added, the crosslinks between the DNA and Au-NPs were cleaved
and the Au-NPs moved away from each other. Once the distance between Au-NP
molecules is 2.5 times the diameter of one Au-NP, the color will change to red [16]. For
lateral flow immunoassays, the conjugate pad contains the Au-NP labeled antibodies.
Once the Au-NP labeled detector agent binds to the analyte, they disperse and are
tethered in the detection zone by the capture reagent. The dispersion and tethering of Au20

NP labeled immunocomplexes results in the production of a red signal at the detection
zone, meaning positive detection has occurred [16]. According to Zhao et al, antibodies
labeled with Au-NPs offer several advantages over enzyme labeled antibodies [15].
These advantages are Au-NPs are less expensive than enzymes, disposable, and can be
stored for several weeks at room temperature without losing biosensing function. Also
these immunoassays do not need to be completed in a lab, do not need expensive
equipment to analyze the color change, do not necessarily need highly trained personnel
to perform the immunoassay, and are suitable for rapid, on site testing; the entire purpose
of manufacturing paper based microfluidic diagnostic devices [6, 15].
In industry, antibodies are the most commonly implemented analyte detector and
capture reagent for commercialized diagnostic platforms. Even though antibodies are
successful in immunoassays such as ELISAs, they have disadvantages when used with
paper-based lateral flow assays [17]. Immobilization of antibodies to the nitrocellulose
membrane can cause them to become structurally unstable and can even cause
denaturation [17]. This will affect the sensitivity of the immunoassay and could lead to
misdiagnosis. In order to fix these problems, aptamers can be implemented in
immunoassays. Aptamers are single stranded RNA or DNA oligonucleotides that can
bind to specific molecular targets such as antigens and antibodies [17]. The advantages
aptamers have over antibodies include; resistance to heat degradation and denaturation,
strong binding affinities that can be easily manipulated, and easy immobilization by
covalently bonding functional groups to the aptamer and the nitrocellulose membrane
[17]. Using aptamers for immunoassays is a relatively new concept and further research
needs to be completed to determine if they are a viable alternative to antibodies.
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Project Specific Immunoassay
For this thesis, an immunoassay will be used that not only validates the platforms’
design but also validates the use of aptamers as viable capture reagent alternatives to
antibodies. It’s important to choose an immunoassay that not only diagnoses a disease
correctly but also is applicable to prevalent ailments in developing nations. As mentioned
previously in this introduction, lower respiratory infections accounted for 7% of deaths in
middle to low income countries in a study by WHO in 2008 [3]. This statistic shows a
need for cost-efficient diagnostic devices for respiratory infections; however, due to
limited resources and restrictions, live viral agents could not be used for testing in this
thesis. Therefore, diagnosing bronchial asthma, another prevalent respiratory ailment in
developing nations, was used to demonstrate device functionality.
According to WHO, bronchial asthma affects nearly 20% of the population in
developing nations such as Kenya and countries in South America [18]. Not only is
bronchial asthma a problem in developing nations, but it is also prevalent in developed
nations as well; WHO states that between 100 and 150 million people worldwide are
affected by bronchial asthma [18]. Even though bronchial asthma cannot be treated, it can
be controlled if correctly diagnosed. Therefore, if there is a cost and time efficient way to
test for this respiratory ailment then the standard of living for many can be improved.
Bronchial asthma is an allergic reaction to harmful irritants in the air. In 1967 the
serum protein human immunoglobulin E, IgE, was identified as an indicator of allergic
hypersensitivities, thus IgE can be used as an indicator for this respiratory ailment [19].
Especially since its concentration in serum can be correlated to the severity of the allergic
disease through a colorimetric immunoassay [19]. The colorimetric immunoassay can tell
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an individual the severity of their asthma because the color intensity, determined by
analyte concentration, can be correlated to disease severity through calibration curves.
Thus, for the purpose of this thesis, a modified sandwich immunoassay using
fluorescein, FITC, labeled anti-IgE antibodies to detect human IgE serum in a fluid
sample and biotinylated Anti-IgE antibody capture reagents was used to demonstrate the
functionality of the diagnostic device. Even though Au-NPs are widely used for
colorimetric assays, FITC was used as the detector label because it was readily available
for these experiments. For future studies, colloidal gold should be used as the detector
label to allow results to be reported to the user without using microscopy instrumentation.
Biotinylated Anti-IgE aptamers were also used as capture reagents in order to validate
them as viable alternatives to antibodies for diagnostic purposes.
In the remainder of this report, the methods for the µPAD design process and
experiments are presented and explained. The methods are followed by the results and a
discussion of these findings. Finally conclusions and future works to come out of this
project are presented.
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II MATERIALS AND METHODS
To address the goals and specific aims of this research project, devices and
experimental methods were developed. More specifically, in the work presented here,
the following were designed and fabricated; 3-D paper-based microfluidic devices and
acrylic housing units with key pressure points to house the paper-based devices.
Additionally, experiments were designed and performed to characterize the fluid
routing and assay performance of the µPADS. The following narrative explains the
design process, fabrication and experimental methods used to validate the performance of
3-D, multiplex, paper-based microfluidic platforms. The design process consisted of four
main stages: multiplex, paper-based platform design, housing unit design with
complementary COMSOLTM modeling, and performing immunoassay experiments on the
platforms using both anti-bodies and DNA aptamers.
Multiplex Platform
The following sub-sections describe the experimental methods used for the four
main design process stages listed above. These subsequent sections explain the
experimental methods used to perform a channel characterization study, a positive
pressure application study, a membrane channel design study, a housing unit design
study, and an immunoassay study.
Channel Characterization: Channel Widths
A channel characterization study was performed in order to determine optimal
channel widths for routing fluid through cellulose membranes. In previous studies, the
optimal channel width ranged from 1.6 – 3.81 mm for backed nitrocellulose membrane
[10, 20]. Because this thesis used cellulose chromatography paper instead of
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nitrocellulose membrane for the fluid routing layers, an ideal channel width for the
cellulose membrane needed to be determined. Since 1.6 – 3.81 mm channels were
optimal for backed nitrocellulose membrane, this range was used as a base for the
cellulose membrane channel characterization study.
In order to determine the optimal fluid routing channel width for cellulose
membranes, the following experiment was performed. A template of the fluid routing
channels was designed using a student version of AutoCADTM. Figure 11 shows the
AutoCADTM template used for the channel characterization experiment; the channel
widths tested were 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.25, 2.50, and 2.75mm.

Figure 11: AutoCADTM Template for
Channel Characterization

In order to create the hydrophobic barriers and the hydrophilic channels in the
cellulose membrane, a wax-printing technique was implemented. The wax was printed
onto the cellulose membrane using a Color Cube 8570 XEROX printer, shown in Figure
12.
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Figure 12: XEROX Color Cube 8570 Wax
Printer

By plotting the AutoCADTM templates to the wax printer, the channel designs
were printed onto the membranes. After printing the wax on the cellulose membranes, it
was melted through the entire thickness of the membrane using a Clarkson digital,
ceramic top hot plate. The hot plate that was used can be seen in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Clarkson Digital, Ceramic Top Hot Plate.
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The hot plate was warmed to 130 °C and the membrane was placed directly onto
the ceramic top for 2 minutes. After 2 minutes elapsed, the wax should have penetrated to
the other side of the membrane. If there were still patches of white on the back of the
membrane, it was placed back onto the hot plate until the white patches filled. The
membrane was then cooled for 2 minutes before testing.
A fluid sample consisting of red dye, shown in Figure 14, was used to easily
visualize fluid movement through the cellulose membrane.

Figure 14: Red Dye

Using a 2-20 uL range pipette, 10 uL of red dye was placed onto the input port
(left side) of each channel. The horizontal distance traveled by the red dye within a
certain time limit was measured and recorded. From these distance measurements and
time limits, fluid velocities were calculated and statistically analyzed using MATLAB to
determine an optimal fluid routing channel width. The MATLAB code used to perform
the statistical analysis can be found in Appendix B.
Positive Pressure Application
Once the optimal channel width was determined, an experiment was performed to
observe how applying positive pressure to the membrane affects fluid velocity through
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the membrane channels. This study consisted of two main parts. First, the velocities of
fluid samples through 2.5 mm wide membrane channels without applying positive
pressure were determined. Second, the velocities of fluid samples through 2.5 mm wide
membrane channels placed under positive pressure were determined. The velocities from
the two experimental groups were compared to see if they were statistically different. The
membrane channel template for this experiment was designed in AutoCADTM and the
drawing file can be seen in Figure 15.

Figure 15: AutoCADTM Template for
Positive Pressure Application Study

The wax printing and melting protocol previously described in the channel
characterization study was used to create twenty hydrophilic channels in the cellulose
membrane. From the results of the channel characterization study, which are displayed in
the Results section and analyzed in the Discussion section of this thesis, each channel
was designed to be 2.5 mm wide. In Figure 15, the left column of ten channels was used
in the study without pressure and the right column of ten channels was used in the study
with positive pressure applied. The input ports were always on the left side of each
channel.
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For the first group of ten channels tested in this study, a 2-20 uL range pipette was
used to load the input port of ten channels with 10 uL of red dye. Without positive
pressure being applied, the dye was allowed to travel through the membrane for 1 minute.
The horizontal distance the fluid travelled through the membrane was measured and
recorded. For the second part of this study, positive pressure was applied to the second
set of ten channels by sandwiching the membrane between two acrylic sheets with hand
clamps.
Once sandwiched with the input port outside of the acrylic in order to allow the
red dye to be introduced to the membrane, a 2-20 uL range pipette was used to load 10
uL of dye onto the input port of each channel. The time it took for the dye to travel to the
end of the channel, a distance of 5cm, was recorded. Fluid velocities were calculated
from the data obtained from the two parts of this study. The velocities were statiscally
analyzed using MATLAB to see if there was a significant difference in velocities due to
positive pressure being applied to the membrane. The MATLAB code used to perform
the statistical analysis can be found in Appendix B.
Single-Channel, Multi-Layered Platforms
For this thesis, it was imperative to demonstrate that fluid can be routed vertically
from one layer to another in 3-D platforms by applying positive pressure. This section of
testing consisted of two main parts. The first part was to determine a conjugate pad
geometry that allowed for vertical fluid flow as well as effective resolubilization of
detector reagent. The second part of this study was to demonstrate that fluid can be routed
vertically and horizontally through multiple layers of membrane. The multiple layers
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consisted of an input layer, isolation layers, fluid routing layers, the conjugate layer, the
detection layer, and an absorbent pad.
Conjugate Pad Characterization
The conjugate pad characterization study was performed to demonstrate vertical
fluid routing through two layers of membrane and successful detector reagent
resolubilization. For this paper-based platform, the first layer was a fluid routing layer for
sample introduction while the second layer was a conjugate pad containing detector
reagent. For this study, red dye was used as a mock detector reagent in order to visualize
fluid flow through the membrane channels. AutoCADTM was used to develop the channel
and conjugate pad templates which can be seen on the left side of Figure 16.
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Figure 16: AutoCADTM Template for the fluid routing layer and conjugate pad layer, with five conjugate pad geometries
(left). The fluid routing layer and conjugate pad layer are placed on top of each other for conjugate pad characterization
(right).

Five different geometries for the conjugate pad were tested to qualitatively
determine the best geometry for fluid routing in this layer. Since the conjugate pad is the
site for reagent resolubilization, a uniform flow rate is desired as well as a slower flow
rate than that of the other fluid routing channels. Having the flow rate slow down in the
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conjugate pad will increase the time the detector reagent is in contact with the fluid thus
increasing the chance of it resolubilizing and moving through the rest of the device layers
successfully [9]. The wax printing and melting protocol previously described in the
channel characterization study was used to create this two layer chip. Using a 2-20 uL
range pipette, 10 uL of red dye was pipetted onto the center of each of the five geometries
of the conjugate pad layer and dried at room temperature for 45 minutes.
Then, the conjugate pad was placed on top of the fluid routing layer, depicted on
the right side of Figure 16. The combined layers were sandwiched between two acrylic
sheets with the input port outside of the acrylic. This allows a fluid sample to be
introduced to the membrane. Positive pressure was then applied by clamping the acrylic
plates with hand clamps. Using a 20-200 uL range pipette, 50 uL of water was introduced
to the input port (left side of channels) and allowed to route through the two layers of
membrane.
Single-Channel, Multi-Layer Platform: Functional Dye Test
The next step was to fabricate a 3-D paper-based platform utilizing the optimal
channel geometries determined in the previous experiments. Demonstration of a fluid
sample successfully routing through multiple layers of membrane using positive pressure
instead of coupling agents, as well as successful resolubilization and routing of detector
reagent from the conjugate pad through the remaining membrane layers of the platform,
needed to be completed.
For this section, a single-channel, multi-layer platform was designed. The single
channel, multi-layer platform consisted of six separate membrane layers. The bottom
layer was an absorbent pad followed by an isolation layer to prevent fluid routing to the
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absorbent pad until after passing the detection zones. Then the sample pad layer, also
referred to as the first fluid routing layer was introduced. The conjugate pad was placed
on top of this first fluid routing layer. After the fluid sample passed through the conjugate
pad it was routed to a second fluid routing layer. The detection layer, containing the
detection zones, was placed on top of the second routing layer. Once the fluid passed
through the detection zones, it was routed down to the absorbent pad. A pictorial
representation of the multi-layer chip can be seen in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Single-Channel, Multi-Layer Platform

After determining the number of layers and their placement in the platform,
AutoCADTM was used to design the wax printing templates, Figure 18.
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Figure 18: AutoCADTM
Template of Single-Channel,
Multi-Layer Platform

In Figure 18, the layers, described from the bottom to the top of the image are the
following: absorbent pad (white), isolation layer (black), first fluid routing layer (black),
conjugate pad (red), second fluid routing layer (black), detection regions (green). There
are three single-channel, multi-layer platforms in this drawing, only the middle channel
was allowed to route fluid to the absorbent pad. The same wax printing and melting
protocol previously described in the channel characterization study was used for the
fabrication of this platform. Once the fluid routing layers were created, the platform was
assembled and tested with red dye to demonstrate device functionality.
Using a 2-20 uL range pipette, 2 uL of red dye was spotted onto the conjugate pad
and dried at room temperature for approximately 45 minutes. The platform was
assembled by placing the six layers of membrane on top of each other in the following
order: absorbent pad, isolation layer, first fluid routing layer, conjugate pad over the
middle of the channels on the first fluid routing layer, second fluid routing layer placed
over the ends of the channels in the first fluid routing layer, and detection layer placed in
the middle of the channels in the second fluid routing layer. Once assembled, the
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combined layers were sandwiched between two acrylic sheets with the input ports outside
of the acrylic to allow a fluid sample to be introduced to the membrane. Positive pressure
was then applied by clamping the acrylic plates together.
Using a 20-200 uL range pipette, 100 uL of D.I. water was introduced to the first
fluid routing layer of the platform at the sample input ports. The sample input ports were
located at the left end of each channel in the first fluid routing layer. The fluid sample
was allowed to route through all the layers of the platform.
3-D Multiplex Platforms
For the previous experiments, positive pressure was applied to the paper-based
platforms by clamping two acrylic plates with hand clamps. In order to design the final
multiplex platform, a housing unit needed to be created that could apply adequate and
even pressure across the platform to allow fluid to flow through the multiple channels and
layers. Not only was it important for the fluid sample to be routed throughout the device,
it was important that the development time of each detection region be consistent as well.
Development time was defined as the time it took a fluid sample to be introduced at the
input port and routed to the end of the second detection zone of each channel in the
multiplex platform. In order to test different housing unit designs, multiple 3-D multiplex
platforms were designed.
Multiplex Platform: Membrane Designs
It was decided that the final platform design for this thesis would incorporate one
input port and eight detection zones; meaning four channels would break off from a
single input channel to route the sample to eight detection zones. The design from the
single channel, multi-layer platform study was adapted to allow for a single sample port
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to route fluid to eight detection zones. As testing occurred, the channel design and
number of layers incorporated were altered in order to improve fluid routing throughout
the device; this resulted in the creation of five different membrane designs. The
AutoCAD templates for the five multiplex platform designs are shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: AutoCADTM Templates of Membrane Layer Designs 1-5. Design 1 (top left), Design 2 (top middle), Design 3
(top right), Design 4 (bottom left), Design 5 (bottom right).

The same wax printing and melting protocol previously described in the channel
characterization study was used for fabricating the multiplex platform. The following
directions explain the assembly process for the multiplex platforms. Membrane design 5
will be used as the explanatory example, however it is important to note that all designs
were assembled using the same process.
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Step 1: The sample input layer was placed in the recessed area of the housing
unit’s bottom half, Figure 20.

Figure 20: Step 1 of assembly protocol
showing the placement of the sample input
layer.

Step 2: The absorbent pad was placed on the sample input layer with the upper
right hand corners of the layers aligned, Figure 21.

Figure 21: Step 2 of assembly protocol showing
the placement of the absorbent pad.

Step 3: The isolation layer was placed over the absorbent pad. The absorbent pad
and isolation layer do not cover the entire length of the platform. This prevented
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the fluid sample from routing directly to the absorbent pad from the input port,
Figure 22.

Figure 23: Step 3 of assembly protocol showing
the placement of the isolation layer.

Step 4: The fluid routing layer was placed on top of the isolation layer. This layer
divides the single input channel into four fluid routing channels, Figure 23.

Figure 22: Step 4 of assembly protocol showing
the placement of the fluid routing layer.
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Step 5: The conjugate pad was placed on top of the fluid routing layer. The upper right
hand corners of the layers were lined up to ensure proper channel alignment, Figure 24.

Figure 24: Step 5 of assembly protocol showing
the placement of the conjugate pad.

Step 6: The detection layer was placed on top of the conjugate pad. The upper
right hand corners of the layers were lined up to ensure proper channel alignment,
Figure 25.

Figure 25: Step 6 in assembly protocol
showing the placement of the detection layer.
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Step 7: The upper half of the housing unit was placed on top of the assembled
layers, Figure 26.

Figure 26: Step 7 in assembly protocol
showing the placement of the housing unit
cover.

Step 8: The bottom and top halves of the housing unit were secured with nuts and
bolts, Figure 27.

Figure 27: Step 8 in assembly protocol showing
how to secure the housing unit with nuts and
bolts.

The functions of the nuts and bolts were to keep the housing unit halves together
as well as to supply the positive pressure needed to route fluid through multiple layers of
membrane. The amount of positive pressure applied to the membrane is related to how
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tightly the nuts and bolts were fastened. It was important to determine how tight to secure
the nuts and bolts to allow consistent fluid flow through the membrane. In a study
performed by Sarah Klemm, it was shown that the best development times of a singlechannel, multi-layer platform were achieved when the nuts were tightened ¼ of a turn
past initial contact with the surface of the housing unit’s bottom half [21]. Therefore the
housing unit halves were secured by tightening the nuts ¼ of a turn past initial contact
with the acrylic housing unit.
The housing units and membrane layer platforms were designed and assembled to
allow a fluid sample to be routed from the input port up through the conjugate pad and
then through the detection layer before being routed back down to the absorbent pad.
Housing Unit Designs
In order to determine correct placement of pressure application onto the
membrane to ensure uniform flow through the multiplex platform, four different housing
units were designed and tested in combination with the various platform designs. The
first housing unit design had four pressure tabs that fully covered the four different
channels and was secured by six bolts. Three bolts were placed along the top edge of the
housing unit while the other three were placed along the bottom edge, Figure 28.
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Figure 28: Housing Design 1

The second design had the same pressure tabs as design 1, but had twelve bolts
securing the two halves of the housing unit. The twelve screws were spaced equally
around the perimeter of the housing unit, Figure 29.

Figure 29: Housing Design 2

The third design had the same screw placement as the second design, but had
different pressure tabs. The pressure tabs on this design fully covered the channels up
until the conjugate pad. After the conjugate pad, the pressure tabs lined the outside of the
channels thereby applying pressure on the membrane bordering the channels and the
detection zones, Figure 30.
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Figure 30: Housing Design 3

The fourth and final housing design had the same screw placement as the second
and third designs, but had different pressure tabs. The pressure tabs on this design applied
pressure onto the membrane bordering the channels throughout the entire length of the
platform, Figure 31.

Figure 31: Housing Design 4
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The different placements of the pressure tabs were chosen in order to determine if
direct positive pressure or indirect positive pressure on the membrane channels would aid
uniform flow.
The four housing units were manufactured out of 0.075” acrylic sheets. A CO2
Laser System was used to cut the acrylic into the pieces needed to construct the housing
unit. AutoCADTM was used to create the design templates used by the laser cutter to
create the housing unit pieces, shown in Figure 32.

Figure 32: AutoCADTM Template for Four Housing Designs

The AutoCADTM templates were plotted to the laser cutter. The line color in the
template was set to red because the laser cutter was programmed to make vector cuts
along red lines. This is important because a vector cut tells the laser to cut through the
entire thickness of the material it is cutting. The laser settings were changed to 0.075
inch, acrylic with a line weight of 0.00. The line weight is important because it signifies
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how wide to make the cut. Since it was set to 0.00, the laser only cut once over each line
creating the correct geometric dimensions.
As can be seen in the AutoCADTM drawing in Figure 32, each housing unit
consisted of four different pieces. The bottom two pieces for each design were joined
together with acrylic glue to create the bottom half of the housing unit. The top two
pieces for each design were also joined together with acrylic glue to create the top half of
the housing unit.
Housing Unit Design: COMSOLTM Model
In order to aid the housing unit design process, a computer model was created
using COMSOLTM Multiphysics software. A computer model can be an efficient tool
when implemented during initial design phases. Decisions about final product designs
can be determined before prototypes are produced and tested, because different
parameters can be applied to the model and the potential outcomes are portrayed. If a
sound computational model is created, it has the potential to save time and money by
eliminating potentially faulty designs earlier in the design process. For this thesis,
COMSOLTM was used to help determine the number and placement of fasteners needed
for the housing unit. It was important to determine the quantity and design the position
of the fasteners in a way that allowed adequate application of positive pressure to the
membrane layers in order to augment fluid routing and provide connectivity between
layers. Eventually, this model can be improved upon to help determine an ideal pressure
that will enable uniform flow through the platform and fast development times.
For this thesis, a COMSOLTM model was created to analyze the total surface
displacement of the top half of the housing unit and the contact pressure across the
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pressure tabs. The housing unit geometry, using COMSOLTM’s CAD module, consisted
of the upper half of housing unit designs 1 or 2 and a layer of cellulose membrane. The
size of the models was scaled to the actual size of the devices. COMSOLTM allows
material properties to be assigned to the different domains, geometry components, of the
model. The materials used to build the model were acrylic for the housing unit, steel for
the bolts, and cellulose for the membrane. The mechanical properties of each material,
needed to perform the computational analysis, can be found in Table II.
Table II: COMSOLTM Material Properties

Material

Density [kg/m3]

acrylic*
steel*
cellulose

1190
7850
1500

Young’s Modulus
[Pa]
3.2e9
205e9
2.0e9**

Poisson’s Ratio
0.35
0.28
0.1***

*acrylic and steel properties found in COMSOL material library,** [22],*** [23]

Next, boundary conditions were assigned to the different sub-domains, or
geometry surfaces. The bottom surfaces of the nuts and the cellulose membrane were
assigned fixed constraints. A boundary load was assigned to the top surfaces of the bolts;
this boundary load represents the bolt axial force of the fastened bolts on an assembled
device. Finally a contact pair was created between the bottom face of the housing unit
and the upper face of the cellulose membrane to allow contact pressure to be analyzed.
The study consisted of running three simulations. The housing design and applied
boundary loads for the three simulations are summarized in Table III.
Table III: COMSOLTM Boundary Loads

Simulation #

Housing Design
# : # of bolts

Load [lb]

1
2
3

1 : 6 bolts
2 : 12 bolts
2 : 12 bolts

1
1
2
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Applied
Boundary Load
[psi]
80.3
80.3
160.5

Applied
Boundary Load
[Pa]
553312
553312
1106624

After running the simulations, total surface displacement and contact pressure
surface plots were obtained. Also line plots for the principle stress magnitudes, pressures,
in the z-direction along each pressure tab were obtained. The figures of these surface and
line plots can be found in the results section and are further explained in the discussion
section of this thesis.
Development Time Tests: Multiplex Platform
Once the housing units were created, development time tests were performed in
order to determine which housing design and membrane channel design were optimal.
After producing the membrane layers using the wax printing and melting protocol
described in the channel characterization study, a 2-20 uL range pipette was used to place
2 uL of red dye onto the middle of each conjugate pad and dried at room temperature for
45 minutes. After the conjugate pads dried, the 3-D multiplex platform was assembled
according to the assembly protocol described in the multiplex platform design section of
this thesis.
Following chip assembly, a 200-1000 uL range pipette was used to introduce 250
uL of D.I. water to the membrane through the sample port. The sample was allowed to
route through the chip for 20 minutes. The time it took for the channels to develop was
recorded. The development time was described as the time it takes for the sample fluid to
route to the end of the second detection zone on the detection membrane layer. It is
important to note that not every membrane channel design was tested in every housing
unit design. Table IV shows the combinations of membrane channel designs and housing
unit designs used during the development time tests.
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Table IV: Membrane Channel Design and Housing Unit Design Combination

Membrane
Channel
Design

Design 1
Design 2
Design 3
Design 4
Design 5

Housing Unit Design
Design 2
Design 3

Design 1
X
X

X
X
X

Design 4

X
X

X
X

Biochemistry
In order to demonstrate the possible diagnostic capabilities of the final device,
immunoassays utilizing both biotinylated antibody and aptamer capture reagents were
performed on the final 3-D multiplex platform.
Aptamer vs Antibody Capture Reagents
Since antibodies are the standard for lateral flow immunoassays, they were tested
on the 3-D platform to show that it has the capability of being used successfully for
diagnostics. Aptamers were also tested on the platform to show their potential as viable
alternatives to antibodies as capture reagents. For these experiments, membrane design 5
and housing unit design 2 were used. The membranes were created using the same wax
printing and melting protocol described in the channel characterization study. It is
important to note that in the functional dye and development time tests cellulose
membrane was used for the detection layer; but for the immunoassays, nitrocellulose
membrane was used. The detection layer must be nitrocellulose in order to immobilize
the capture reagents at the detection zones [9]. The rest of the platform was manufactured
from cellulose membrane, because cellulose prevents non-specific binding of proteins
[9]. This ensures that the sample and detector immunocomplex reach and bind to the
tethered capture reagents in the detection zones instead of randomly binding elsewhere in
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the platform [9]. Dimensional drawings of membrane design 5 and housing unit design 2
can be found in Appendix A.
Solution and Membrane Preparations
For the purpose of this thesis, FITC labeled goat anti-human IgE antibodies were
used to detect human plasma IgE. The capture reagents used in the antibody and aptamer
immunoassays were biotinylated anti-IgE antibody and biotinylated IgE aptamers
respectively. A previous study performed in our lab found that the nitrocellulose
membranes cracked during a heat treatment phase of the capture reagent immobilization
procedure [10]. In order to prevent the nitrocellulose membrane from cracking,
streptavidin was used to immobilize the biotinylated capture reagents. Streptavidin is a
protein that can bind to materials at room temperature and biotinylated molecules can
bind to streptavidin at room temperature [24]. This is important because it eliminates heat
treatments during immobilization, thus preventing membrane cracking.
The lyophilized streptavidin had been previously dissolved in D.I. water to a
concentration of 1 mg/ml, therefore dilutions did not need to be performed on the
streptavidin solution. The biotinylated anti-IgE antibodies and aptamers were diluted to
concentrations of 1mg/ml using D.I. water. The dilution calculations for both the
antibodies and the aptamers can be found in Appendix E. Next, either 3 uL or 1.5 uL of
streptavidin was spotted onto the detection zones of the detection layer using a 2-20 uL or
0-2.0 uL range pipette. The detection layer was then dried in a humidity chamber for 10
minutes without vacuum assistance. After 10 minutes had passed, the membrane was
dried for an additional 2 minutes in the humidity chamber while using a vacuum pump. A
vacuum pump was used in order to remove any complex water that could have adhered to
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the membrane’s surface [9]. It is crucial to use a humidity chamber during drying,
because it prevents the evaporation of reagents from the membrane before they can
become immobilized [9]. After the membrane was dry, either 3uL or 1.5uL of
biotinylated anti-IgE antibody or aptamer was spotted onto the detection region and
allowed to dry in the humidity chamber for 10 minutes without vacuum assistance and
then 2 minutes under vacuum.
Next, the membrane was blocked using a 2 % BSA solution. It is important to
block the membrane because it prevents non-specific binding of the target
analyte/detector reagent immunocomplex to the membrane [9]. The membrane was fully
submerged in the blocking solution for 7 minutes before being washed. The washing
solution for the membrane was a 5mM supplemented with 0.01%w/v SDS solution. The
membrane was submerged in the wash solution for 15 minutes. It is important to wash the
membrane because it removes any unbound BSA from the blocking solution that may
still be on the membrane [9]. SDS was used in the wash solution because it promotes
even rewetting of the membrane which is necessary for an accurate detection signal [9]. It
is important to note that the washing time should be longer than the blocking time to
make sure all unbound reagents have been removed so as not to skew assay results [9].
The blocking and wash solutions were prepared as outlined in the thesis of
Jennifer Ward [10]. The 2% w/v BSA blocking solution was prepared by dissolving 0.6g
of BSA in 30 mL of D.I. water. To create the 5mM supplemented with 0.01% w/v SDS
solution, an SDS stock solution was prepared by dissolving 0.005g of SDS in 10 mL of
D.I. water. In order to produce a 5 mM solution, 300 uL of the SDS stock solution was
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added to 30 mL of D.I. water. Next, 0.003g of SDS was added to the 5 mM SDS wash
buffer to produce an SDS supplement of 0.01% w/v.
The membrane was then dried in the humidity chamber under vacuum until the
membrane was visibly dry. Drying the membrane with vacuum assistance ensures fast
drying times and removes excess complex water increasing the efficiency of capture
reagent immobilization [9].
Next, the conjugate solution containing the detector reagent was prepared for the
conjugate pad. This solution was prepared as outlined in the thesis of Jennifer Ward [10].
The first step for the conjugate pad was to create a 2mM BSA buffer solution
supplemented with 10% sucrose. The purpose of this buffer solution is to help
resolubilization of detector reagents during testing [9]. To create the 2mM BSA buffer,
2.657 g of BSA was dissolved in 19.92 mL of D.I. water. To supplement the solution
with 10% sucrose, 0.001 g of sucrose was dissolved in the solution.
Next, 0.5 mg of lyophilized FITC labeled goat anti-human IgE was rehydrated in
1mL of D.I. water. Two conjugate solutions were created in order to test a low and a high
conjugate concentration. Conjugate solutions with concentrations of 2 ug/mL and 22
ug/mL were prepared from the 2 mM BSA buffer supplemented with 10% sucrose and
the 0.5 mg/mL FITC anti-IgE solutions as outlined in the thesis of Jennifer Ward [10].
For the 2 ug/mL solution, 80 uL of the 0.5 mg/mL FITC anti-IgE solution was added to
the BSA solution. To create the 22 ug/mL solution, 920 uL of the FITC anti-IgE solution
was added to the 2 ug/mL conjugate solution. Using a 2-20 uL range pipette, either 6.5uL
or 3uL of the conjugate solution was spotted onto the conjugate pads. The conjugate pads
were then dried in the humidity chamber under vacuum for 15 minutes.
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The sample solution containing the target analyte, human plasma IgE, was then
prepared as outlined in the product data sheet. 50 ug of lyophilized plasma IgE was
dissolved in 50 mL of PBS, pH 7.4 to produce a 1ug/mL solution of IgE.
Immunoassay Experiments
For the immunoassay experiments, five chips were tested. Each platform had a
different combination of conjugate detector concentration and spotted volume, spotted
streptavidin volume, and spotted biotinylated antibody or aptamer volume. Together,
Table V and Figure 33 show the conjugate concentrations, the conjugate solution volume,
the capture reagent, and the volume of capture reagent used on each chip.
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Table V: Immunoassay Reagent Combinations.

Channel
#

[Detector
Reagent]

Conjugate
Solution
Volume
(uL)

1
2
3
4

Low
High
High
Control

6.5
6.5
6.5
0

1
2
3
4

Low
High
High
Control

6.5
6.5
6.5
0

1
2
3
4

Low
High
High
Control

6.5
6.5
6.5
0

1
2
3
4

Low
High
High
Control

3
3
3
0

1
2
3
4

Low
High
High
Control

3
3
3
0

Streptavidin
Volume
(uL)
Chip 1
3
3
3
3
Chip 2
3
3
3
3
Chip 3
3
3
3
3
Chip 4
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
Chip 5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
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BiotinCapture
Reagent
Volume
(uL)

Detection
1 Capture
Reagent

Detection
2 Capture
Reagent

3
3
3
3

Antibody
Antibody
Antibody
Antibody

Antibody
Antibody
Antibody
Antibody

3
3
3
3

Aptamer
Aptamer
Aptamer
Aptamer

Antibody
Antibody
Antibody
Antibody

3
3
3
3

Antibody
Antibody
Antibody
Antibody

Antibody
Antibody
Antibody
Antibody

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Aptamer
Aptamer
Aptamer
Aptamer

Antibody
Antibody
Antibody
Antibody

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Antibody
Antibody
Antibody
Antibody

Antibody
Antibody
Antibody
Antibody

Figure 33: Platform for Immunoasssay. Numbers 1-4 on
the left denote channel number. L, H, and C denote the
detector reagent concentration placed on the conjugate
pad (L = Low = 2ug/mL, H = High = 22ug/mL, and C =
Control = 0 ug/mL.

Once the detection layers and conjugate pads were prepared according to
Table III, the platform was assembled according to the assembly protocol described in the
multiplex platform design section of this thesis. Using a 200-1000 uL range pipette, 125
uL of the IgE sample solution was added to the input port and allowed to route through
the device for 20 minutes. After the first 10 minutes elapsed, a 125 uL chaser of PBS, pH
7.4 was added to the input port. The purpose of using a chaser is to ensure the entire IgE
sample solution is flushed from the input port and routed to detection. Another 125 uL
chaser of PBS was added to the input port after 15 minutes had elapsed.
Data Acquisition and Analysis
After test completion, the assay results in the detection regions were visualized
using a fluorescent microscope configured to show FITC labeled particles. The program
QCapture Pro was used to obtain images of the detection regions. Once images of the
detection regions were obtained, the program ImageJ was used to analyze the fluorescent
results of the assays. To determine if the target analyte, IgE, was successfully detected,
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the fluorescent intensities of the detection zones were acquired and compared. To obtain
fluorescent intensities, an image of interest was opened in ImageJ.
The image was then converted to an 8-bit green image by the following steps:
Image > Color > Split Channels. When splitting an RBG image, three 8-bit images are
created, one for the red channel, one for the blue channel, and one for the green channel.
Since FITC fluoresces green, the channels displaying red and blue 8-bit images can be
discarded because they do not contain any useful information.
Intensity was set to be analyzed by the following steps: Analyze > Set
Measurements. In the set measurements window, the checkboxes for area and mean gray
value (intensity) were checked. Next, a region of interest, ROI, was drawn on the image
in order to analyze intensity. Each ROI was a 10 pixel x 10 pixel square. Ten intensity or
mean gray value measurements were acquired for each image by moving the ROI ten
times inside the detection zone.
The intensity values for each detection zone were statistically analyzed using
MATLAB. The statistical analysis was performed in order to determine if the fluorescent
intensity results from the antibody experiments were significantly different from the
control and statistically similar to the aptamer experiments. The MATLAB code used to
perform the statistical analysis can be found in Appendix B. The images acquired by
QCapture Pro can be found in Appendix D.
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III RESULTS
Multiplex Platform Design
Channel Characterization: Channel Widths
The results from the channel characterization study are summarized in Table VI.
Table VI: Channel Characterization Fluid Velocities

Channel
Width
(mm)
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.25
2.5
2.75

Test 1
(mm/min)

Test 2
(mm/min)

Test 3
(mm/min)

Test 4
(mm/min)

0.00
0.00
0.00
6.25
8.38
11.50
14.25

0.00
0.00
0.00
11.00
15.00
21.00
19.67

0.00
0.00
0.00
13.75
18.13
21.50
16.75

0.00
0.00
9.17
20.33
20.50
17.17
13.67

Statistical
Significance

p-value

N/A

.5467

Same

Fluid flow was not observed in channels with widths of 0.5 and 1.0 mm. For
channels that were 1.5 mm wide, only one test allowed fluid to flow. Since these channel
widths did not support consistent fluid flow through the membrane, statistical analysis
was only performed on the results of channels with widths of 2.0, 2.25, 2.5, and 2.75 mm.
Images of the membranes from these tests, as well as a spreadsheet of the raw data, can
be found in Appendix C. The ANOVA table, corresponding box plot, and MATLAB
code used to perform the statistical analysis can be found in Appendix B. The results
from this study are explained in detail in the discussion portion of this thesis.
Positive Pressure Application
The results from the positive pressure application study are summarized in
Table VII.
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Table VII: Velocities Obtained During the Positive Pressure Study

Test #: All Channel Widths
2.5 mm
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
p-value
Statistical Significance

Velocities w/o Positive
Pressure (mm/min)
8.33
N/A
18.80
20.70
N/A
25.00
N/A
25.87
N/A
11.11

Velocities w/ Positive
Pressure (mm/min)
25.64
54.26
159.49
25.34
412.20
203.42
196.31
147.62
45.00
47.36
0.0057
Different

During tests 2, 5, 7, and 9 when the membrane was not subjected to positive
pressure, fluid velocities were unable to be obtained. Since fluid wasn’t successfully
routed through 5cm of membrane in these channels, they were not included in the
statistical analysis. All other tests in this experimental group routed fluid through 5cm of
membrane. Fluid velocities were obtained for all tests performed with the membrane
subjected to positive pressure because fluid was routed through 5cm of membrane.
Images of these test results, as well as a spreadsheet of the raw data, can be found
in Appendix C. The ANOVA table, corresponding Tukey HSD plot, and MATLAB code
used to perform the statistical analysis can be found in Appendix B. The results acquired
in the positive pressure study and the statistical significance is explained in the discussion
portion of this thesis.
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Single-Channel, Multi-Layer Platforms
Conjugate Pad Characterization
The result from the conjugate pad characterization study can be seen in Figure 34.

Figure 34: Conjugate Pad Characterization Results

All five channels were able to route fluid from the fluid routing layer, up to the
conjugate layer, and back down to the fluid routing layer. Also, this test showed that the
red dye was successfully resolubilized from the conjugate pad and carried through the
channels. There was some backflow occurring in the channels. These results are further
explained in the discussion portion of this thesis.
Single Channel, Multi-layer Platform: Functional Dye Test
The result from a successful functional dye test for a single channel, multi-layer
platform is shown in Figure 35.
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Ch 3
Ch 2
Ch 1

Figure 35: Single-Channel, Multi-Layer Platform Results

In all three channels, fluid was successfully routed from the sample input port
through the conjugate pad and up to the detection zones. By design, Channel 2 was the
only channel allowed to route fluid down to the absorbent pad, which occurred. Images of
other functional dye test trial runs for single-channel, multi-layer chips can be found in
Appendix C.
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3-D Multiplex Platforms
Housing Unit Design: COMSOLTM Modeling Results:
The results from the three COMSOLTM simulations are shown in Figures 36 - 41.
Simulation 1: 6 fasteners, 1lb load

Tab 3
Tab 2
Tab 1

Figure 36: Simulation 1: Total Displacement and Contact Pressure Surface Plots

In Figure 36, a side-view of the total displacement is shown in inches (upper left)
and in µm (upper right) and also a bottom-view in inches (lower left) and the contact
pressure between the housing unit and membrane layer is shown in Pa (lower right). The
maximum displacement was 2.16e-5 in or 0.549 µm for the first simulation. The region
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exhibiting the greatest displacements was concentrated across the middle of the platform,
primarily across the pressure tabs that cover the first three fluid routing channels. This is
clearly illustrated in the lower left image of Figure 36. The maximum contact pressure
determined during this simulation was 51.93 Pa. The region with the greatest contact
pressure corresponded with the region experiencing the greatest displacement, the first
three fluid routing channels in the platform. A line plot was created to evaluate the
contact pressure profile along the middle of three pressure tabs. The three tabs that were
analyzed are labeled in the lower right image of Figure 36. It is important to note that the
pressure tabs 1, 2, and 3 cover the platform’s channels 2, 3, and 4 respectively. The line
plots that were acquired are shown in Figure 37.

Figure 37: Simulation 1: Contact Pressure Line Plot

The pressure ranged from approximately 40.5 – 42.0 Pa along the center of Tab
1and approximately 38.5 – 39.0 Pa along the center of Tab 2. Along the center of Tab 3
the pressure profile fluctuated between 32.0 – 35.0 Pa.
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Simulation 2: 12 fasteners, 1lb load

Tab 3
Tab 2
Tab 1

Figure 38: Simulation 2: Total Displacement and Contact Pressure Surface Plots

In Figure 38, a side-view of the total displacement is shown in inches (upper left)
and in µm (upper right) and also a bottom-view in inches (lower left) and the contact
pressure between the housing unit and membrane layer is shown in Pa (lower right). The
maximum displacement was 8.56e-6 in or 0.217 µm for the second simulation. The
greatest displacements were concentrated in the center of the platform, primarily over the
middle of the first and second fluid routing channels. This is clearly illustrated in the
lower left image of Figure 38. The maximum contact pressure determined during this
simulation was 54.64 Pa. The region with the greatest contact pressure corresponded with
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the region exhibiting the largest displacement, the first two fluid routing channels in the
platform. A line plot was created to evaluate the contact pressure profile along the middle
of three pressure tabs. The three tabs that were analyzed are labeled in the lower right
image of Figure 38. It is important to note that the pressure tabs 1, 2, and 3 cover the
platform’s channels 2, 3, and 4 respectively. The line plots that were acquired are shown
in Figure 39.

Figure 39: Simulation 2: Contact Pressure Line Plot

The pressure ranged from approximately 31.0 – 44.0 Pa along the center of Tab
1and approximately 27.0 – 41.0 Pa along the center of Tab 2. Along the center of Tab 3
the pressure profile fluctuated between 30.0 – 35.0 Pa.
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Simulation 3: 12 fasteners, 2 lb load

Tab 3
Tab 2
Tab 1

Figure 40: Simulation 3: Total Displacement and Contact Pressure Surface Plots

In Figure 40, a side-view of the total displacement is shown in inches (upper left)
and in µm (upper right) and also a bottom-view in inches (lower left) and the contact
pressure between the housing unit and membrane layer is shown in Pa (lower right).
The maximum displacement was 1.71e-5 in or 0.434 µm for the third simulation. The
greatest displacements were concentrated in the center of the platform, primarily over the
middle of the first and second fluid routing channels. This is clearly illustrated in the
lower left image of Figure 40. The maximum contact pressure determined during this
simulation was 109.29 Pa. The regions with the greatest contact pressure corresponded
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with the region exhibiting the greatest displacement, the first two fluid routing channels
in the platform. A line plot was created to evaluate the contact pressure profile along the
middle of three pressure tabs. The three tabs that were analyzed are labeled in the lower
right image of Figure 40. It is important to note that the pressure tabs 1, 2, and 3 cover the
platform’s channels 2, 3, and 4 respectively. The line plots that were acquired are shown
in Figure 41.

Figure 41: Simulation 3: Contact Pressure Line Plot

The pressure ranged from approximately 62.0 – 88.0 Pa along the center of Tab
1and approximately 54.0 – 82.0 Pa along the center of Tab 2. Along the center of Tab 3
the pressure profile fluctuated between 60.0 – 70.0 Pa. The results of these simulations
are summarized in Table VIII and further explained in the discussion portion of this
thesis. Summary reports of the three COMSOLTM simulations were generated and can be
found in Appendix F.
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Table VIII: Summary of COMSOL Modeling Results

Simulation
#
1
2
3

Maximum Total
Displacement
(µm)
0.549
0.217
0.435

Maximum
Contact
Pressure (Pa)
51.9
54.6
109.3

Tab 1:
Pressure
Range (Pa)
40.5 – 42.0
31.0 – 44.0
62.0 – 88.0

Tab 2:
Pressure
Range (Pa)
38.5 – 39.0
27.0 – 41.0
54.0 – 82.0

Tab 3:
Pressure
Range (Pa)
32.0 – 35.0
30.0 – 35.0
60.0 – 70.0

Development Time Tests: Multiplex Platforms
Study 1: The results from the development time tests for membrane channel
design 1 in housing design 1 are shown in Table IX.
Table IX: Development Time Results of Membrane Design 1in Housing Design 1

Channel #
1
2
3
4

Chip 1: Development Time
(min:s)
13:12
13:39
13:43
23:54

Chip 2: Development Time
(min:s)
19:04
8:40
9:06
21:05

In both chips that were tested, all four channels successfully routed fluid from a
single input port to two detection zones per channel. Also, in all channels, red dye was
successfully re-solubilized from the conjugate pad and routed to all detection zones.
Figure 42 shows the chips after testing occurred.
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Figure 42: Development Time Results for Membrane Design 1 in Housing Design 1. Chip 1 (top
left), Chip 2 (top right), and AutoCADTM template for the chip layers (middle bottom).

Study 2: The results from the development time tests for membrane channel
design 2 in housing design 1 can be seen in Table X.
Table X: Development Time Results of Membrane Design 2 in Housing Design 1

Channel
#
1
2
3
4

Chip 1: Development
Time (min:s)
13:31
N/A
11:52
14:45

Chip 2: Development
Time (min:s)
18:23
18:11
N/A
22:17
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Chip 3: Development
Time (min:s)
14:49
11:43
18:08
15:11

The first chip tested routed fluid from the sample port to the detection zones in
channels 1, 3, and 4. Channel 2 on chip 1 only routed fluid to the first detection zone;
therefore a development time could not be obtained. The second chip tested was able to
route fluid from the sample port to both detection zones in channels 1, 2, and 4. Channel
3 on chip 2 only routed fluid to the first detection zone; therefore a development time
could not be obtained. The third chip tested, successfully routed fluid from the sample
port to both detection zones in all four channels. Figure 43 shows the chips after testing
occurred.

Figure 43: Development Time Results for Membrane Design 2 in Housing Design 1. Chip 1 (top
left), Chip 2 (top right), Chip 3 (bottom left), and AutoCAD template for the chip layers (bottom
right).
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Study 3: The results from the development time tests for membrane channel
design 3 or 4 in housing units 2, 3, and 4 are shown in Table XI.
Table XI: Results of Membrane Design 3 or 4 in Housing Design 2, 3, & 4

Channel
#
1
2
3
4

Housing Design 2
Housing Design 3
Housing Design 4
Design 3
Design 3
Design 3
Design 4
Design 3
Design 4
Chip 1:
Chip 2:
Chip 1:
Chip 2:
Chip 1:
Chip 2:
Development Development Development Development Development Development
Time (min:s) Time (min:s) Time (min:s) Time (min:s) Time (min:s) Time (min:s)
N/A
15:02
20:52
N/A
18:08
N/A
N/A
14:12
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
9:55
12:46
N/A
14:24
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
The first chip tested in housing design 2 was unable to route fluid from the sample

port to both detection zones in all four channels. The second chip tested in housing design
2 was able to route fluid from the sample port to both detection zones in channels 1, 2,
and 3 but not in channel 4. The first chip tested in housing design 3 was able to route
fluid from the sample port to both detection zones in channels 1 and 3, but not in
channels 2 and 4. The second chip tested in housing design 3 was unable to route fluid
from the sample port to the detection zones in all four channels. The first chip tested in
housing design 4 routed fluid from the sample port to both detection zones in channels 1
and 3, but not in channels 2 and 4. The second chip tested in housing design 4 was unable
to route fluid from the sample port to the detection zones in all four channels. Images of
these chips after being tested are shown in Figure 44.
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Figure 44: Development Time Results for Membrane Design 3 or 4 in Housing Designs 2, 3, and 4. Housing 2,
Design 3 Chip 1 (top left); Housing 2, Design 3 Chip 2 (top right); Housing 3, Design 3 Chip 1 (middle left);
Housing 3, Design 4 Chip 2 (middle right); Housing 4, Design 3 Chip 1 (bottom left); Housing 4, Design 4
Chip2 (bottom right)

Study 4: The results for an extended development time study of membrane design
4 in housing design 2 can be found in Table XII.
Table XII: Development Time Results of Membrane Design 4 in Housing Design 2

Channel #
1
2
3
4

Housing Design 2
Chip 1: Development Time Chip 2: Development Time
(min:s)
(min:s)
8:45
9:58
7:10
7:52
9:45
6:35
15:13
13:40
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Development times were obtained for both chips because fluid was successfully
routed from the sample port to both detection zones in all four channels. Figure 45 shows
the chips after testing occurred.

Figure 45: Development Time Results for Membrane Design 4 in Housing Design 2. Housing 2, Chip 1
(top left), Housing 2, Chip 2 (top right), AutoCAD template for the chip layers (bottom).

Study 5: The results from the development time tests for membrane channel
design 5 in housing unit 2 can be seen in Table XIII.
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Table XIII: Development Time Results of Membrane Design 5 in Housing Design 2

Channel #
1
2
3
4
p-value:
Statistical
Significance

Housing Design 2
Chip 1:
Chip 2:
Chip 3:
Chip 4:
Chip 5:
pStatistical
Development Development Development Development Development
value: Differences
Time (min:s) Time (min:s) Time (min:s) Time (min:s) Time (min:s)
5:32
7:32
6:26
5:15
6:17
2 and 4
2:55
4:55
4:44
4:12
5:02
1 and 4
6.94e6
4:24
6:01
4:25
4:59
5:30
4
10:46
9:12
7:55
7:30
9:09
1, 2, and 3
0.888
Same
All four channels in all five chips successfully routed fluid from the input port to
both detection zones. It was determined that the chip development times were not
statistical different from one another. On the other hand, the channel development times
were determined to be statistically different from one another; the mean development
time for channel 1 was statistically different from channels 2 and 4, channel 2 was
statistically different from channels 1 and 4, channel 3 was statistically different from
channel 4, and channel 4 was statistically different from channels 1, 2, and 3. The
ANOVA tables, corresponding box plot, corresponding Tukey HSD plot, and MATLAB
code used to perform the statistical analysis can be found in Appendix B. The results
acquired in this study are further explained in the discussion portion of this thesis. Figure
46 shows the five chips after testing had occurred.
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Figure 46: Development Time Results for Membrane Design 5 in Housing Design 2. Chip 1
(top left), Chip 2 (top right), Chip 3 (middle left), Chip 4 (middle right), Chip 5 (bottom left),
AutoCad template for the chip layers (bottom right).
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Biochemistry
Immunoassay Experiments
The results of the immunoassay experiments are summarized in Table XIV.
Table XIV: Immunoassay Results: Antibody vs Aptamer Capture Reagents

Detection 1
Detection 2
Channel #
Capture
Capture
Reagent
Reagent
Assay 1
1
Low
Antibody
Antibody
2
High
Antibody
Antibody
3
High
Antibody
Antibody
4
Control = Ø
Antibody
Antibody
Assay 2
1
Low
Aptamer
Antibody
2
High
Aptamer
Antibody
3
High
Aptamer
Antibody
4
Control = Ø
Aptamer
Antibody
Assay 3
1
Low
Antibody
Antibody
2
High
Antibody
Antibody
3
High
Antibody
Antibody
4
Control = Ø
Antibody
Antibody
Assay 4
1
Low
Aptamer
Antibody
2
High
Aptamer
Antibody
3
High
Aptamer
Antibody
4
Control = Ø
Aptamer
Antibody
Assay 5
1
Low
Antibody
Antibody
2
High
Antibody
Antibody
3
High
Antibody
Antibody
4
Control = Ø
Antibody
Antibody
*Yes Means Successful Detection
[Detector
Reagent]

Made to
Detection 1

Made to
Detection 2

No
No
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
Yes

No
No
No
Yes

No
No
No
Yes

No
No
No
Yes

No
No
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes
Yes

In assay 1, a sample was successfully routed and detected in detection zones 1 and
2 for channels 3 and 4. Channels 1 and 2 had unsuccessful fluid routing. In assay 2, a
sample was successfully routed and detected in detection zone 1 of channel 2 and
detection zones 1 and 2 for channels 3 and 4. Detection zone 2 for channel 2 and both
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detection zones for channel 1 had unsuccessful sample routing. Assay 3 had unsuccessful
sample routing in channels 1, 2, and 3, but successful routing in channel 4 to both
detection zones. Assay 4 also had unsuccessful routing in channels 1, 2, and 3, but
successful routing in channel 4 to both detection zones. Finally in assay 5, a sample was
successfully routed and detected in detection zones 1 and 2 for channels 3 and 4.
Channels 1 and 2 had unsuccessful sample routing.
The assays with successful fluid routing in both the control channel and one of the
channels with either antibody or aptamer capture reagents were statistically analyzed. In
assay 1, the mean fluorescent intensities of detection zone 2 in channels 3 and 4 were
found to be statistically different.
In assay 2, the mean fluorescent intensities of detection zone 1 in channels 2 and 3
were found to be statistically similar. In assay 2, the mean fluorescent intensities of
detection zones 1 and 2 in channel 3 were found to be statistically similar. In assay 2, the
mean fluorescent intensities of detection zones 1 and 2 in channel 4 were found to be
statistically similar. In assay 2, the mean fluorescent intensities of detection zone 1 in
channels 3 and 4 were found to be statistically different. In assay 2, the mean fluorescent
intensities of detection zone 2 in channels 3 and 4 were found to be statistically different.
In assay 5, the mean fluorescent intensities of detection zones 1 and 2 in channel 3
were found to be statistically similar. In assay 5, the mean fluorescent intensities of
detection zones 1 and 2 in channel 4 were found to be statistically similar. In assay 5, the
mean fluorescent intensities of detection zone 1 in channels 3 and 4 were found to be
statistically different. In assay 5, the mean fluorescent intensities of detection zone 2 in
channels 3 and 4 were found to be statistically different.
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The images of the detection zones used for the statistical analysis are shown in
Appendix D. The MATLAB analysis output of h and p-values as well as the MATLAB
code used to perform the statistical analysis can be found in Appendix B. The statistical
analysis results are summarized in Table XV. The results of the immunoassays are further
analyzed in the discussion portion of this thesis.
Table XV: Statistical Analysis of Mean Fluorescent Intensity Results

T-Test:
Compared
Channels

Channel
Detection
Zone

3

2

4

2

Capture Reagent

h value:
0 = keep null
1 = reject null
Assay 1

Antibody
Control:
Antibody

p-value

Statistical
Significance

1

7.60e-20

Different

0

0.805

Same

0

0.589

Same

0

0.388

Same

1

9.38e-8

Different

1

9.04e-7

Different

0

0.460

Same

0

0.777

Same

1

5.79e-13

Different

1

7.83e-13

Different

Assay 2
2
3
3
3

1
1
1
2

4

1

4

2

3

1

4

1

3

2

4

2

Aptamer
Aptamer
Aptamer
Antibody
Control:
Aptamer
Control:
Antibody
Aptamer
Control:
Aptamer
Antibody
Control:
Antibody
Assay 5

3
3

1
2

4

1

4

2

3

1

4

1

3

2

4

2

Antibody
Antibody
Control:
Antibody
Control:
Antibody
Antibody
Control:
Antibody
Antibody
Control:
Antibody
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IV DISCUSSION
The overarching goal of this thesis was to develop and validate via experiment a
prototype µPAD with the capability to detect multiple biomarkers or infectious diseases
on one platform. The µPAD needed to demonstrate successful fluid routing through the
entire platform without incorporating double-sided tape and cellulose paste coupling
agents. Successful fluid routing was defined as the ability of a fluid sample to flow, both
horizontally and vertically, from the input port to the detection zones and finally to an
absorbent pad by way of hydrophilic fluid routing channels in the membrane. To bridge
the gap between the separate layers without the use of conventional coupling agents, a
housing unit was designed to ensure membrane connectivity by applying positive
pressure to the separate layers. The remainder of this section discusses the results of the
previously described experiments which were performed in order to create a 3-D
multiplex µPAD that consistently functions as designed.
Multiplex Platform Design
Channel Characterization: Channel Widths
The channel characterization study was performed to determine an optimal
channel width for fluid routing channels in cellulose chromatography membrane. The
width of the membrane channels is important because it affects the velocity of the sample
fluid through the channel. Fluid velocity is an important characteristic because it heavily
influences development time and reagent resolubilization. Paper-based microfluidic
platforms used in diagnostics need to have rapid development times, however slower
velocities may be needed in specific areas of the platform, i.e., the conjugate pad and
detection regions. Slower fluid velocities in these areas will assist adequate reagent
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resolubilization and analyte detection respectively. By performing the channel width
characterization study, an optimal channel width was determined for this platform. The
maximum velocity observed was 21.5 mm/min which occurred in the 2.5mm wide
channel. Not only did the 2.5 mm wide channel exhibit the maximum velocity, it also had
the fastest average velocity. After performing four tests, the average fluid velocity of this
channel width was determined to be 17.8 mm/min. Even though the 2.5 mm channel
displayed the maximum velocity and the fastest average velocity, statistical analysis of
the data determined that there wasn’t a statistical difference among the velocities of all
the channels were fluid flow was observed. Therefore, the optimal channel width was
chosen qualitatively. During the dye tests, the most even and uniform flow fronts were
observed in the 2.5 mm channel. Therefore, a channel width of 2.5mm was determined to
be the optimal width for the fluid routing channels of this 3-D multiplex platform.
Positive Pressure Application
Another specific aim of this thesis was to show that fluid could be routed through
a paper-based microfluidic platform in 3-dimensions without the use of coupling agents.
In order to achieve 3-D routing, positive pressure was applied to the membrane through a
housing unit with strategically placed pressure tabs. During membrane channel
characterization, a positive pressure application study was performed on single layers of
membrane to observe how positive pressure affects the velocity of the sample fluid as it
travels horizontally through the membrane. Since a fluid flows through a membrane due
to capillary flow, it needed to be shown that applying positive pressure would aid
capillary flow and not impede it. The Washburn equation that describes the rate of
penetration of a fluid into a capillary is
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𝑣=

𝑟 2 (𝑃𝐴+ 𝑃𝐶 )
8𝜇𝑙

,

2

where 𝑣 is fluid velocity, 𝑙 is capillary length, 𝜇 is fluid viscosity, 𝑟 is the radius of the

capillary, 𝑃𝐴 is atmospheric pressure, and 𝑃𝐶 is the pressure at the fluid interface within a

capillary [25]. It is important to note that pressure attributed to gravity has been ignored
and the equation describing capillary pressure is
𝑃𝑐 =

2𝛾
𝑟

cos 𝜃,

3

where 𝛾 is the surface tension of the fluid and 𝜃 is the contact angle between the fluid and

the capillary surface [25]. In equation 3, if the radius of a pore is slightly decreased then

the capillary pressure will increase. According to the Washburn equation if the capillary
pressure is increased, the fluid velocity will increase. Since membrane pores are not rigid
structures, the pore of a membrane can deform when subjected to a load. In order to
accomplish vertical fluid routing through the platform, the housing unit was designed to
apply positive pressure to the separate membrane layers to ensure that they are in contact.
At the same time, this applied pressure could slightly deform the radii of the pores in the
membrane. If the radii of the pores become slightly smaller, then according to equations 3
and 4, the horizontal fluid velocities would increase. But if the applied pressure is too
great, it could potentially collapse the membrane pores, thus cutting off fluid flow
through the membrane. For the housing unit to be successfully implemented, it will need
to apply the correct amount of pressure to the membrane, thereby ensuring layer
connectivity without impeding fluid flow.
From the results of this study, it can be seen that the fluid velocities increased
dramatically once positive pressure was applied to the membrane. The average velocity
of the ten channels tested without pressure was 18.3 mm/min while the average velocity
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of the ten channels tested under pressure was 131.7 mm/min. The statistical analysis of
the data from this study did show a statistically significant difference between the
velocities. This is important because it demonstrates that applying positive pressure to the
membrane can aid horizontal fluid flow through channels in cellulose membranes.
Single-Channel, Multi-Layer Platforms
Conjugate Pad Characterization
The conjugate pad is the site of detector reagent resolubilization, therefore the
velocity of the sample fluid through it needs to be slow enough to properly pick-up the
detector reagents. In congruence with having slower velocities, it is important for the
fluid to maintain a uniform velocity through the conjugate pad to ensure proper reagent
resolubilization. The conjugate pad geometry at the top of Figure 34 slowed down the
sample fluid’s velocity as it entered the conjugate pad from the fluid routing channel in
the first layer of the platform. The velocity was fairly uniform and consistent through the
entire length of the conjugate pad when visually compared to the other geometries. The
conjugate pad geometry second from the bottom in Figure 34 also had a very uniform
velocity, but it did not slow down, thus it was considered unsuitable. The other three
conjugate pad geometries had very irregular flow patterns as well as very slow velocities
through the conjugate pad. Fluid velocities that are too slow are also undesirable because
the overall chip development time would be too long. Therefore, the conjugate pad
geometry at the top of Figure 34 was determined to be the best geometry to use for the
final 3-D multiplex chip; it kept an even flow front and decreased the velocity while still
allowing for a potentially acceptable chip development time. Backflow was observed in
all the channels during this test, because an absorbent pad was not incorporated; therefore
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absorbent pads were incorporated in all platform designs from this point on to prevent
backflow from occurring.
Single Channel, Multi-Layer Platform: Functional Dye Test
Demonstrating the functionality of a single channel, multi-layer platform was
significant because it showed that a fluid sample could resolubilize a detector reagent
from the conjugate pad and successfully route it to the detection zones and an absorbent
pad. A novel attribute of this single channel, multi-layer platform design, which is also
implemented on the final platform design, is the detection zones are located on a
separated layer. This is not normally practiced in 2-D lateral flow assay platforms like the
one depicted in Figure 1. By designing the detection layer as a completely separate layer,
the detection regions can be completely saturated with capture reagents eliminating the
need to use a striper during reagent immobilization. The separate detection layer with
individual detection zones also prevents potential cross-contamination of the different
capture reagents used in multiplexed assays.
Through the previously discussed single channel characterization experiments, it
was shown that positive pressure does aid fluid flow. Therefore when the multi-layer
platform was tested, it was subjected to positive pressure in order to increase the fluid
velocity as well as to establish connectivity between the separate fluid routing layers. By
applying positive pressure to acrylic plates during these functional dye tests, the sections
of membrane that needed direct pressure in order to efficiently route the fluid sample
were determined. The results from these tests not only showed device functionality, but
also helped guide the design process of the final housing unit.
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3-D Multiplex Platforms
Housing Unit Design: COMSOLTM Simulations
Finite element analysis was performed with COMSOLTM to aid the design
process. Throughout initial functional dye development time tests, channels 2 and 3 did
not consistently route fluid to both zones in the detection layer. Sometimes the sample
fluid wouldn’t even route past the conjugate pad in these channels. During the initial
development time tests, if the sample did not route to both detection zones successfully in
the allotted time limit, either more or less pressure was applied to the membrane by
tightening or loosening the fasteners. In all cases, as soon as the fasteners were loosened,
the fluid sample routed to the next layer. This implied that layer connectivity was not the
issue, but the amount of pressure being applied to the membrane was affecting proper
fluid flow. As discussed previously in this section, applying pressure to the membrane
can potentially increase the fluid velocity, but if too much is applied it could collapse the
membrane pores thus cutting off flow.
For this thesis, the COMSOLTM model helped to determine where the regions of
maximum contact pressure were located on the platform due to the number and location
of fasteners used on the housing unit. From the results of the first COMSOLTM
simulation, when a boundary load was applied to the fasteners of housing unit design 1,
the region that experienced the greatest displacements covered channels 2 and 3, the
channels that were not developing correctly in the initial development time tests, along
the entire length of the housing unit. This was also the region that contained the highest
contact pressures. The displacement surface plot depicts how the upper half of the
housing unit responds when a load is applied to the fasteners. When the upper housing
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unit is part of the full housing assembly, the deflection is constrained thus resulting in a
pressure being applied to the membrane beneath it. Therefore, it makes sense that the
displacement and contact pressure surface plots correspond to each other. It also supports
the assumption that too much pressure could be impeding fluid flow by collapsing the
membrane in channels 2 and 3 since this is the region where the maximal contact
pressures appear.
In order to try to minimize the contact pressure as well as the area of the region
that experienced the maximum displacements and contact pressures, a new housing unit
design was created and modeled in COMSOLTM. This became housing unit design 2 and
it incorporated 12 fasteners equally spaced around its perimeter. Even though this second
simulation used the same boundary loads as the first simulation, the results showed a
reduction in the area of the region that experienced the maximum displacements and
pressures due to the new fastener arrangement. The region mainly covered channels 1 and
2. The third simulation utilized housing unit design 2 as the model geometry, but the
applied load was doubled. The outcome of this was the maximum displacement and the
maximum contact pressure was doubled when compared to the results of the second
simulation. It would have been beneficial to run a simulation with an applied load that
was less than the first two simulations on housing unit design 2.
In the future, using COMSOLTM to determine a housing unit configuration that
decreases the area of the regions experiencing the larger contact pressures in congruence
with a study to find the optimal axial bolt force of the fasteners, potentially a design can
be produced that will allow the development times of every channel to be the same. But
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for this thesis, the COMSOLTM model helped determine the number and location of the
fasteners for the final housing unit design.
Development Time Tests: Multiplex Platforms
The first development time study was successful because all eight detection zones
developed on both multiplex platforms. Development time was defined as the time it took
a fluid sample to route from the input port to the end of the second detection zone in each
channel. Even though all detection zones developed in this design, the development times
for the channels on the second platform varied. Also, one channel on each platform
exceeded the designated 20 minute time limit. The variation in channel development
times was thought to be attributed to the design of the fluid routing layer. The purpose of
this fluid routing layer is to split the single input channel into four channels. In an effort
to decrease the variation and length of the development times, this layer was re-designed.
During the second development time study, only the third platform tested was
able to successfully route fluid to all eight detection zones. The other two platforms each
contained one channel that did not route fluid to the second detection zone. Even though
the two platforms did not completely develop, the other three channels on the platform
had development times that were more consistent within each platform. The housing unit
used for this study was design 1 which used 6 fasteners to secure the two housing unit
halves; three along the top side of the chip and three along the bottom side of the chip.
The sides of this housing unit weren’t secured with nuts and bolts. Since the COMSOLTM
results showed that a housing unit secured with evenly spaced fasteners around the entire
perimeter will decrease the area experiencing the greatest pressures, the sides of the third
chip were secured with hand clamps during testing. The third platform’s channel
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development times varied less than the platforms tested in study 1 and all channels
developed under the 20 minute time limit. This study showed the new channel design of
the fluid routing layer seemed to help decrease the variation in development time for each
channel. Therefore, the next step taken was to redesign the housing unit to incorporate
fasteners around the entire perimeter of the chip to redistribute the pressure applied to the
membrane. Also, the housing unit’s pressure tabs were redesigned to determine if direct
or indirect positive pressure on the fluid routing channels would improve development
times.
During the third development time study, six platforms were tested. Housing unit
designs 2, 3, and 4 were used to test two platforms each. For all three housing designs
one platform was not able to route fluid to the detection zones. This could have resulted
from the application of an excessive amount of pressure to the membrane, thus collapsing
the membrane’s pores and impeding capillary flow. It also could have been due to
channel misalignment. Housing unit designs 3 and 4, which applied pressure indirectly to
the fluid routing channels, had only two channels develop on the other platforms.
Housing unit design 2, which applied pressure directly to the fluid routing channels, had
three channels develop on the second platform within the 20 minute limit; therefore, this
housing unit and membrane combination were further tested to see what was preventing
all four channels from developing.
In order to determine where fluid flow was impeded, the top two membrane layers
were shortened to allow simultaneous visualization of the conjugate pad and the four
fluid routing channels in the layers beneath the detection layer. Assembling the platforms
in this fashion allowed contact between the acrylic housing unit and the membrane’s fluid
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routing channels along the platform’s entire length during the fourth development time
study. Both platforms tested in this study were able to successfully route the fluid sample
to all eight detection zones. The development times were more consistent than in the
previous studies and were under the 20 minute limit. The drastic decrease in development
times seems to be attributed to the direct contact of the acrylic to the membrane because
this was the only change made to the platforms for this study. There could be an
interaction between the acrylic and the fluid sample that increases the fluid’s velocity
through the membrane channel. Therefore, the channels in the fluid routing layer were
redesigned so that the channels were always in contact with the housing unit.
The fifth development time study was successful because all five platforms tested
developed within the 20 minute time limit. The longest channel development time
observed was 10 minutes and 46 seconds. Since all platforms developed completely, they
were statistically analyzed to determine if the development times were statistically the
same. The development time of each platform was found to be statistically similar, but
the development time of each channel was found to be statistically different. This
difference in development time could be caused by the channel membrane design or by
the pressure distribution across the channels. Even though the development times for
each channel weren’t the same, this housing unit and membrane design combination,
consisting of housing unit 2 and membrane design 5, routed the fluid sample successfully
to detection the most consistently. Therefore, this combination was chosen to be used for
the immunoassay experiments.
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Biochemistry
Immunoassay Experiments
The purpose of the immunoassay experiments was to demonstrate the multiplex
platform’s potential to detect a particular analyte in a fluid sample. Antibodies were used
as capture reagents in the detection zones because they are the standard in commercially
available immunoassays. If the antibody experiments were successful then this would
demonstrate the potential of this platform being used for biomarker or disease detection.
Next, aptamers were used as capture reagents in the detection zones to demonstrate their
effectual use for lateral flow immunoassays. Five platforms, comprising of housing unit
design 2 and membrane design 5, were used in these experiments. Three platforms
contained only biotinylated antibody capture reagents while the other two contained
biotinylated aptamer and antibody capture reagents. Three platforms successfully routed
fluid to both detection zones in channels 3 and 4. Of the three platforms that had two
channels develop, two platforms contained only biotinylated antibody capture reagents
while the other platform contained both biotinylated aptamer and antibody capture
reagents. In all three platforms, successful detection occurred in channel 3, the channel
which contained the conjugate pad with the high detector reagent concentration. The
control channel, channel 4, was able to develop in all platforms that were tested. The
control channel did not contain detector reagent on the conjugate pad which could have
allowed the fluid to flow more easily through the membrane in this channel. This could
be the reason why the control channel developed first on all five platforms used for the
immunoassay experiments. In almost every platform, channels 1 and 2 did not allow the
fluid sample to route past the conjugate pad. The conjugate pad in channel 1 contained
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the low concentration of detector reagent while channel 2 contained the high
concentration of detector reagent. Since channel 3, the high concentration of detector
reagent, was able to successful route the sample fluid to both detection zones, it seems
that the pressure distribution along the channels affected fluid flow and not the
concentration of detector reagent on the conjugate pad.
For the three platforms that successfully routed the fluid sample to both detection
zones in channels 3 and 4, the fluorescent intensity results were statistically analyzed to
determine if successful detection of IgE had occurred. The assays analyzed were Assay 1,
Assay 2, and Assay 5. For Assay 1, detection zone 2 in both channels 3 and 4 was
analyzed. Channels 3 and 4 for this assay contained biotinylated antibody capture
reagents, with channel 4 serving as the control. Statistical analysis of the fluorescent
intensities of the two channels showed that they were statistically different, meaning the
biotinylated anti-IgE antibodies successfully captured the FITC labeled anti-IgE and IgE
analyte immunocomplex.
Assay 5 also used antibody capture reagents in channels 3 and 4, with channel 4
serving as the control. Both detection zones in channel 4 were compared to make sure the
capture reagents in both control detection zones were functioning the same way.
Statistical analysis showed that the two control detection zones in Assay 5 were
statistically similar. Next, both detection zones in channel 3 were analyzed to make sure
the biotinlyated antibody capture reagents in both detection zones were functioning
similarly. Statistical analysis showed that the two detection zones in Assay 5 were
statistically similar. To demonstrate that the assays themselves showed positive results,
the detection zones from channel 3 were compared to the control detection zones in
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channel 4. Statistical analysis showed that the fluorescent intensities of the detection
zones of channel 3 were statistically different from the control. This means the
biotinylated anti-IgE antibodies successfully captured the FITC labeled anti-IgE and IgE
immunocomplex.
Assay 2 used both biotinylated aptamer and antibody capture reagents; the first
detection zones in channels 3 and 4 used biotinylated aptamers while the second
detection zones in channels 3 and 4 used biotinylated antibodies. First, both control
detection regions of channel 4 were compared. Statistical analysis showed that the
performance of the aptamer and antibody capture reagents in the control regions were
statistically the same. Next, the two detection zones in channel 3 were compared.
Statistical analysis showed that the fluorescent intensities of the experimental detection
zones were statistically the same. This was significant because it meant there wasn’t a
difference in the detection capability of the aptamer and antibody capture reagents in the
experimental detection zones. Next, the first detection zones in channels 3 and 4 were
statistically compared. The statistical analysis showed that the fluorescent intensities
were statistically different, therefore the biotinylated IgE aptamers successfully detected
the FITC labeled anti-IgE and IgE immunocomplex. Finally, the second detection zones
in channels 3 and 4 were compared because they both contained biotinylated antibody
capture reagents. The statistical analysis showed that the fluorescent intensities were also
statistically different, meaning the detection of IgE was successful.
In summary, these experiments demonstrated that the 3-D platform can be used to
successfully run lateral flow immunoassays using both biotinylated antibody and aptamer
capture reagents.
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V CONCLUSIONS
Overall, the primary research goal and specific aims of this thesis were
successfully fulfilled. This thesis demonstrated that a 3-D paper-based, multiplex
microfluidic platform can be fabricated in cellulose and nitrocellulose membranes,
without coupling agents, and still successfully route fluid through multiple layers of
membrane. By incorporating an external housing unit around the paper-based platform,
the µPADs were able to route fluid 3-dimensionally. The external housing unit used
pressure tabs designed to apply positive pressure to the membrane layers at key points.
Through functional dye tests, it was shown that the external housing unit provided
adequate connectivity between membrane layers to vertically route fluid through the
device.
Not only did the functional dye tests show that positive pressure ensured layer
connectivity for vertical fluid routing, but the results also seemed to suggest there is a
relationship between applying positive pressure and an increase in fluid flow rate through
the membrane channels; especially when the fluid routing channels in the membrane
were in direct contact with the surface of the acrylic housing unit. It was also apparent
that if too much positive pressure was applied to the membrane, fluid-flow was cut-off.
Once a functional µPAD was designed, it was imperative to demonstrate the
platform’s capability to be used as a diagnostic instrument. To show that this µPAD
could be used for biomarker detection, a fluorescent immunoassay was utilized to detect
IgE in a fluid sample. Capture reagents consisting of both biotinyated anti-IgE antibodies
and biotinylated IgE aptamers were used to detect IgE. The detector label used was FITC,
therefore a fluorescent microscope was needed in order to visualize the results of the
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assay. The results of the assays showed positive detection of IgE by biotinylated anti-IgE
antibodies at each detection zone that correctly developed when compared to the control.
This demonstrates the potential of lateral flow immunoassays being successfully
implemented on this 3-D, multiplex platform. The biotinylated IgE aptamers also showed
positive detection of IgE at each detection zone that correctly developed when compared
to the control. Also, the results of the assays that used biotinylated aptamers were
determined to be statistically similar to the assays that used biotinylated antibody capture
reagents. Therefore these results show that aptamers have the capability to be viable
alternatives to antibodies as capture reagents in lateral flow immunoassays.
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VI FUTURE WORK
The design development and immunoassay testing of this µPAD were
successfully completed and all major specific aims were satisfied. However, more
research needs to be completed on this prototype platform in order for it to be an effective
and accurate diagnostic instrument. Even though the development times of the final
platform design were under the 20 minute cut-off, the development times between the
channels varied. The end goal is to have each channel in the µPAD develop at the same
time. From the results we obtained, it seems that the axial bolt force applied by the
fasteners to the housing unit and the resulting contact pressure between the membrane
and the housing unit play important roles in the fluid’s velocity through the platform.
Therefore a study needs to be performed to determine the axial bolt force required to
obtain the optimal contact pressure for uniform fluid flow through the platform to
improve the platform’s fluid routing consistency.
This could be accomplished by more experimental studies in combination with
improving the COMSOLTM model used in this thesis. In order to use COMSOLTM to
understand the relationship between axial bolt force and fluid flow rate through the
membrane, multiple physics such as structural mechanics and computational fluid
dynamics will need to be incorporated into the model. If this relationship is understood,
then it could help design a platform that allows for consistent and rapid development of
all detection zones on the platform. It will also enable appropriate design changes to be
made when increasing the number of detection zones on the platform.
Next steps for the immunoassays include optimizing the assay protocol for use on
cellulose and nitrocellulose membranes as well as repeating the assay with colloidal gold,
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an industry standard for non-fluorescent colorimetric assays, as the detector particle label.
Even though we obtained positive assay results, every channel did not develop during the
immunoassays. Further research needs to be focused on optimizing the reagent
concentrations and volumes that are applied to the conjugate pads and detection zones.
Adding reagents to the membranes will change how the fluid will flow. Optimizing these
parameters will restore adequate flow rates through these areas promoting successful
reagent resolubilization and analyte detection while maintaining consistent development
times. Also, a limit of detection study could be performed in order to help determine the
optimal concentration of reagents that are needed.
For this thesis, FITC was used as the detector reagent label because it was readily
available. In the future a label that can be seen without extra equipment, such as a
fluorescent microscope, needs to be investigated. Colloidal gold would be a good choice
to incorporate into this immunoassay because it is widely used in commercially available
immunoassays and gives off a signal that can be seen by the naked eye. Not needing a
specialized microscope to visualize the detector reagent is crucial because it will reduce
cost and make the diagnostic process much simpler.
This thesis has made a few advancements to the field of paper-based microfluidic
diagnostics. It demonstrated that a 3-D, multiplex paper-based platform can be fabricated
without coupling agents between device layers and still accomplish successful fluid
routing through the device. By obtaining positive immunoassay results using both
antibody and aptamer capture reagents, it was shown that the platform can be used as a
diagnostic instrument and that aptamers can be viable alternatives to antibodies. The
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results from this study, and future studies to come from it, will hopefully continue to
advance paper-based microfluidic devices for point of care diagnostics.
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APPENDIX A: Dimensions of Membrane Design 5, Housing Unit Design 2
AutoCAD Templates
Membrane Design 5: Layer Dimensions

Figure 47: Dimensions of the Sample Input Layer in inches.

Figure 48: Dimensions of the Absorbent Pad in inches
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Figure 49: Dimensions of the Isolation Layer in inches

Figure 50: Dimensions of the Fluid Routing Layer in inches
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Figure 51: Dimensions of the Conjugate Pad in inches

Figure 52: Dimensions of the Detection Layer in inches
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Housing Unit Design 2: Part Dimensions

Figure 53: Dimensions of a part of the Top Half of the Housing Unit in inches

Figure 54: Dimensions of a part of the Top Half of the Housing Unit in
inches
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Figure 55: Dimensions of a part of the Bottom Half of the Housing Unit
in inches

Figure 56: Dimensions of a part of the Bottom Half of the Housing Unit in
inches
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APPENDIX B: Statistical Analysis
MATLAB Statistical Analysis Code:
%Statistical Anlaysis of Data
clear all;
close all;
clc;
%variables
alpha = 0.01; % 99% confidence interval
%flow rates
FR_chs = [6.250,8.375,11.500,14.250
11.000,15.000,21.000,19.660
13.750,18.125,21.500,16.750
20.330,20.500,17.160,13.660];
FR_press = [8.333,25.641;0.000,54.260;18.797,159.490;20.690,25.342
0.000,412.201;25.000,203.417;0.000,196.310;25.866,147.623;0.000,45.005
11.111,47.362];
%chip development times
chip_1 = [332;175;264;646];
chip_2 = [452;295;361;552];
chip_3 = [386;284;265;475];
chip_4 = [315;252;299;450];
chip_5 = [377;302;330;549];
chip_time = [chip_1,chip_2,chip_3,chip_4,chip_5];
chan_time = [chip_time]';
%Fluorescent Imaging Results: Intensity means
x1_3fl = [62.793;63.213;64.342;63.767;64.423;62.686;62.722;60.902;61.014;60.286];
x1_4fl = [30.185;30.708;30.997;31.651;31.149;34.051;33.786;33.420;33.994;34.044];
x2_2fl_det =
[10.044;10.258;10.959;12.326;13.742;14.905;13.858;12.035;11.065;10.596];
x2_3fl_det =
[11.565;11.809;11.554;11.890;11.858;10.058;10.973;13.280;10.240;14.821];
x2_3fl_con =
[10.158;12.097;14.589;14.313;11.675;10.085;10.073;11.522;14.418;13.117];
x2_4fl_det = [8.022;8.000;8.000;8.000;8.139;8.042;8.019;8.000;8.000;8.000];
x2_4fl_con = [8.035;8.000;8.000;8.000;8.000;8.000;8.054;8.000;8.000;8.000];
x5_3fl_det = [1.982;1.902;1.803;2.275;1.698;1.634;2.021;1.742;2.429;1.403];
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x5_3fl_con = [1.414;1.658;1.928;2.003;2.009;2.250;2.690;2.011;2.005;2.000];
x5_4fl_det = [0.152;0.314;0.087;0.008;0.019;0.005;0.011;0.006;0.013;0.022];
x5_4fl_con = [0.271;0.013;0.024;0.089;0.085;0.013;0.064;0.066;0.122;0.006];
%One way Anova for flow rates
[p_chs,tbl_chs,stats_chs] = anova1(FR_chs);
[p_press,tbl_press,stats_press] = anova1(FR_press);
[c,m] = multcompare(stats_press);
%One way Anova for chip development times
[p_chip,tbl_chip,stats_chip] = anova1(chip_time);
%One way Anova and Tukey for channel development times
[p_chan,tbl_chan,stats_chan] = anova1(chan_time);
[c,m] = multcompare(stats_chan);
%Higher magnification 20X
[h_1314anti,p_1314c] = ttest2(x1_3fl,x1_4fl,alpha)
%T-tests: Larger conjugate/detection volumes spotted on membranes, 4x magnification
[h_2223apt,p_2223apt] = ttest2(x2_2fl_det,x2_3fl_det,alpha)
[h_2323apt,p_2323anti] = ttest2(x2_3fl_det,x2_3fl_con,alpha)
[h_2424c,p_2424c] = ttest2(x2_4fl_det,x2_4fl_con,alpha)
[h_2324apt,p_2324c] = ttest2(x2_3fl_det,x2_4fl_det,alpha)
[h_2324anti,p_2324c] = ttest2(x2_3fl_con,x2_4fl_con,alpha)
%T-tests: Smaller conjugate/detection volumes spotted on membranes, 4x magnification
[h_5353anti,p_5353anti] = ttest2(x5_3fl_det,x5_3fl_con,alpha)
[h_5454c,p_5454c] = ttest2(x5_4fl_det,x5_4fl_con,alpha)
[h_5354anti1,p_5354c1] = ttest2(x5_3fl_det,x5_4fl_det,alpha)
[h_5354anti2,p_5354c2] = ttest2(x5_3fl_con,x5_4fl_con,alpha)
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Statistical Analysis Figures and Plots
Channel Characterization Anova and Box Plot:

Figure 57: Channel Characterization study ANOVA Table

Box Plot of theFlow Rates Through Different Channel Widths
22
20

Flow Rates (mm/min)

18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
3
2
1
Channel Widths (mm): Group 1 = 2.0, Group 2 = 2.25, Group 3 = 2.5, Group 4 = 2.75

Figure 58: Channel Characterization Study Box Plot. This box plot shows the velocities
through the different channel widths.
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Positive Pressure Application ANOVA and Tukey HSD plot:

Figure 59: Positive Pressure Application Study ANOVA Results.

Experimental Groups: Group 1 = No Pressure, Group 2 = Pressure

Tukey HSD Plot for Statistical Significance of Flow Rates for Positive Pressure Study

1

2

-50

150
100
50
Mean Flow Rates (mm/min)
The means of groups 1 and 2 are significantly different
0

200

Figure 60: Positive Pressure Study Tukey HSD Plot. This HSD plot displays the statistical difference of
mean velocities between the two groups.
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Platform Development Times ANOVA and Box Plot:

Figure 61: Chip Development Time ANOVA Table for functional dye tests on final platform design.

Box Plot of Chip Development Times in Final Functional Dye Test
650
600

Chip
Development Time (s)

550
500
450
400
350
300
250
200
1

2

3
Chip #

4

5

Figure 62: Chip Development Time Study Box Plot. This is the box plot for the functional dye
tests on final platform design.
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Final Platform Channel Development Times ANOVA and Tukey HSD Plot:

Figure 63: Channel Development Time ANOVA Table for functional dye tests on final platform

Tukey HSD Plot Showing Statistical Significance Channel Development Times

1

Channel #

2

3

4

200

250
300
350
400
450
500
550
Channel Development Time (s)
Channel 2 and 4 have means significantly different from Channel 1

600

Figure 64: Channel 1 Development Time Tukey HSD Plot for Statistical Difference
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Tukey HSD Plot Showing Statistical Significance Between Channel Development Times

1

Channel #
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3

4

200
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300
350
400
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Channel Development Time (s)
Channel 1and 4 have means significantly different from Channel 2

600

Figure 65: Channel 2 Development Time Tukey HSD Plot for Statistical Difference
Tukey HSD Plot Showing Statistical Significance Between Channel Development Times
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The means of channels 3 and 4 are significantly different
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Figure 66: Channel 3 Development Time Tukey HSD Plot for Statistical Difference
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Tukey HSD Plot Showing Statistical Significance Between Channel Development Times
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Channel Development Time (s)
Channels 1, 2, and 3 have means significantly different from channel 4

Figure 67: Channel 4 Development Time Tukey HSD Plot for Statistical Difference
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Fluorescent Intensity T-Test Results: Raw Output
h_1314anti =

1;

p_1314c =

7.5979e-020

h_2223apt =

0;

p_2223apt =

0.8050

h_2323apt =

0;

p_2323anti = 0.5885

h_2424c =

0;

p_2424c =

0.3881

h_2324apt =

1;

p_2324c =

9.3783e-008

h_2324anti =

1;

p_2324c =

9.0406e-007

h_5353anti =

0;

p_5353anti = 0.4600

h_5454c =

0;

p_5454c =

0.7767

h_5354anti1 = 1;

p_5354c1 =

5.7874e-013

h_5354anti2 = 1;

p_5354c2 =

7.8344e-013
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APPENDIX C: Functional Dye Test and Development Time Test Figures
Channel Characterization Study Images and Raw Data Tables

Figure 68: Channel Characterization Results. Images of membranes from the channel characterization functional dye
tests. Test 1 = top left; Test 2 = top right; Test 3 = bottom left; Test 4 = bottom right.
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Table XVI: Channel Characterization Dye Test 1 Results

Channel Widths (mm) Distance in 4 min (cm) Test 1: Velocity (mm/min)
0.5
0
0
1
0
0
1.5
0
0
2
2.5
6.25
2.25
3.35
8.375
2.5
4.6
11.5
2.75
5.7
14.25
Table XVII: Channel Characterization Dye Test 2 Results

Channel Widths (mm)
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.25
2.5
2.75

Distance in 3 min (cm)
0
0
0
3.3
4.5
6.3
5.9

Test 2: Velocity (mm/min)
0
0
0
11
15
21
19.667

Table XVIII: Channel Characterization Dye Test 3 Results

Distance in 4 min (cm) Test 3: Velocity (mm/min)
Channel Widths (mm)
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.25
2.5
2.75

0
0
0
5.5
7.25
8.6
6.7

0
0
0
13.75
18.125
21.5
16.75

Table XIX: Channel Characterization Dye Test 4 Results

Distance in 3 min (cm) Test 4: Velocity (mm/min)
Channel Widths (mm)
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.25
2.5
2.75

0
0
2.75
6.1
6.15
5.15
4.1
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0
0
9.166666667
20.33333333
20.5
17.16666667
13.66666667

Table XX: Channel Characterization Dye Test Average Velocities

Average Velocity (mm/min)
Channel Widths (mm)
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.25
2.5
2.75

0
0
2.291666667
12.83333333
15.5
17.79166667
16.08333333
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Positive Pressure Application Study Images and Raw Data Table

Figure 69: Positive Pressure Application Study Results. This is an image of the membrane
from the positive pressure application functional dye test. The top ten channels were
subjected to positive pressure. The bottom ten channels weren’t subjected to pressure.
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Table XXI: Raw Data for Positive Pressure Application Functional Dye Tests
Time to
Distance in 1
Velocity if made to end,
travel
Channel
min
5cm
5 cm
#
w/o P (cm)
w/o P (mm/min)
w/P (min)
8.333333333
1
3.55
1.95

Velocity over distance of
5cm
w/Pm/min)
25.64102564

2

NA

0.9215

54.25935974

1.8

18.79699248

0.3135

159.4896332

4.2

20.69022594

1.973

25.3421186

5

3.8

NA

0.1213

412.2011542

6

3.6

25

0.2458

203.4174125

7

3.9

NA

0.2547

196.3093836

8

3.65

25.86652871

0.3387

147.6232654

9

3.05

NA

1.111

45.00450045

10

3.05

11.11111111

1.0557

47.36193995

3.26

18.2996986

0.82852

131.6649793

2
3
4

average
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Single-Channel, Multi-Layer Platform: Functional Dye Test Images

Figure 70: Unsuccessful Functional Dye Tests on Single-Channel, Multi-Layer Platforms. These are images of
single-channel, multi-layer platforms that were unable to route fluid through the entire chip.

Figure 71: Successful Functional Dye Tests on Single-Channel, Multi-Layer Platforms. These are
images of two single-channel, multi-layer platforms that successfully routed fluid through the entire
chip. Left images are detection regions. Right images show the absorbent pads.
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APPENDIX D: Fluorescent and White Light Images of Detection Zones

Figure 72: Fluorescent and White Light Images of Assay 1 Results under 20X objective. Top Left: Fluorescent
image of antibody capture agent detection zone. Top Right: Fluorescent image of control detection zone.
Bottom: White light image of detection zone.
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Figure 73: White Light Image and Fluorescent Image of Channel 2, Detection Zone 1 of Assay 2 under 4X
objective. The capture reagent in the detection zones was biotinylated aptamer.

Figure 74: White Light Image and Fluorescent Image of Channel 3, Detection Zone 1 of Assay 2 under 4X
objective. The capture reagent in the detection zones was biotinylated aptamer.
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Figure 75: White Light Image and Fluorescent Image of Channel 3, Detection Zone 2 of Assay 2 under 4X
objective. The capture reagent in the detection zones was biotinylated antibody.

Figure 76: White Light Image and Fluorescent Image of Channel 4, Detection Zone 1 of Assay 2 under 4X
objective. The capture reagent in the control zones was biotinylated aptamer.
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Figure 77: White Light Image and Fluorescent Image of Channel 4, Detection Zone 2 of Assay 2 under 4X
objective. The capture reagent in the control zones was biotinylated antibody.

Figure 78: White Light Image and Fluorescent Image of Channel 3, Detection Zone 1 of Assay 5 under 4X
objective. The capture reagent in the detection zones was biotinylated antibody.
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Figure 79: White Light Image and Fluorescent Image of Channel 3, Detection Zone 2 of Assay 5 under 4X
objective. The capture reagent in the detection zones was biotinylated antibody.

Figure 80: White Light Image and Fluorescent Image of Channel 4, Detection Zone 1 of Assay 5 under 4X
objective. The capture reagent in the control zones was biotinylated antibody.

Figure 81: White Light Image and Fluorescent Image of Channel 4, Detection Zone 2 of Assay 5 under 4X
objective. The capture reagent in the control zones was biotinylated antibody
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APPENDIX E: Biotinylated Anti-IgE Antibody and IgE Aptamer Dilution
Calculations
Biotinylated Anti-IgE Antibody Dilutions
•

Following the vendor’s instructions, 46883 µL of D.I. water was added to the
antibody vial to create a 100 µM antibody solution:
o
o

•

= 100 𝜇𝑀 → 𝑐 = 4.583𝑒 −6 𝑚𝑜𝑙

4.583𝑒 −6 𝑚𝑜𝑙
𝑥

= 5𝑚𝑀 → 𝑥 = 916.6 𝜇𝐿

The mass of the dried antibody was 66335.4 µg, therefore the concentration is:
o

•

𝑐

46.833 𝑚𝐿

66335.4 𝜇𝑔
916.6 𝜇𝐿

= 72.4 𝜇𝑔/𝜇𝐿

According to literature, the optimal concentration for the lateral flow
immunoassay is
o �72.4

1 mg/mL.

𝜇𝑔
𝜇𝐿

� (𝑥 ) = �1

𝑚𝑔
𝑚𝐿

� (1𝑚𝐿) → 𝑥 = 13.8 𝜇𝐿

o Remove 13.8 µL of the diluted antibody solution and add to 1mL of D.I.
water, pH 7- 8 to obtain a solution with a concentration of 1mg/mL.
Biotinylated IgE Aptamer Dilutions
•

Following the vendor’s instructions, 34351 µL of D.I. water was added to the
antibody vial to create a 100 µM antibody solution:
o
o

•

𝑐

34.351 𝑚𝐿

= 100 𝜇𝑀 → 𝑐 = 3.435𝑒 −6 𝑚𝑜𝑙

3.435𝑒 −6 𝑚𝑜𝑙
𝑥

= 5𝑚𝑀 → 𝑥 = 687 𝜇𝐿

The mass of the dried antibody was 47263 µg, therefore the concentration is:
o

47263 𝜇𝑔
687 𝜇𝐿

= 68.8 𝜇𝑔/𝜇𝐿
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•

According to literature, the optimal concentration for the lateral flow
immunoassay is
o �68.8

𝜇𝑔
𝜇𝐿

1 mg/mL.
� (𝑥 ) = �1

𝑚𝑔
𝑚𝐿

� (1𝑚𝐿) → 𝑥 = 14.5 𝜇𝐿

o Remove 14.5 µL of the diluted antibody solution and add to 1mL of D.I.
water, pH 7- 8 to obtain a solution with a concentration of 1mg/mL.
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APPENDIX F: COMSOLTM Reports
The following documents in this appendix are summaries of the three
COMSOLTM simulations. Reports were generated in COMSOLTM and converted to the
following PDFs.
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housing_solid_6screws1lb_finemesh

1 of 37

file:///E:/COMSOL/COMSOL_Final_Files/Housing_Debug/071713/6_S...

Housing Solid 6screws1lb Finemesh
Date Jul 21, 2013 11:28:55 AM
Contents
Model 1 (mod1)
1.
1.1.
Definitions
1.2.
Geometry 1
1.3.
Materials
1.4.
Solid Mechanics (solid)
Mesh 1
1.5.
2.
Study 1
Stationary
2.1.
2.2.
Solver Configurations
Results
3.
Data Sets
3.1.
3.2.
Derived Values
3.3.
Tables
Plot Groups
3.4.

1. Model 1 (Mod1)
1.1. Definitions
1.1.1. Pairs
Contact Pair 1

Pair type Identity pair
Pair name p1
Source selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection
Boundary 20
Destination selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection
Boundary 73
Settings
Name
Value
Search method fast
1.1.2. Coordinate Systems
Boundary System 1

Coordinate system type Boundary system
Identifier
sys1
Settings
Name
Value
Coordinate names
{t1, t2, n}
Create first tangent direction from Global Cartesian (spatial)

1.2. Geometry 1
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Geometry 1
units
Length unit in
Angular unit deg
Geometry statistics
Property
Value
Space dimension
3
Number of domains 8
Number of boundaries 75
Number of edges
Number of vertices

169
121

1.2.1. Extrude 1 (Ext1)
Selections of resulting
entities
Name
Value
Distances
-.125
Scales
{1, 1}
Displacements {0, 0}
Twist_angles

0

1.2.2. Extrude 2 (Ext2)
Selections of resulting
entities
Name
Value
Distances
.0625
Scales
{1, 1}
Displacements {0, 0}
Twist_angles

0
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1.2.3. Extrude 3 (Ext3)
Selections of resulting
entities
Name
Value
Distances
.125
Scales
{1, 1}
Displacements {0, 0}
Twist_angles 0
1.2.4. Extrude 4 (Ext4)
Selections of resulting
entities
Name
Value
Distances
-.0426
Scales
{1, 1}
Displacements {0, 0}
Twist_angles

0

1.2.5. Form Assembly (Fin)
Settings
Name
Value
Finalization method Form an assembly
Pair type
Contact pair

1.3. Materials
1.3.1. Acrylic Plastic

Acrylic plastic
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Selection
Geometric entity level Domain
Selection

Domain 1
Material parameters
Name
Value
Unit
Density
1190[kg/m^3] kg/m^3
Young's modulus 3.2e9[Pa]
Pa
Poisson's ratio 0.35
1
Basic Settings
Description
Coefficient of thermal expansion
Heat capacity at constant pressure
Density
Thermal conductivity
Young's modulus and
Poisson's ratio Settings
Description
Value
Young's modulus 3.2e9[Pa]
Poisson's ratio 0.35

Value
{{7.0e-5[1/K], 0, 0}, {0, 7.0e-5[1/K], 0}, {0, 0, 7.0e-5[1/K]}}
1470[J/(kg*K)]
1190[kg/m^3]
{{0.18[W/(m*K)], 0, 0}, {0, 0.18[W/(m*K)], 0}, {0, 0, 0.18[W/(m*K)]}}

1.3.2. Steel AISI 4340

Steel AISI 4340
Selection
Geometric entity level Domain
Selection
Domains 2–7
Material parameters
Name
Value
Unit
Density
7850[kg/m^3] kg/m^3
Young's modulus 205e9[Pa]
Pa
Poisson's ratio 0.28
1
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Basic Settings
Description
Relative permeability
Electrical conductivity
Coefficient of thermal expansion
Heat capacity at constant pressure
Relative permittivity
Density
Thermal conductivity
Young's modulus and
Poisson's ratio Settings
Description
Value
Young's modulus 205e9[Pa]
Poisson's ratio 0.28

Value
{{1, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 1}}
{{4.032e6[S/m], 0, 0}, {0, 4.032e6[S/m], 0}, {0, 0, 4.032e6[S/m]}}
{{12.3e-6[1/K], 0, 0}, {0, 12.3e-6[1/K], 0}, {0, 0, 12.3e-6[1/K]}}
475[J/(kg*K)]
{{1, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 1}}
7850[kg/m^3]
{{44.5[W/(m*K)], 0, 0}, {0, 44.5[W/(m*K)], 0}, {0, 0, 44.5[W/(m*K)]}}

1.3.3. Material 3

Material 3
Selection
Geometric entity level Domain
Selection
Domain 8
Material parameters
Name
Value Unit
Young's modulus 2e9 Pa
Poisson's ratio .1
1
Density
1500 kg/m^3
Basic Settings
Description Value
Young's modulus 2e9
Poisson's ratio .1
Density

1500
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1.4. Solid Mechanics (Solid)

Solid Mechanics
Selection
Geometric entity level Domain
Selection
Domains 1–8
Equations

Settings
Description
Value
Show equation assuming std1/stat
Used products
COMSOL Multiphysics
Structural Mechanics Module
1.4.1. Linear Elastic Material 1
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Linear Elastic Material 1
Selection
Geometric entity level Domain
Selection
Domains 1–8
Equations
Used Products

COMSOL Multiphysics
Properties from material
Property
Material
Property group
Young's modulus Acrylic plastic Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio
Poisson's ratio Acrylic plastic Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio
Density
Acrylic plastic Basic
Young's modulus Steel AISI 4340 Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio
Poisson's ratio
Density
Young's modulus
Poisson's ratio
Density

Steel AISI 4340
Steel AISI 4340
Material 3
Material 3
Material 3

Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic

Variables

Name

Expression

uTXt

root.mod1.uTXTIME

uTYt

root.mod1.uTYTIME
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uTZt

root.mod1.uTZTIME

uTXtt

root.mod1.uTXTIMETIME

uTYtt

root.mod1.uTYTIMETIME

uTZtt

root.mod1.uTZTIMETIME

uXt

root.mod1.uXTIME

uYt

root.mod1.uYTIME

uZt

root.mod1.uZTIME

uXtt

root.mod1.uXTIMETIME

uYtt

root.mod1.uYTIMETIME

uZtt

root.mod1.uZTIMETIME

vTXt

root.mod1.vTXTIME

vTYt

root.mod1.vTYTIME

vTZt

root.mod1.vTZTIME
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vTXtt

root.mod1.vTXTIMETIME

vTYtt

root.mod1.vTYTIMETIME

vTZtt

root.mod1.vTZTIMETIME

vXt

root.mod1.vXTIME

vYt

root.mod1.vYTIME

vZt

root.mod1.vZTIME

vXtt

root.mod1.vXTIMETIME

vYtt

root.mod1.vYTIMETIME

vZtt

root.mod1.vZTIMETIME

wTXt

root.mod1.wTXTIME

wTYt

root.mod1.wTYTIME

wTZt

root.mod1.wTZTIME

wTXtt

root.mod1.wTXTIMETIME
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wTYtt

root.mod1.wTYTIMETIME

wTZtt

root.mod1.wTZTIMETIME

wXt

root.mod1.wXTIME

wYt

root.mod1.wYTIME

wZt

root.mod1.wZTIME

wXtt

root.mod1.wXTIMETIME

wYtt

root.mod1.wYTIMETIME

wZtt

root.mod1.wZTIMETIME

ut

root.mod1.uTIME

vt

root.mod1.vTIME

wt

root.mod1.wTIME

utt

root.mod1.uTIMETIME

vtt

root.mod1.vTIMETIME

wtt

root.mod1.wTIMETIME

solid.E

model.input.E

solid.E

model.input.E

solid.E

model.input.E
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solid.nu

model.input.nu

solid.nu

model.input.nu

solid.nu

model.input.nu

solid.K

solid.E/(3-6*solid.nu)

solid.G

0.5*solid.E/(1+solid.nu)
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solid.lambLame solid.E*solid.nu/((1+solid.nu)*(1-2*solid.nu))
solid.muLame

0.5*solid.E/(1+solid.nu)

solid.cp

sqrt(solid.E*(1+solid.nu/(1-2*solid.nu))/((1+solid.nu)*solid.rho))

solid.cs

sqrt(0.5*solid.E/((1+solid.nu)*solid.rho))

solid.Eequ

solid.E

solid.D11

solid.E*(1+solid.nu/(1-2*solid.nu))/(1+solid.nu)

solid.D21

solid.E*solid.nu/((1+solid.nu)*(1-2*solid.nu))

solid.D31

solid.E*solid.nu/((1+solid.nu)*(1-2*solid.nu))

solid.D41

0

solid.D51

0

solid.D61

0

solid.D12

solid.E*solid.nu/((1+solid.nu)*(1-2*solid.nu))

solid.D22

solid.E*(1+solid.nu/(1-2*solid.nu))/(1+solid.nu)

solid.D32

solid.E*solid.nu/((1+solid.nu)*(1-2*solid.nu))

solid.D42

0

solid.D52

0

solid.D62

0
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solid.D13

solid.E*solid.nu/((1+solid.nu)*(1-2*solid.nu))

solid.D23

solid.E*solid.nu/((1+solid.nu)*(1-2*solid.nu))

solid.D33

solid.E*(1+solid.nu/(1-2*solid.nu))/(1+solid.nu)

solid.D43

0

solid.D53

0

solid.D63

0

solid.D14

0

solid.D24

0

solid.D34

0

solid.D44

0.5*solid.E/(1+solid.nu)

solid.D54

0

solid.D64

0

solid.D15

0

solid.D25

0

solid.D35

0

solid.D45

0

solid.D55

0.5*solid.E/(1+solid.nu)

solid.D65

0

solid.D16

0
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solid.D26

0

solid.D36

0

solid.D46

0

solid.D56

0

solid.D66

0.5*solid.E/(1+solid.nu)

solid.rho

model.input.rho

solid.rho

model.input.rho

solid.rho

model.input.rho

solid.FdxX

1+uX

solid.FdyX

vX

solid.FdzX

wX

solid.FdxY

uY

solid.FdyY

1+vY

solid.FdzY

wY

solid.FdxZ

uZ

solid.FdyZ

vZ

solid.FdzZ

1+wZ

solid.eX

uX

solid.eXY

0.5*(uY+vX)

solid.eXZ

0.5*(uZ+wX)

solid.eY

vY
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solid.eYZ

0.5*(vZ+wY)

solid.eZ

wZ

solid.Ldx

root.mod1.uXTIME

solid.Ldxy

0.5*(root.mod1.uYTIME+root.mod1.vXTIME)

solid.Ldxz

0.5*(root.mod1.uZTIME+root.mod1.wXTIME)

solid.Ldy

root.mod1.vYTIME

solid.Ldyz

0.5*(root.mod1.vZTIME+root.mod1.wYTIME)

solid.Ldz

root.mod1.wZTIME

solid.Lwx

0

solid.Lwxy

0.5*(root.mod1.uYTIME-root.mod1.vXTIME)

solid.Lwxz

0.5*(root.mod1.uZTIME-root.mod1.wXTIME)

solid.Lwy

0

solid.Lwyz

0.5*(root.mod1.vZTIME-root.mod1.wYTIME)

solid.Lwz

0

solid.el11

uX

solid.el12

0.5*(uY+vX)

solid.el13

0.5*(uZ+wX)

solid.el22

vY

solid.el23

0.5*(vZ+wY)
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solid.el33

wZ

solid.eel11

uX-solid.eil11-solid.eiel11

solid.eel12

0.5*(uY+vX)-solid.eil12-solid.eiel12

solid.eel13

0.5*(uZ+wX)-solid.eil13-solid.eiel13

solid.eel22

vY-solid.eil22-solid.eiel22

solid.eel23

0.5*(vZ+wY)-solid.eil23-solid.eiel23

solid.eel33

wZ-solid.eil33-solid.eiel33

solid.eil11

0

solid.eil12

0

solid.eil13

0

solid.eil22

0

solid.eil23

0
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solid.eil33

0

solid.eiel11

0

solid.eiel12

0

solid.eiel13

0

solid.eiel22

0

solid.eiel23

0

solid.eiel33

0

solid.evol

uX+vY+wZ

solid.J

solid.FdxX*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzZ+solid.FdxY*solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzX+solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyX*solid.FdzY-solid.FdxX*so
solid.FdxY*solid.FdyX*solid.FdzZ-solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzX

solid.Sil11

0

solid.Sil12

0

solid.Sil13

0

solid.Sil22

0
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solid.Sil23

0

solid.Sil33

0

solid.Sl11

solid.D11*solid.eel11+2*solid.D14*solid.eel12+2*solid.D16*solid.eel13+solid.D12*solid.eel22+2*solid.D15*solid.eel23+

solid.Sl12

solid.D14*solid.eel11+2*solid.D44*solid.eel12+2*solid.D46*solid.eel13+solid.D24*solid.eel22+2*solid.D45*solid.eel23+

solid.Sl13

solid.D16*solid.eel11+2*solid.D46*solid.eel12+2*solid.D66*solid.eel13+solid.D26*solid.eel22+2*solid.D56*solid.eel23+

solid.Sl22

solid.D12*solid.eel11+2*solid.D24*solid.eel12+2*solid.D26*solid.eel13+solid.D22*solid.eel22+2*solid.D25*solid.eel23+

solid.Sl23

solid.D15*solid.eel11+2*solid.D45*solid.eel12+2*solid.D56*solid.eel13+solid.D25*solid.eel22+2*solid.D55*solid.eel23+

solid.Sl33

solid.D13*solid.eel11+2*solid.D34*solid.eel12+2*solid.D36*solid.eel13+solid.D23*solid.eel22+2*solid.D35*solid.eel23+

solid.Ws

0.5*(solid.Sl11*solid.eel11+2*solid.Sl12*solid.eel12+2*solid.Sl13*solid.eel13+solid.Sl22*solid.eel22+2*solid.Sl23*solid.e

solid.Ws_tot

root.mod1.solid.lemm1.int2(0.5*
(solid.Sl11*solid.eel11+2*solid.Sl12*solid.eel12+2*solid.Sl13*solid.eel13+solid.Sl22*solid.eel22+2*solid.Sl23*solid.eel23

solid.disp

sqrt(real(u)^2+real(v)^2+real(w)^2)

solid.u_ttX

d(root.mod1.uTIME,TIME)

solid.u_ttY

d(root.mod1.vTIME,TIME)

solid.u_ttZ

d(root.mod1.wTIME,TIME)
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solid.u_tX

root.mod1.uTIME

solid.u_tY

root.mod1.vTIME

solid.u_tZ

root.mod1.wTIME

solid.SX

solid.Sl11

solid.SXY

solid.Sl12

solid.SXZ

solid.Sl13

solid.SY

solid.Sl22

solid.SYZ

solid.Sl23

solid.SZ

solid.Sl33

solid.PxX

solid.FdxX*solid.SX+solid.FdxY*solid.SXY+solid.FdxZ*solid.SXZ

solid.PyX

solid.FdyX*solid.SX+solid.FdyY*solid.SXY+solid.FdyZ*solid.SXZ

solid.PzX

solid.FdzX*solid.SX+solid.FdzY*solid.SXY+solid.FdzZ*solid.SXZ

solid.PxY

solid.FdxX*solid.SXY+solid.FdxY*solid.SY+solid.FdxZ*solid.SYZ

solid.PyY

solid.FdyX*solid.SXY+solid.FdyY*solid.SY+solid.FdyZ*solid.SYZ

solid.PzY

solid.FdzX*solid.SXY+solid.FdzY*solid.SY+solid.FdzZ*solid.SYZ

solid.PxZ

solid.FdxX*solid.SXZ+solid.FdxY*solid.SYZ+solid.FdxZ*solid.SZ
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solid.PyZ

solid.FdyX*solid.SXZ+solid.FdyY*solid.SYZ+solid.FdyZ*solid.SZ

solid.PzZ

solid.FdzX*solid.SXZ+solid.FdzY*solid.SYZ+solid.FdzZ*solid.SZ

solid.sx

solid.SX

solid.sxy

solid.SXY

solid.sxz

solid.SXZ

solid.sy

solid.SY

solid.syz

solid.SYZ

solid.sz

solid.SZ

solid.sl11

solid.sx

solid.sl12

solid.sxy

solid.sl13

solid.sxz

solid.sl22

solid.sy

solid.sl23

solid.syz

solid.sl33

solid.sz

solid.sdevx

solid.sx-(solid.sx+solid.sy+solid.sz)/3

solid.sdevxy

solid.sxy

solid.sdevxz

solid.sxz
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solid.sdevy

solid.sy-(solid.sx+solid.sy+solid.sz)/3

solid.sdevyz

solid.syz

solid.sdevz

solid.sz-(solid.sx+solid.sy+solid.sz)/3

solid.SdevX

solid.SX-(solid.SX+solid.SY+solid.SZ)/3

solid.SdevXY

solid.SXY

solid.SdevXZ

solid.SXZ

solid.SdevY

solid.SY-(solid.SX+solid.SY+solid.SZ)/3

solid.SdevYZ

solid.SYZ

solid.SdevZ

solid.SZ-(solid.SX+solid.SY+solid.SZ)/3

solid.I1s

solid.sx+solid.sy+solid.sz

solid.I2s

0.5*(solid.I1s^2-solid.sx^2-2*solid.sxy^2-2*solid.sxz^2-solid.sy^2-2*solid.syz^2-solid.sz^2)

solid.I3s

solid.sx*solid.sy*solid.sz+2*solid.sxy*solid.syz*solid.sxz-solid.sx*solid.syz^2-solid.sxy^2*solid.sz-solid.sy*solid.sxz^2

solid.II2s

0.5*(solid.sdevx^2+2*solid.sdevxy^2+2*solid.sdevxz^2+solid.sdevy^2+2*solid.sdevyz^2+solid.sdevz^2)

solid.II3s

solid.sdevx*solid.sdevy*solid.sdevz+2*solid.sdevxy*solid.sdevyz*solid.sdevxz-solid.sdevx*solid.sdevyz^2-solid.sdevxy^2
solid.sdevy*solid.sdevxz^2

solid.thetaL

atan2(sqrt(max(0.14814814814814814*solid.II2s^3-solid.II3s^2,eps)),solid.II3s)/3
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solid.eelvol

solid.eel11+solid.eel22+solid.eel33

solid.eeldev

0.5*((solid.eel11-(solid.eel11+solid.eel22+solid.eel33)/3)^2+2*solid.eel12^2+2*solid.eel13^2+(solid.eel22-(solid.eel11+so
/3)^2+2*solid.eel23^2+(solid.eel33-(solid.eel11+solid.eel22+solid.eel33)/3)^2)

solid.pm

-(solid.sx+solid.sy+solid.sz)/3

solid.curlUX

wY-vZ

solid.curlUY

-wX+uZ

solid.curlUZ

vX-uY

solid.mises

(3*solid.II2s)^0.5

solid.tresca

solid.sp1-solid.sp3

solid.RFx

reacf(u)

solid.RFy

reacf(v)

solid.RFz

reacf(w)

solid.RMx

solid.RFz*(y-solid.refpnty)-solid.RFy*(z-solid.refpntz)

solid.RMy

-solid.RFz*(x-solid.refpntx)+solid.RFx*(z-solid.refpntz)

solid.RMz

solid.RFy*(x-solid.refpntx)-solid.RFx*(y-solid.refpnty)

solid.Tax

solid.sx*solid.nx+solid.sxy*solid.ny+solid.sxz*solid.nz

solid.Tay

solid.sxy*solid.nx+solid.sy*solid.ny+solid.syz*solid.nz

solid.Taz

solid.sxz*solid.nx+solid.syz*solid.ny+solid.sz*solid.nz

Shape Functions

Name Shape function Unit
Description
u
Lagrange (Quadratic) m Displacement field, X component
v
Lagrange (Quadratic) m Displacement field, Y component
w
Lagrange (Quadratic) m Displacement field, Z component

Shape frame Selection
Material
Domains 1–8
Material
Domains 1–8
Material
Domains 1–8
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Weak Expressions

Weak expression
-solid.Sl11*test(solid.el11)-2*solid.Sl12*test(solid.el12)-2*solid.Sl13*test(solid.el13)-solid.Sl22*test(solid.el22)-2*solid.Sl23*test(solid.el23
1.4.2. Free 1

Free 1
Selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection

Boundaries 1–5, 18–36, 49–56, 69–71, 73–75

Used Products

COMSOL Multiphysics
1.4.3. Initial Values 1
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Initial Values 1
Selection
Geometric entity level Domain
Selection
Domains 1–8
Used Products

COMSOL Multiphysics
Variables

Name
solid.uInitX
solid.uInitY
solid.uInitZ
solid.utInitX

Expression
0
0
0
0

solid.utInitY 0
solid.utInitZ 0

Unit
m
m
m
m/s

Description
Initial value of displacement, X component
Initial value of displacement, Y component
Initial value of displacement, Z component
Initial value of structural velocity, X component

Selection
Domains 1–8
Domains 1–8
Domains 1–8
Domains 1–8

m/s Initial value of structural velocity, Y component Domains 1–8
m/s Initial value of structural velocity, Z component Domains 1–8

1.4.4. Fixed Constraint 1
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Fixed Constraint 1
Selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection
Boundaries 8, 12, 39, 43, 59, 63, 72
Equations
Used Products

COMSOL Multiphysics
Constraints

Constraint
-u
-v
-w

Constraint force Shape function
Selection
test(-u)
Lagrange (Quadratic) Boundaries 8, 12, 39, 43, 59, 63, 72
test(-v)
Lagrange (Quadratic) Boundaries 8, 12, 39, 43, 59, 63, 72
test(-w)
Lagrange (Quadratic) Boundaries 8, 12, 39, 43, 59, 63, 72

1.4.5. Boundary Load 1
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Boundary Load 1
Selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection
Boundaries 9, 13, 40, 44, 60, 64
Equations
Settings

Settings
Description
Value
Load
{0, 0, -553312}
Used Products

COMSOL Multiphysics
Variables

Name
solid.FperAreax
solid.FperAreay
solid.FperAreaz
solid.bndl1.FPh1
solid.bndl1.FPh2

Expression
0
0
-553312
0
0

solid.bndl1.FPh3
0
solid.bndl1.FPhScalar 0

Unit
N/m^2
N/m^2
N/m^2
rad
rad

Description
Load, x component
Load, y component
Load, z component
Load phase, x component
Load phase, y component

Selection
Boundaries 9, 13, 40, 44, 60, 64
Boundaries 9, 13, 40, 44, 60, 64
Boundaries 9, 13, 40, 44, 60, 64
Boundaries 9, 13, 40, 44, 60, 64
Boundaries 9, 13, 40, 44, 60, 64

rad
rad

Load phase, z component Boundaries 9, 13, 40, 44, 60, 64
Load phase
Boundaries 9, 13, 40, 44, 60, 64

Weak Expressions

Weak expression Integration frame
Selection
-553312*test(w) Material
Boundaries 9, 13, 40, 44, 60, 64
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1.4.6. Contact 1

Contact 1
Selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection

Boundaries 20, 73

Variables

Name

solid.Tn_p1TXt

solid.Tn_p1TYt

Expression

root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TXTIME

root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TYTIME

solid.Tn_p1TZt

root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TZTIME

solid.Tn_p1TXtt

root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TXTIMETIME

Unit

D
T
g
T
kg/(m^2*s^3) ti
d
X
c
T
g
T
kg/(m^2*s^3) ti
d
Y
c
T
g
T
kg/(m^2*s^3) ti
d
Z
c
T
g
kg/(m^2*s^4) T
se
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root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TZTIMETIME

solid.Tn_p1t

solid.Tn_p1tt
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root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TIME

root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TIMETIME

d
X
c
T
g
T
kg/(m^2*s^4) se
d
Y
c
T
g
T
kg/(m^2*s^4) se
d
Z
c

W/m^3

C
p
c
p
ti
d

Pa/s^2

C
p
c
p
ti
d

solid.offset_cnt1

0

m

solid.offset_cnt1

0

m

solid.source_offset_cnt1 0

C
su
o
g
d
su
C
su
o
g
d
su
C
su
o
g
so
su

m

solid.source_offset_cnt1 0

m

solid.pn_cnt1

min(0.0010*5^segiter,1)*solid.Eequ/solid.hmin_dst

N/m^3

solid.pn_cnt1

min(0.0010*5^segiter,1)*solid.Eequ/solid.hmin_dst

N/m^3

C
su
o
g
so
su
C
n
p
fa
C
n
p
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fa

solid.gap_p1

geomgap_src_p1-solid.source_offset_cnt1

m

solid.gap_p1

geomgap_dst_p1-solid.offset_cnt1

m

solid.Tnp_p1

max(if(solid.gap_p1<=0,solid.Tn_p1solid.pn_cnt1*solid.gap_p1,solid.Tn_p1*exp(-solid.pn_cnt1*solid.gap_p1/max(solid.Tn_p1,1.0E- N/m^2
10))),0)

solid.wcn_p1

nojac(solid.Tnp_p1)-solid.Tn_p1

N/m^2

solid.Tnmax_p1

solid.max_dst_p1(solid.Tn_p1)

N/m^2

solid.gapmin_p1

solid.min_dst_p1(solid.gap_p1)

m

solid.hmin_dst

solid.min_dst_cnt1(h)

m

G
d
in
o
c
p
G
d
in
o
c
p
P
c
p
c
p
C
h
v
c
p
M
c
p
c
p
M
g
d
c
p
M
m
o
d

Shape Functions

Name
Shape function Unit
Description
Shape frame Selection
solid.Tn_p1 Lagrange (Linear) N/m^2 Contact pressure, contact pair p1 Material
Boundary 73
Weak Expressions

Weak expression
Integration frame Selection
if(solid.Tn_p1>0||solid.Tn_p1>=solid.pn_cnt1*solid.gap_p1,solid.Tnp_p1*test(solid.gap_p1),0) Material
Boundary 73
solid.wcn_p1*test(solid.Tn_p1)
Material
Boundary 73

1.5. Mesh 1
Mesh statistics
Property
Minimum element quality
Average element quality
Tetrahedral elements

Value
4.784E-4
0.6706
31845

Triangular elements

15226
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1478
121

Mesh 1
1.5.1. Size (Size)
Settings
Name
Maximum element size
Minimum element size

Value
0.3
0.054

Resolution of curvature
0.6
Resolution of narrow regions 0.5
Maximum element growth rate 1.5

2. Study 1
2.1. Stationary
Mesh selection
Geometry
Mesh
Geometry 1 (geom1) mesh1
Physics selection
Physics
Discretization
Solid Mechanics (solid) physics

2.2. Solver Configurations
2.2.1. Solver 1
Compile Equations: Stationary (St1)
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Study and step
Name
Value
Use study
Study 1
Use study step Stationary
Dependent Variables 1 (V1)

General
Name
Value
Defined by study step Stationary
Initial values of
variables solved
for
Name Value
Solution Zero
Values of
variables not
solved for
Name Value
Solution Zero
Mod1.solid.Tn_p1 (Mod1_solid_Tn_p1)

General
Name
Value
Field components mod1.solid.Tn_p1
Scaling
Name
Value
Method Manual
Scale

100000000

Mod1.u (Mod1_u)

General
Name
Value
Field components {mod1.u, mod1.v, mod1.w}
Scaling
Name
Value
Method Manual
Scale 1e-2*0.10345813109447512
Stationary Solver 1 (S1)

General
Name
Value
Defined by study step Stationary
Relative tolerance
0.01
Log
Stationary Solver 1 in Solver 1 started at 21-Jul-2013 11:21:04.
Nonlinear solver
Number of degrees of freedom solved for: 173360.
Symmetric matrices found.
Scales for dependent variables:
mod1.solid.Tn_p1: 1e+08
mod1.u: 0.001
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Iter
ErrEst Damping Stepsize #Res #Jac #Sol
1 0.00098 1.0000000 1.3e-05 2 1 2
Stationary Solver 1 in Solver 1: Solution time: 24 s.
Fully Coupled 1 (Fc1)

General
Name
Value
Linear solver Direct

3. Results
3.1. Data Sets
3.1.1. Solution 1
Selection
Geometric entity level Domain
Selection

Geometry geom1
Solution
Name
Value
Solution Solver 1
Model Save Point Geometry 1
3.1.2. Cut Line 3D 1
Data
Name
Value
Data set Solution 1
Advanced
Name
Value
Space variable cln1x
3.1.3. Cut Line 3D 2
Data
Name
Value
Data set Solution 1
Advanced
Name
Value
Space variable cln2x
3.1.4. Cut Line 3D 3
Data
Name
Value
Data set Solution 1
Advanced
Name
Value
Space variable cln3x
3.1.5. Surface 1
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Selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection
Data
Name
Value
Data set Solution 1

Boundary 73

3.1.6. Cut Line 3D 4
Data
Name
Value
Data set Solution 1
Advanced
Name
Value
Space variable cln4x

3.2. Derived Values
3.2.1. Ave Von Mises: Tab 1
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 1
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
Pa
Description von Mises stress
3.2.2. Ave Von Mises: Tab 2
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 2
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
3.2.3. Ave Von Mises: Tab 3
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 3
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
3.2.4. Max Von Mises: Tab 1
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Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 1
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
3.2.5. Max Von Mises: Tab 2
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 2
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
3.2.6. Max Von Mises: Tab 3
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 3
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
3.2.7. Min Von Mises: Tab 1
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 1
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
3.2.8. Min Von Mises: Tab 2
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 2
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
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3.2.9. Min Von Mises: Tab 3
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 3
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
3.2.10. Max Contact P, P1
Selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection
No boundaries
Data
Name Value
Data set Surface 1
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.Tn_p1
Unit
N/m^2
Description Contact pressure, contact pair p1
3.2.11. Ave Contact P, P1
Selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection
No boundaries
Data
Name Value
Data set Surface 1
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.Tn_p1
Unit
N/m^2
Description Contact pressure, contact pair p1

3.3. Tables
3.3.1. Table 1
ave von mises: Tab 1 (solid.mises)
Table 1
von Mises stress (Pa)
36.37468
3.3.2. Table 2
ave von mises: Tab 2 (solid.mises)
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Table 2
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
34.50217
3.3.3. Table 3
ave von mises: Tab 3 (solid.mises)
Table 3
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
30.44989
3.3.4. Table 4
max von mises: Tab 1 (solid.mises)
Table 4
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
40.46698
3.3.5. Table 5
max von mises: Tab 2 (solid.mises)
Table 5
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
38.23441
3.3.6. Table 6
max von mises: Tab 3 (solid.mises)
Table 6
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
32.5531
3.3.7. Table 7
min von mises: Tab 1 (solid.mises)
Table 7
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
35.80105
3.3.8. Table 8
min von mises: Tab 2 (solid.mises)
Table 8
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
33.96163
3.3.9. Table 9
min von mises: Tab 3 (solid.mises)
Table 9
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
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28.49414
3.3.10. Table 10
max contact P, p1 (solid.Tn_p1)
Table 10
Contact pressure, contact pair p1 (N/m^2)
51.93655
3.3.11. Table 11
ave contact P, p1 (solid.Tn_p1)
Table 11
Contact pressure, contact pair p1 (N/m^2)
29.68764

3.4. Plot Groups
3.4.1. Displacement

Surface: Total displacement (in)
3.4.2. Contact P at Contact Pair 1 (Pa)
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Surface: abs(solid.Tn_p1) (Pa)
3.4.3. Principal Stresses Z Dir (Pa)

Principal Stress Magnitudes in Z-direction Along Pressure Tabs
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Housing Solid 12screws1lb Finemesh
Date Jul 21, 2013 11:30:38 AM
Contents
Model 1 (mod1)
1.
1.1.
Definitions
1.2.
Geometry 1
1.3.
Materials
1.4.
Solid Mechanics (solid)
Mesh 1
1.5.
2.
Study 1
Stationary
2.1.
2.2.
Solver Configurations
Results
3.
Data Sets
3.1.
3.2.
Derived Values
3.3.
Tables
Plot Groups
3.4.

1. Model 1 (Mod1)
1.1. Definitions
1.1.1. Pairs
Contact Pair 1

Pair type Identity pair
Pair name p1
Source selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection
Boundary 32
Destination selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection
Boundary 109
Settings
Name
Value
Search method fast
1.1.2. Coordinate Systems
Boundary System 1

Coordinate system type Boundary system
Identifier
sys1
Settings
Name
Value
Coordinate names
{t1, t2, n}
Create first tangent direction from Global Cartesian (spatial)

1.2. Geometry 1
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Geometry 1
units
Length unit in
Angular unit deg
Geometry statistics
Property
Value
Space dimension
3
Number of domains 14
Number of boundaries 111
Number of edges
Number of vertices

241
169

1.2.1. Extrude 1 (Ext1)
Selections of resulting
entities
Name
Value
Distances
-.125
Scales
{1, 1}
Displacements {0, 0}
Twist_angles

0

1.2.2. Extrude 2 (Ext2)
Selections of resulting
entities
Name
Value
Distances
.0625
Scales
{1, 1}
Displacements {0, 0}
Twist_angles

0
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1.2.3. Extrude 3 (Ext3)
Selections of resulting
entities
Name
Value
Distances
.125
Scales
{1, 1}
Displacements {0, 0}
Twist_angles 0
1.2.4. Extrude 4 (Ext4)
Selections of resulting
entities
Name
Value
Distances
-.0426
Scales
{1, 1}
Displacements {0, 0}
Twist_angles

0

1.2.5. Form Assembly (Fin)
Settings
Name
Value
Finalization method Form an assembly
Pair type
Contact pair

1.3. Materials
1.3.1. Acrylic Plastic

Acrylic plastic
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Selection
Geometric entity level Domain
Selection

Domain 1
Material parameters
Name
Value
Unit
Density
1190[kg/m^3] kg/m^3
Young's modulus 3.2e9[Pa]
Pa
Poisson's ratio 0.35
1
Basic Settings
Description
Coefficient of thermal expansion
Heat capacity at constant pressure
Density
Thermal conductivity
Young's modulus and
Poisson's ratio Settings
Description
Value
Young's modulus 3.2e9[Pa]
Poisson's ratio 0.35

Value
{{7.0e-5[1/K], 0, 0}, {0, 7.0e-5[1/K], 0}, {0, 0, 7.0e-5[1/K]}}
1470[J/(kg*K)]
1190[kg/m^3]
{{0.18[W/(m*K)], 0, 0}, {0, 0.18[W/(m*K)], 0}, {0, 0, 0.18[W/(m*K)]}}

1.3.2. Steel AISI 4340

Steel AISI 4340
Selection
Geometric entity level Domain
Selection
Domains 2–13
Material parameters
Name
Value
Unit
Density
7850[kg/m^3] kg/m^3
Young's modulus 205e9[Pa]
Pa
Poisson's ratio 0.28
1
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Basic Settings
Description
Relative permeability
Electrical conductivity
Coefficient of thermal expansion
Heat capacity at constant pressure
Relative permittivity
Density
Thermal conductivity
Young's modulus and
Poisson's ratio Settings
Description
Value
Young's modulus 205e9[Pa]
Poisson's ratio 0.28

Value
{{1, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 1}}
{{4.032e6[S/m], 0, 0}, {0, 4.032e6[S/m], 0}, {0, 0, 4.032e6[S/m]}}
{{12.3e-6[1/K], 0, 0}, {0, 12.3e-6[1/K], 0}, {0, 0, 12.3e-6[1/K]}}
475[J/(kg*K)]
{{1, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 1}}
7850[kg/m^3]
{{44.5[W/(m*K)], 0, 0}, {0, 44.5[W/(m*K)], 0}, {0, 0, 44.5[W/(m*K)]}}

1.3.3. Material 3

Material 3
Selection
Geometric entity level Domain
Selection
Domain 14
Material parameters
Name
Value Unit
Young's modulus 2e9 Pa
Poisson's ratio .1
1
Density
1500 kg/m^3
Basic Settings
Description Value
Young's modulus 2e9
Poisson's ratio .1
Density

1500
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1.4. Solid Mechanics (Solid)

Solid Mechanics
Selection
Geometric entity level Domain
Selection
Domains 1–14
Equations

Settings
Description
Value
Show equation assuming std1/stat
Used products
COMSOL Multiphysics
Structural Mechanics Module
1.4.1. Linear Elastic Material 1
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Linear Elastic Material 1
Selection
Geometric entity level Domain
Selection
Domains 1–14
Equations
Used Products

COMSOL Multiphysics
Properties from material
Property
Material
Property group
Young's modulus Acrylic plastic Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio
Poisson's ratio Acrylic plastic Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio
Density
Acrylic plastic Basic
Young's modulus Steel AISI 4340 Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio
Poisson's ratio
Density
Young's modulus
Poisson's ratio
Density

Steel AISI 4340
Steel AISI 4340
Material 3
Material 3
Material 3

Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic

Variables

Name

Expression

uTXt

root.mod1.uTXTIME

uTYt

root.mod1.uTYTIME
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uTZt

root.mod1.uTZTIME

uTXtt

root.mod1.uTXTIMETIME

uTYtt

root.mod1.uTYTIMETIME

uTZtt

root.mod1.uTZTIMETIME

uXt

root.mod1.uXTIME

uYt

root.mod1.uYTIME

uZt

root.mod1.uZTIME

uXtt

root.mod1.uXTIMETIME

uYtt

root.mod1.uYTIMETIME

uZtt

root.mod1.uZTIMETIME

vTXt

root.mod1.vTXTIME

vTYt

root.mod1.vTYTIME

vTZt

root.mod1.vTZTIME
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vTXtt

root.mod1.vTXTIMETIME

vTYtt

root.mod1.vTYTIMETIME

vTZtt

root.mod1.vTZTIMETIME

vXt

root.mod1.vXTIME

vYt

root.mod1.vYTIME

vZt

root.mod1.vZTIME

vXtt

root.mod1.vXTIMETIME

vYtt

root.mod1.vYTIMETIME

vZtt

root.mod1.vZTIMETIME

wTXt

root.mod1.wTXTIME

wTYt

root.mod1.wTYTIME

wTZt

root.mod1.wTZTIME

wTXtt

root.mod1.wTXTIMETIME
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wTYtt

root.mod1.wTYTIMETIME

wTZtt

root.mod1.wTZTIMETIME

wXt

root.mod1.wXTIME

wYt

root.mod1.wYTIME

wZt

root.mod1.wZTIME

wXtt

root.mod1.wXTIMETIME

wYtt

root.mod1.wYTIMETIME

wZtt

root.mod1.wZTIMETIME

ut

root.mod1.uTIME

vt

root.mod1.vTIME

wt

root.mod1.wTIME

utt

root.mod1.uTIMETIME

vtt

root.mod1.vTIMETIME

wtt

root.mod1.wTIMETIME

solid.E

model.input.E

solid.E

model.input.E

solid.E

model.input.E
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solid.nu

model.input.nu

solid.nu

model.input.nu

solid.nu

model.input.nu

solid.K

solid.E/(3-6*solid.nu)

solid.G

0.5*solid.E/(1+solid.nu)
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solid.lambLame solid.E*solid.nu/((1+solid.nu)*(1-2*solid.nu))
solid.muLame

0.5*solid.E/(1+solid.nu)

solid.cp

sqrt(solid.E*(1+solid.nu/(1-2*solid.nu))/((1+solid.nu)*solid.rho))

solid.cs

sqrt(0.5*solid.E/((1+solid.nu)*solid.rho))

solid.Eequ

solid.E

solid.D11

solid.E*(1+solid.nu/(1-2*solid.nu))/(1+solid.nu)

solid.D21

solid.E*solid.nu/((1+solid.nu)*(1-2*solid.nu))

solid.D31

solid.E*solid.nu/((1+solid.nu)*(1-2*solid.nu))

solid.D41

0

solid.D51

0

solid.D61

0

solid.D12

solid.E*solid.nu/((1+solid.nu)*(1-2*solid.nu))

solid.D22

solid.E*(1+solid.nu/(1-2*solid.nu))/(1+solid.nu)

solid.D32

solid.E*solid.nu/((1+solid.nu)*(1-2*solid.nu))

solid.D42

0

solid.D52

0

solid.D62

0
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solid.D13

solid.E*solid.nu/((1+solid.nu)*(1-2*solid.nu))

solid.D23

solid.E*solid.nu/((1+solid.nu)*(1-2*solid.nu))

solid.D33

solid.E*(1+solid.nu/(1-2*solid.nu))/(1+solid.nu)

solid.D43

0

solid.D53

0

solid.D63

0

solid.D14

0

solid.D24

0

solid.D34

0

solid.D44

0.5*solid.E/(1+solid.nu)

solid.D54

0

solid.D64

0

solid.D15

0

solid.D25

0

solid.D35

0

solid.D45

0

solid.D55

0.5*solid.E/(1+solid.nu)

solid.D65

0

solid.D16

0
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solid.D26

0

solid.D36

0

solid.D46

0

solid.D56

0

solid.D66

0.5*solid.E/(1+solid.nu)

solid.rho

model.input.rho

solid.rho

model.input.rho

solid.rho

model.input.rho

solid.FdxX

1+uX

solid.FdyX

vX

solid.FdzX

wX

solid.FdxY

uY

solid.FdyY

1+vY

solid.FdzY

wY

solid.FdxZ

uZ

solid.FdyZ

vZ

solid.FdzZ

1+wZ

solid.eX

uX

solid.eXY

0.5*(uY+vX)

solid.eXZ

0.5*(uZ+wX)

solid.eY

vY
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solid.eYZ

0.5*(vZ+wY)

solid.eZ

wZ

solid.Ldx

root.mod1.uXTIME

solid.Ldxy

0.5*(root.mod1.uYTIME+root.mod1.vXTIME)

solid.Ldxz

0.5*(root.mod1.uZTIME+root.mod1.wXTIME)

solid.Ldy

root.mod1.vYTIME

solid.Ldyz

0.5*(root.mod1.vZTIME+root.mod1.wYTIME)

solid.Ldz

root.mod1.wZTIME

solid.Lwx

0

solid.Lwxy

0.5*(root.mod1.uYTIME-root.mod1.vXTIME)

solid.Lwxz

0.5*(root.mod1.uZTIME-root.mod1.wXTIME)

solid.Lwy

0

solid.Lwyz

0.5*(root.mod1.vZTIME-root.mod1.wYTIME)

solid.Lwz

0

solid.el11

uX

solid.el12

0.5*(uY+vX)

solid.el13

0.5*(uZ+wX)

solid.el22

vY

solid.el23

0.5*(vZ+wY)
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solid.el33

wZ

solid.eel11

uX-solid.eil11-solid.eiel11

solid.eel12

0.5*(uY+vX)-solid.eil12-solid.eiel12

solid.eel13

0.5*(uZ+wX)-solid.eil13-solid.eiel13

solid.eel22

vY-solid.eil22-solid.eiel22

solid.eel23

0.5*(vZ+wY)-solid.eil23-solid.eiel23

solid.eel33

wZ-solid.eil33-solid.eiel33

solid.eil11

0

solid.eil12

0

solid.eil13

0

solid.eil22

0

solid.eil23

0
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solid.eil33

0

solid.eiel11

0

solid.eiel12

0

solid.eiel13

0

solid.eiel22

0

solid.eiel23

0

solid.eiel33

0

solid.evol

uX+vY+wZ

solid.J

solid.FdxX*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzZ+solid.FdxY*solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzX+solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyX*solid.FdzY-solid.FdxX*so
solid.FdxY*solid.FdyX*solid.FdzZ-solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzX

solid.Sil11

0

solid.Sil12

0

solid.Sil13

0

solid.Sil22

0
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solid.Sil23

0

solid.Sil33

0

solid.Sl11

solid.D11*solid.eel11+2*solid.D14*solid.eel12+2*solid.D16*solid.eel13+solid.D12*solid.eel22+2*solid.D15*solid.eel23+

solid.Sl12

solid.D14*solid.eel11+2*solid.D44*solid.eel12+2*solid.D46*solid.eel13+solid.D24*solid.eel22+2*solid.D45*solid.eel23+

solid.Sl13

solid.D16*solid.eel11+2*solid.D46*solid.eel12+2*solid.D66*solid.eel13+solid.D26*solid.eel22+2*solid.D56*solid.eel23+

solid.Sl22

solid.D12*solid.eel11+2*solid.D24*solid.eel12+2*solid.D26*solid.eel13+solid.D22*solid.eel22+2*solid.D25*solid.eel23+

solid.Sl23

solid.D15*solid.eel11+2*solid.D45*solid.eel12+2*solid.D56*solid.eel13+solid.D25*solid.eel22+2*solid.D55*solid.eel23+

solid.Sl33

solid.D13*solid.eel11+2*solid.D34*solid.eel12+2*solid.D36*solid.eel13+solid.D23*solid.eel22+2*solid.D35*solid.eel23+

solid.Ws

0.5*(solid.Sl11*solid.eel11+2*solid.Sl12*solid.eel12+2*solid.Sl13*solid.eel13+solid.Sl22*solid.eel22+2*solid.Sl23*solid.e

solid.Ws_tot

root.mod1.solid.lemm1.int2(0.5*
(solid.Sl11*solid.eel11+2*solid.Sl12*solid.eel12+2*solid.Sl13*solid.eel13+solid.Sl22*solid.eel22+2*solid.Sl23*solid.eel23

solid.disp

sqrt(real(u)^2+real(v)^2+real(w)^2)

solid.u_ttX

d(root.mod1.uTIME,TIME)

solid.u_ttY

d(root.mod1.vTIME,TIME)

solid.u_ttZ

d(root.mod1.wTIME,TIME)
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solid.u_tX

root.mod1.uTIME

solid.u_tY

root.mod1.vTIME

solid.u_tZ

root.mod1.wTIME

solid.SX

solid.Sl11

solid.SXY

solid.Sl12

solid.SXZ

solid.Sl13

solid.SY

solid.Sl22

solid.SYZ

solid.Sl23

solid.SZ

solid.Sl33

solid.PxX

solid.FdxX*solid.SX+solid.FdxY*solid.SXY+solid.FdxZ*solid.SXZ

solid.PyX

solid.FdyX*solid.SX+solid.FdyY*solid.SXY+solid.FdyZ*solid.SXZ

solid.PzX

solid.FdzX*solid.SX+solid.FdzY*solid.SXY+solid.FdzZ*solid.SXZ

solid.PxY

solid.FdxX*solid.SXY+solid.FdxY*solid.SY+solid.FdxZ*solid.SYZ

solid.PyY

solid.FdyX*solid.SXY+solid.FdyY*solid.SY+solid.FdyZ*solid.SYZ

solid.PzY

solid.FdzX*solid.SXY+solid.FdzY*solid.SY+solid.FdzZ*solid.SYZ

solid.PxZ

solid.FdxX*solid.SXZ+solid.FdxY*solid.SYZ+solid.FdxZ*solid.SZ
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solid.PyZ

solid.FdyX*solid.SXZ+solid.FdyY*solid.SYZ+solid.FdyZ*solid.SZ

solid.PzZ

solid.FdzX*solid.SXZ+solid.FdzY*solid.SYZ+solid.FdzZ*solid.SZ

solid.sx

solid.SX

solid.sxy

solid.SXY

solid.sxz

solid.SXZ

solid.sy

solid.SY

solid.syz

solid.SYZ

solid.sz

solid.SZ

solid.sl11

solid.sx

solid.sl12

solid.sxy

solid.sl13

solid.sxz

solid.sl22

solid.sy

solid.sl23

solid.syz

solid.sl33

solid.sz

solid.sdevx

solid.sx-(solid.sx+solid.sy+solid.sz)/3

solid.sdevxy

solid.sxy

solid.sdevxz

solid.sxz
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solid.sdevy

solid.sy-(solid.sx+solid.sy+solid.sz)/3

solid.sdevyz

solid.syz

solid.sdevz

solid.sz-(solid.sx+solid.sy+solid.sz)/3

solid.SdevX

solid.SX-(solid.SX+solid.SY+solid.SZ)/3

solid.SdevXY

solid.SXY

solid.SdevXZ

solid.SXZ

solid.SdevY

solid.SY-(solid.SX+solid.SY+solid.SZ)/3

solid.SdevYZ

solid.SYZ

solid.SdevZ

solid.SZ-(solid.SX+solid.SY+solid.SZ)/3

solid.I1s

solid.sx+solid.sy+solid.sz

solid.I2s

0.5*(solid.I1s^2-solid.sx^2-2*solid.sxy^2-2*solid.sxz^2-solid.sy^2-2*solid.syz^2-solid.sz^2)

solid.I3s

solid.sx*solid.sy*solid.sz+2*solid.sxy*solid.syz*solid.sxz-solid.sx*solid.syz^2-solid.sxy^2*solid.sz-solid.sy*solid.sxz^2

solid.II2s

0.5*(solid.sdevx^2+2*solid.sdevxy^2+2*solid.sdevxz^2+solid.sdevy^2+2*solid.sdevyz^2+solid.sdevz^2)

solid.II3s

solid.sdevx*solid.sdevy*solid.sdevz+2*solid.sdevxy*solid.sdevyz*solid.sdevxz-solid.sdevx*solid.sdevyz^2-solid.sdevxy^2
solid.sdevy*solid.sdevxz^2

solid.thetaL

atan2(sqrt(max(0.14814814814814814*solid.II2s^3-solid.II3s^2,eps)),solid.II3s)/3
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solid.eelvol

solid.eel11+solid.eel22+solid.eel33

solid.eeldev

0.5*((solid.eel11-(solid.eel11+solid.eel22+solid.eel33)/3)^2+2*solid.eel12^2+2*solid.eel13^2+(solid.eel22-(solid.eel11+so
/3)^2+2*solid.eel23^2+(solid.eel33-(solid.eel11+solid.eel22+solid.eel33)/3)^2)

solid.pm

-(solid.sx+solid.sy+solid.sz)/3

solid.curlUX

wY-vZ

solid.curlUY

-wX+uZ

solid.curlUZ

vX-uY

solid.mises

(3*solid.II2s)^0.5

solid.tresca

solid.sp1-solid.sp3

solid.RFx

reacf(u)

solid.RFy

reacf(v)

solid.RFz

reacf(w)

solid.RMx

solid.RFz*(y-solid.refpnty)-solid.RFy*(z-solid.refpntz)

solid.RMy

-solid.RFz*(x-solid.refpntx)+solid.RFx*(z-solid.refpntz)

solid.RMz

solid.RFy*(x-solid.refpntx)-solid.RFx*(y-solid.refpnty)

solid.Tax

solid.sx*solid.nx+solid.sxy*solid.ny+solid.sxz*solid.nz

solid.Tay

solid.sxy*solid.nx+solid.sy*solid.ny+solid.syz*solid.nz

solid.Taz

solid.sxz*solid.nx+solid.syz*solid.ny+solid.sz*solid.nz

Shape Functions

Name Shape function Unit
Description
u
Lagrange (Quadratic) m Displacement field, X component
v
Lagrange (Quadratic) m Displacement field, Y component
w
Lagrange (Quadratic) m Displacement field, Z component

Shape frame Selection
Material
Domains 1–14
Material
Domains 1–14
Material
Domains 1–14
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Weak Expressions

Weak expression
-solid.Sl11*test(solid.el11)-2*solid.Sl12*test(solid.el12)-2*solid.Sl13*test(solid.el13)-solid.Sl22*test(solid.el22)-2*solid.Sl23*test(solid.el23
1.4.2. Free 1

Free 1
Selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection

Boundaries 1–5, 30–48, 61, 74–80, 105–107, 109–111

Used Products

COMSOL Multiphysics
1.4.3. Initial Values 1
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Initial Values 1
Selection
Geometric entity level Domain
Selection
Domains 1–14
Used Products

COMSOL Multiphysics
Variables

Name
solid.uInitX
solid.uInitY
solid.uInitZ
solid.utInitX

Expression
0
0
0
0

solid.utInitY 0
solid.utInitZ 0

Unit
m
m
m
m/s

Description
Initial value of displacement, X component
Initial value of displacement, Y component
Initial value of displacement, Z component
Initial value of structural velocity, X component

Selection
Domains 1–14
Domains 1–14
Domains 1–14
Domains 1–14

m/s Initial value of structural velocity, Y component Domains 1–14
m/s Initial value of structural velocity, Z component Domains 1–14

1.4.4. Fixed Constraint 1
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Fixed Constraint 1
Selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection
Boundaries 8, 12, 16, 20, 51, 55, 64, 68, 83, 87, 91, 95, 108
Equations
Used Products

COMSOL Multiphysics
Constraints

Constraint
-u
-v
-w

Constraint force Shape function
Selection
test(-u)
Lagrange (Quadratic) Boundaries 8, 12, 16, 20, 51, 55, 64, 68, 83, 87, 91, 95, 108
test(-v)
Lagrange (Quadratic) Boundaries 8, 12, 16, 20, 51, 55, 64, 68, 83, 87, 91, 95, 108
test(-w)
Lagrange (Quadratic) Boundaries 8, 12, 16, 20, 51, 55, 64, 68, 83, 87, 91, 95, 108

1.4.5. Boundary Load 1
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Boundary Load 1
Selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection
Boundaries 9, 13, 17, 21, 52, 56, 65, 69, 84, 88, 92, 96
Equations
Settings

Settings
Description
Value
Load
{0, 0, -553312}
Used Products

COMSOL Multiphysics
Variables

Name
solid.FperAreax
solid.FperAreay
solid.FperAreaz
solid.bndl1.FPh1
solid.bndl1.FPh2

Expression
0
0
-553312
0
0

solid.bndl1.FPh3
0
solid.bndl1.FPhScalar 0

Unit
N/m^2
N/m^2
N/m^2
rad
rad

Description
Load, x component
Load, y component
Load, z component
Load phase, x component
Load phase, y component

Selection
Boundaries 9, 13, 17, 21, 52, 56, 65, 69, 84, 88, 92, 96
Boundaries 9, 13, 17, 21, 52, 56, 65, 69, 84, 88, 92, 96
Boundaries 9, 13, 17, 21, 52, 56, 65, 69, 84, 88, 92, 96
Boundaries 9, 13, 17, 21, 52, 56, 65, 69, 84, 88, 92, 96
Boundaries 9, 13, 17, 21, 52, 56, 65, 69, 84, 88, 92, 96

rad
rad

Load phase, z component Boundaries 9, 13, 17, 21, 52, 56, 65, 69, 84, 88, 92, 96
Load phase
Boundaries 9, 13, 17, 21, 52, 56, 65, 69, 84, 88, 92, 96

Weak Expressions

Weak expression Integration frame
Selection
-553312*test(w) Material
Boundaries 9, 13, 17, 21, 52, 56, 65, 69, 84, 88, 92, 96
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1.4.6. Contact 1

Contact 1
Selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection

Boundaries 32, 109

Variables

Name

solid.Tn_p1TXt

solid.Tn_p1TYt

Expression

root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TXTIME

root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TYTIME

solid.Tn_p1TZt

root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TZTIME

solid.Tn_p1TXtt

root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TXTIMETIME

Unit

D
T
g
T
kg/(m^2*s^3) ti
d
X
c
T
g
T
kg/(m^2*s^3) ti
d
Y
c
T
g
T
kg/(m^2*s^3) ti
d
Z
c
T
g
kg/(m^2*s^4) T
se
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root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TYTIMETIME

solid.Tn_p1TZtt

root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TZTIMETIME

solid.Tn_p1t

solid.Tn_p1tt
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root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TIME

root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TIMETIME

d
X
c
T
g
T
kg/(m^2*s^4) se
d
Y
c
T
g
T
kg/(m^2*s^4) se
d
Z
c

W/m^3

C
p
c
p
ti
d

Pa/s^2

C
p
c
p
ti
d

solid.offset_cnt1

0

m

solid.offset_cnt1

0

m

solid.source_offset_cnt1 0

C
su
o
g
d
su
C
su
o
g
d
su
C
su
o
g
so
su

m

solid.source_offset_cnt1 0

m

solid.pn_cnt1

min(0.0010*5^segiter,1)*solid.Eequ/solid.hmin_dst

N/m^3

solid.pn_cnt1

min(0.0010*5^segiter,1)*solid.Eequ/solid.hmin_dst

N/m^3

C
su
o
g
so
su
C
n
p
fa
C
n
p
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fa

solid.gap_p1

geomgap_src_p1-solid.source_offset_cnt1

m

solid.gap_p1

geomgap_dst_p1-solid.offset_cnt1

m

solid.Tnp_p1

max(if(solid.gap_p1<=0,solid.Tn_p1solid.pn_cnt1*solid.gap_p1,solid.Tn_p1*exp(-solid.pn_cnt1*solid.gap_p1/max(solid.Tn_p1,1.0E- N/m^2
10))),0)

solid.wcn_p1

nojac(solid.Tnp_p1)-solid.Tn_p1

N/m^2

solid.Tnmax_p1

solid.max_dst_p1(solid.Tn_p1)

N/m^2

solid.gapmin_p1

solid.min_dst_p1(solid.gap_p1)

m

solid.hmin_dst

solid.min_dst_cnt1(h)

m

G
d
in
o
c
p
G
d
in
o
c
p
P
c
p
c
p
C
h
v
c
p
M
c
p
c
p
M
g
d
c
p
M
m
o
d

Shape Functions

Name
Shape function Unit
Description
Shape frame Selection
solid.Tn_p1 Lagrange (Linear) N/m^2 Contact pressure, contact pair p1 Material
Boundary 109
Weak Expressions

Weak expression
Integration frame Selection
if(solid.Tn_p1>0||solid.Tn_p1>=solid.pn_cnt1*solid.gap_p1,solid.Tnp_p1*test(solid.gap_p1),0) Material
Boundary 109
solid.wcn_p1*test(solid.Tn_p1)
Material
Boundary 109

1.5. Mesh 1
Mesh statistics
Property
Minimum element quality
Average element quality
Tetrahedral elements

Value
4.784E-4
0.669
40378

Triangular elements

18004
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1748
169

Mesh 1
1.5.1. Size (Size)
Settings
Name
Maximum element size
Minimum element size

Value
0.3
0.054

Resolution of curvature
0.6
Resolution of narrow regions 0.5
Maximum element growth rate 1.5

2. Study 1
2.1. Stationary
Mesh selection
Geometry
Mesh
Geometry 1 (geom1) mesh1
Physics selection
Physics
Discretization
Solid Mechanics (solid) physics

2.2. Solver Configurations
2.2.1. Solver 1
Compile Equations: Stationary (St1)
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Study and step
Name
Value
Use study
Study 1
Use study step Stationary
Dependent Variables 1 (V1)

General
Name
Value
Defined by study step Stationary
Initial values of
variables solved
for
Name Value
Solution Zero
Values of
variables not
solved for
Name Value
Solution Zero
Mod1.solid.Tn_p1 (Mod1_solid_Tn_p1)

General
Name
Value
Field components mod1.solid.Tn_p1
Scaling
Name
Value
Method Manual
Scale

100000000

Mod1.u (Mod1_u)

General
Name
Value
Field components {mod1.u, mod1.v, mod1.w}
Scaling
Name
Value
Method Manual
Scale 1e-2*0.10345813109447512
Stationary Solver 1 (S1)

General
Name
Value
Defined by study step Stationary
Relative tolerance
0.01
Log
Stationary Solver 1 in Solver 1 started at 21-Jul-2013 10:16:54.
Nonlinear solver
Number of degrees of freedom solved for: 213578.
Symmetric matrices found.
Scales for dependent variables:
mod1.solid.Tn_p1: 1e+08
mod1.u: 0.001
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Iter
ErrEst Damping Stepsize #Res #Jac #Sol
1 0.00018 1.0000000 1.1e-05 2 1 2
Stationary Solver 1 in Solver 1: Solution time: 31 s.
Fully Coupled 1 (Fc1)

General
Name
Value
Linear solver Direct

3. Results
3.1. Data Sets
3.1.1. Solution 1
Selection
Geometric entity level Domain
Selection

Geometry geom1
Solution
Name
Value
Solution Solver 1
Model Save Point Geometry 1
3.1.2. Cut Line 3D 1
Data
Name
Value
Data set Solution 1
Advanced
Name
Value
Space variable cln1x
3.1.3. Cut Line 3D 2
Data
Name
Value
Data set Solution 1
Advanced
Name
Value
Space variable cln2x
3.1.4. Cut Line 3D 3
Data
Name
Value
Data set Solution 1
Advanced
Name
Value
Space variable cln3x
3.1.5. Surface 1
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Selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection
Data
Name
Value
Data set Solution 1

Boundary 109

3.1.6. Cut Line 3D 4
Data
Name
Value
Data set Solution 1
Advanced
Name
Value
Space variable cln4x

3.2. Derived Values
3.2.1. Ave Von Mises: Tab 1
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 1
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
Pa
Description von Mises stress
3.2.2. Ave Von Mises: Tab 2
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 2
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
3.2.3. Ave Von Mises: Tab 3
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 3
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
3.2.4. Max Von Mises: Tab 1
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Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 1
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
3.2.5. Max Von Mises: Tab 2
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 2
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
3.2.6. Max Von Mises: Tab 3
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 3
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
3.2.7. Min Von Mises: Tab 1
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 1
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
3.2.8. Min Von Mises: Tab 2
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 2
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
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3.2.9. Min Von Mises: Tab 3
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 3
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
3.2.10. Max Contact P, P1
Selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection
No boundaries
Data
Name Value
Data set Surface 1
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.Tn_p1
Unit
N/m^2
Description Contact pressure, contact pair p1
3.2.11. Ave Contact P, P1
Selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection
No boundaries
Data
Name Value
Data set Surface 1
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.Tn_p1
Unit
N/m^2
Description Contact pressure, contact pair p1

3.3. Tables
3.3.1. Table 1
ave von mises: Tab 1 (solid.mises)
Table 1
von Mises stress (Pa)
35.05937
3.3.2. Table 2
ave von mises: Tab 2 (solid.mises)
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Table 2
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
33.00959
3.3.3. Table 3
ave von mises: Tab 3 (solid.mises)
Table 3
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
29.33725
3.3.4. Table 4
max von mises: Tab 1 (solid.mises)
Table 4
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
38.88177
3.3.5. Table 5
max von mises: Tab 2 (solid.mises)
Table 5
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
36.43101
3.3.6. Table 6
max von mises: Tab 3 (solid.mises)
Table 6
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
30.99725
3.3.7. Table 7
min von mises: Tab 1 (solid.mises)
Table 7
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
28.89313
3.3.8. Table 8
min von mises: Tab 2 (solid.mises)
Table 8
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
26.22717
3.3.9. Table 9
min von mises: Tab 3 (solid.mises)
Table 9
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
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27.6814
3.3.10. Table 10
max contact P, p1 (solid.Tn_p1)
Table 10
Contact pressure, contact pair p1 (N/m^2)
54.64708
3.3.11. Table 11
ave contact P, p1 (solid.Tn_p1)
Table 11
Contact pressure, contact pair p1 (N/m^2)
28.33787

3.4. Plot Groups
3.4.1. Displacement

Surface: Total displacement (in)
3.4.2. Contact P at Contact Pair 1 (Pa)
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Surface: abs(solid.Tn_p1) (Pa)
3.4.3. Principal Stress Z Dir

von Mises Stress Profiles Along Pressure Tabs
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Housing Solid 12screws2lb Finemesh
Date Jul 21, 2013 5:35:17 PM
Contents
Model 1 (mod1)
1.
1.1.
Definitions
1.2.
Geometry 1
1.3.
Materials
1.4.
Solid Mechanics (solid)
Mesh 1
1.5.
2.
Study 1
Stationary
2.1.
2.2.
Solver Configurations
Results
3.
Data Sets
3.1.
3.2.
Derived Values
3.3.
Tables
Plot Groups
3.4.

1. Model 1 (Mod1)
1.1. Definitions
1.1.1. Pairs
Contact Pair 1

Pair type Identity pair
Pair name p1
Source selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection
Boundary 32
Destination selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection
Boundary 109
Settings
Name
Value
Search method fast
1.1.2. Coordinate Systems
Boundary System 1

Coordinate system type Boundary system
Identifier
sys1
Settings
Name
Value
Coordinate names
{t1, t2, n}
Create first tangent direction from Global Cartesian (spatial)

1.2. Geometry 1
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Geometry 1
units
Length unit in
Angular unit deg
Geometry statistics
Property
Value
Space dimension
3
Number of domains 14
Number of boundaries 111
Number of edges
Number of vertices

241
169

1.2.1. Extrude 1 (Ext1)
Selections of resulting
entities
Name
Value
Distances
-.125
Scales
{1, 1}
Displacements {0, 0}
Twist_angles

0

1.2.2. Extrude 2 (Ext2)
Selections of resulting
entities
Name
Value
Distances
.0625
Scales
{1, 1}
Displacements {0, 0}
Twist_angles

0
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1.2.3. Extrude 3 (Ext3)
Selections of resulting
entities
Name
Value
Distances
.125
Scales
{1, 1}
Displacements {0, 0}
Twist_angles 0
1.2.4. Extrude 4 (Ext4)
Selections of resulting
entities
Name
Value
Distances
-.0426
Scales
{1, 1}
Displacements {0, 0}
Twist_angles

0

1.2.5. Form Assembly (Fin)
Settings
Name
Value
Finalization method Form an assembly
Pair type
Contact pair

1.3. Materials
1.3.1. Acrylic Plastic

Acrylic plastic
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Selection
Geometric entity level Domain
Selection

Domain 1
Material parameters
Name
Value
Unit
Density
1190[kg/m^3] kg/m^3
Young's modulus 3.2e9[Pa]
Pa
Poisson's ratio 0.35
1
Basic Settings
Description
Coefficient of thermal expansion
Heat capacity at constant pressure
Density
Thermal conductivity
Young's modulus and
Poisson's ratio Settings
Description
Value
Young's modulus 3.2e9[Pa]
Poisson's ratio 0.35

Value
{{7.0e-5[1/K], 0, 0}, {0, 7.0e-5[1/K], 0}, {0, 0, 7.0e-5[1/K]}}
1470[J/(kg*K)]
1190[kg/m^3]
{{0.18[W/(m*K)], 0, 0}, {0, 0.18[W/(m*K)], 0}, {0, 0, 0.18[W/(m*K)]}}

1.3.2. Steel AISI 4340

Steel AISI 4340
Selection
Geometric entity level Domain
Selection
Domains 2–13
Material parameters
Name
Value
Unit
Density
7850[kg/m^3] kg/m^3
Young's modulus 205e9[Pa]
Pa
Poisson's ratio 0.28
1
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Basic Settings
Description
Relative permeability
Electrical conductivity
Coefficient of thermal expansion
Heat capacity at constant pressure
Relative permittivity
Density
Thermal conductivity
Young's modulus and
Poisson's ratio Settings
Description
Value
Young's modulus 205e9[Pa]
Poisson's ratio 0.28

Value
{{1, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 1}}
{{4.032e6[S/m], 0, 0}, {0, 4.032e6[S/m], 0}, {0, 0, 4.032e6[S/m]}}
{{12.3e-6[1/K], 0, 0}, {0, 12.3e-6[1/K], 0}, {0, 0, 12.3e-6[1/K]}}
475[J/(kg*K)]
{{1, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 1}}
7850[kg/m^3]
{{44.5[W/(m*K)], 0, 0}, {0, 44.5[W/(m*K)], 0}, {0, 0, 44.5[W/(m*K)]}}

1.3.3. Material 3

Material 3
Selection
Geometric entity level Domain
Selection
Domain 14
Material parameters
Name
Value Unit
Young's modulus 2e9 Pa
Poisson's ratio .1
1
Density
1500 kg/m^3
Basic Settings
Description Value
Young's modulus 2e9
Poisson's ratio .1
Density

1500
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1.4. Solid Mechanics (Solid)

Solid Mechanics
Selection
Geometric entity level Domain
Selection
Domains 1–14
Equations

Settings
Description
Value
Show equation assuming std1/stat
Used products
COMSOL Multiphysics
Structural Mechanics Module
1.4.1. Linear Elastic Material 1
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Linear Elastic Material 1
Selection
Geometric entity level Domain
Selection
Domains 1–14
Equations
Used Products

COMSOL Multiphysics
Properties from material
Property
Material
Property group
Young's modulus Acrylic plastic Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio
Poisson's ratio Acrylic plastic Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio
Density
Acrylic plastic Basic
Young's modulus Steel AISI 4340 Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio
Poisson's ratio
Density
Young's modulus
Poisson's ratio
Density

Steel AISI 4340
Steel AISI 4340
Material 3
Material 3
Material 3

Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic

Variables

Name

Expression

uTXt

root.mod1.uTXTIME

uTYt

root.mod1.uTYTIME
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uTZt

root.mod1.uTZTIME

uTXtt

root.mod1.uTXTIMETIME

uTYtt

root.mod1.uTYTIMETIME

uTZtt

root.mod1.uTZTIMETIME

uXt

root.mod1.uXTIME

uYt

root.mod1.uYTIME

uZt

root.mod1.uZTIME

uXtt

root.mod1.uXTIMETIME

uYtt

root.mod1.uYTIMETIME

uZtt

root.mod1.uZTIMETIME

vTXt

root.mod1.vTXTIME

vTYt

root.mod1.vTYTIME

vTZt

root.mod1.vTZTIME
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vTXtt

root.mod1.vTXTIMETIME

vTYtt

root.mod1.vTYTIMETIME

vTZtt

root.mod1.vTZTIMETIME

vXt

root.mod1.vXTIME

vYt

root.mod1.vYTIME

vZt

root.mod1.vZTIME

vXtt

root.mod1.vXTIMETIME

vYtt

root.mod1.vYTIMETIME

vZtt

root.mod1.vZTIMETIME

wTXt

root.mod1.wTXTIME

wTYt

root.mod1.wTYTIME

wTZt

root.mod1.wTZTIME

wTXtt

root.mod1.wTXTIMETIME
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wTYtt

root.mod1.wTYTIMETIME

wTZtt

root.mod1.wTZTIMETIME

wXt

root.mod1.wXTIME

wYt

root.mod1.wYTIME

wZt

root.mod1.wZTIME

wXtt

root.mod1.wXTIMETIME

wYtt

root.mod1.wYTIMETIME

wZtt

root.mod1.wZTIMETIME

ut

root.mod1.uTIME

vt

root.mod1.vTIME

wt

root.mod1.wTIME

utt

root.mod1.uTIMETIME

vtt

root.mod1.vTIMETIME

wtt

root.mod1.wTIMETIME

solid.E

model.input.E

solid.E

model.input.E

solid.E

model.input.E
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solid.nu

model.input.nu

solid.nu

model.input.nu

solid.nu

model.input.nu

solid.K

solid.E/(3-6*solid.nu)

solid.G

0.5*solid.E/(1+solid.nu)
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solid.lambLame solid.E*solid.nu/((1+solid.nu)*(1-2*solid.nu))
solid.muLame

0.5*solid.E/(1+solid.nu)

solid.cp

sqrt(solid.E*(1+solid.nu/(1-2*solid.nu))/((1+solid.nu)*solid.rho))

solid.cs

sqrt(0.5*solid.E/((1+solid.nu)*solid.rho))

solid.Eequ

solid.E

solid.D11

solid.E*(1+solid.nu/(1-2*solid.nu))/(1+solid.nu)

solid.D21

solid.E*solid.nu/((1+solid.nu)*(1-2*solid.nu))

solid.D31

solid.E*solid.nu/((1+solid.nu)*(1-2*solid.nu))

solid.D41

0

solid.D51

0

solid.D61

0

solid.D12

solid.E*solid.nu/((1+solid.nu)*(1-2*solid.nu))

solid.D22

solid.E*(1+solid.nu/(1-2*solid.nu))/(1+solid.nu)

solid.D32

solid.E*solid.nu/((1+solid.nu)*(1-2*solid.nu))

solid.D42

0

solid.D52

0

solid.D62

0
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solid.D13

solid.E*solid.nu/((1+solid.nu)*(1-2*solid.nu))

solid.D23

solid.E*solid.nu/((1+solid.nu)*(1-2*solid.nu))

solid.D33

solid.E*(1+solid.nu/(1-2*solid.nu))/(1+solid.nu)

solid.D43

0

solid.D53

0

solid.D63

0

solid.D14

0

solid.D24

0

solid.D34

0

solid.D44

0.5*solid.E/(1+solid.nu)

solid.D54

0

solid.D64

0

solid.D15

0

solid.D25

0

solid.D35

0

solid.D45

0

solid.D55

0.5*solid.E/(1+solid.nu)

solid.D65

0

solid.D16

0
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solid.D26

0

solid.D36

0

solid.D46

0

solid.D56

0

solid.D66

0.5*solid.E/(1+solid.nu)

solid.rho

model.input.rho

solid.rho

model.input.rho

solid.rho

model.input.rho

solid.FdxX

1+uX

solid.FdyX

vX

solid.FdzX

wX

solid.FdxY

uY

solid.FdyY

1+vY

solid.FdzY

wY

solid.FdxZ

uZ

solid.FdyZ

vZ

solid.FdzZ

1+wZ

solid.eX

uX+0.5*(uX^2+vX^2+wX^2)

solid.eXY

0.5*(uY+vX+uX*uY+vX*vY+wX*wY)

solid.eXZ

0.5*(uZ+wX+uX*uZ+vX*vZ+wX*wZ)

solid.eY

vY+0.5*(uY^2+vY^2+wY^2)
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solid.eYZ

0.5*(vZ+wY+uY*uZ+vY*vZ+wY*wZ)

solid.eZ

wZ+0.5*(uZ^2+vZ^2+wZ^2)

solid.Ldx

solid.Ldxy

solid.Ldxz

solid.Ldy

solid.Ldyz

solid.Ldz

solid.Lwx

solid.Lwxy

solid.Lwxz
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(d(solid.FdxX,TIME)*(solid.FdyY*solid.FdzZ-solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzY)+d(solid.FdxY,TIME)*(solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzXsolid.FdyX*solid.FdzZ)+d(solid.FdxZ,TIME)*(solid.FdyX*solid.FdzYsolid.FdyY*solid.FdzX))/(solid.FdxX*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzZ+solid.FdxY*solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzX+solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyX*
solid.FdxX*solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzY-solid.FdxY*solid.FdyX*solid.FdzZ-solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzX)
0.5*(d(solid.FdxX,TIME)*(solid.FdxZ*solid.FdzY-solid.FdxY*solid.FdzZ)+d(solid.FdxY,TIME)*(solid.FdxX*solid.FdzZsolid.FdxZ*solid.FdzX)+d(solid.FdxZ,TIME)*(solid.FdxY*solid.FdzX-solid.FdxX*solid.FdzY)+d(solid.FdyX,TIME)*(soli
solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzY)+d(solid.FdyY,TIME)*(solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzX-solid.FdyX*solid.FdzZ)+d(solid.FdyZ,TIME)*(solid
solid.FdyY*solid.FdzX))/(solid.FdxX*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzZ+solid.FdxY*solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzX+solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyX*
solid.FdxX*solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzY-solid.FdxY*solid.FdyX*solid.FdzZ-solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzX)
0.5*(d(solid.FdxX,TIME)*(solid.FdxY*solid.FdyZ-solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyY)+d(solid.FdxY,TIME)*(solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyXsolid.FdxX*solid.FdyZ)+d(solid.FdxZ,TIME)*(solid.FdxX*solid.FdyY-solid.FdxY*solid.FdyX)+d(solid.FdzX,TIME)*(soli
solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzY)+d(solid.FdzY,TIME)*(solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzX-solid.FdyX*solid.FdzZ)+d(solid.FdzZ,TIME)*(solid
solid.FdyY*solid.FdzX))/(solid.FdxX*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzZ+solid.FdxY*solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzX+solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyX*
solid.FdxX*solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzY-solid.FdxY*solid.FdyX*solid.FdzZ-solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzX)
(d(solid.FdyX,TIME)*(solid.FdxZ*solid.FdzY-solid.FdxY*solid.FdzZ)+d(solid.FdyY,TIME)*(solid.FdxX*solid.FdzZsolid.FdxZ*solid.FdzX)+d(solid.FdyZ,TIME)*(solid.FdxY*solid.FdzXsolid.FdxX*solid.FdzY))/(solid.FdxX*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzZ+solid.FdxY*solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzX+solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyX*
solid.FdxX*solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzY-solid.FdxY*solid.FdyX*solid.FdzZ-solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzX)
0.5*(d(solid.FdyX,TIME)*(solid.FdxY*solid.FdyZ-solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyY)+d(solid.FdyY,TIME)*(solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyXsolid.FdxX*solid.FdyZ)+d(solid.FdyZ,TIME)*(solid.FdxX*solid.FdyY-solid.FdxY*solid.FdyX)+d(solid.FdzX,TIME)*(soli
solid.FdxY*solid.FdzZ)+d(solid.FdzY,TIME)*(solid.FdxX*solid.FdzZ-solid.FdxZ*solid.FdzX)+d(solid.FdzZ,TIME)*(solid
solid.FdxX*solid.FdzY))/(solid.FdxX*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzZ+solid.FdxY*solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzX+solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyX*
solid.FdxX*solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzY-solid.FdxY*solid.FdyX*solid.FdzZ-solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzX)
(d(solid.FdzX,TIME)*(solid.FdxY*solid.FdyZ-solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyY)+d(solid.FdzY,TIME)*(solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyXsolid.FdxX*solid.FdyZ)+d(solid.FdzZ,TIME)*(solid.FdxX*solid.FdyYsolid.FdxY*solid.FdyX))/(solid.FdxX*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzZ+solid.FdxY*solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzX+solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyX*
solid.FdxX*solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzY-solid.FdxY*solid.FdyX*solid.FdzZ-solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzX)
0
0.5*(d(solid.FdxX,TIME)*(solid.FdxZ*solid.FdzY-solid.FdxY*solid.FdzZ)+d(solid.FdxY,TIME)*(solid.FdxX*solid.FdzZsolid.FdxZ*solid.FdzX)+d(solid.FdxZ,TIME)*(solid.FdxY*solid.FdzX-solid.FdxX*solid.FdzY)-d(solid.FdyX,TIME)*(solid
solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzY)-d(solid.FdyY,TIME)*(solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzX-solid.FdyX*solid.FdzZ)-d(solid.FdyZ,TIME)*(solid.F
solid.FdyY*solid.FdzX))/(solid.FdxX*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzZ+solid.FdxY*solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzX+solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyX*
solid.FdxX*solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzY-solid.FdxY*solid.FdyX*solid.FdzZ-solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzX)
0.5*(d(solid.FdxX,TIME)*(solid.FdxY*solid.FdyZ-solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyY)+d(solid.FdxY,TIME)*(solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyXsolid.FdxX*solid.FdyZ)+d(solid.FdxZ,TIME)*(solid.FdxX*solid.FdyY-solid.FdxY*solid.FdyX)-d(solid.FdzX,TIME)*(solid
solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzY)-d(solid.FdzY,TIME)*(solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzX-solid.FdyX*solid.FdzZ)-d(solid.FdzZ,TIME)*(solid.F
solid.FdyY*solid.FdzX))/(solid.FdxX*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzZ+solid.FdxY*solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzX+solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyX*
solid.FdxX*solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzY-solid.FdxY*solid.FdyX*solid.FdzZ-solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzX)

solid.Lwy

0

solid.Lwyz

0.5*(d(solid.FdyX,TIME)*(solid.FdxY*solid.FdyZ-solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyY)+d(solid.FdyY,TIME)*(solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyXsolid.FdxX*solid.FdyZ)+d(solid.FdyZ,TIME)*(solid.FdxX*solid.FdyY-solid.FdxY*solid.FdyX)-d(solid.FdzX,TIME)*(solid
solid.FdxY*solid.FdzZ)-d(solid.FdzY,TIME)*(solid.FdxX*solid.FdzZ-solid.FdxZ*solid.FdzX)-d(solid.FdzZ,TIME)*(solid.F
solid.FdxX*solid.FdzY))/(solid.FdxX*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzZ+solid.FdxY*solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzX+solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyX*
solid.FdxX*solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzY-solid.FdxY*solid.FdyX*solid.FdzZ-solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzX)

solid.Lwz

0

solid.el11

uX+0.5*(uX^2+vX^2+wX^2)
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solid.el12

0.5*(uY+vX+uX*uY+vX*vY+wX*wY)

solid.el13

0.5*(uZ+wX+uX*uZ+vX*vZ+wX*wZ)

solid.el22

vY+0.5*(uY^2+vY^2+wY^2)

solid.el23

0.5*(vZ+wY+uY*uZ+vY*vZ+wY*wZ)

solid.el33

wZ+0.5*(uZ^2+vZ^2+wZ^2)

solid.eel11

uX+0.5*(uX^2+vX^2+wX^2)-solid.eil11-solid.eiel11

solid.eel12

0.5*(uY+vX)+0.5*(uX*uY+vX*vY+wX*wY)-solid.eil12-solid.eiel12

solid.eel13

0.5*(uZ+wX)+0.5*(uX*uZ+vX*vZ+wX*wZ)-solid.eil13-solid.eiel13

solid.eel22

vY+0.5*(uY^2+vY^2+wY^2)-solid.eil22-solid.eiel22

solid.eel23

0.5*(vZ+wY)+0.5*(uY*uZ+vY*vZ+wY*wZ)-solid.eil23-solid.eiel23

solid.eel33

wZ+0.5*(uZ^2+vZ^2+wZ^2)-solid.eil33-solid.eiel33

solid.eil11

0
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solid.eil12

0

solid.eil13

0

solid.eil22

0

solid.eil23

0

solid.eil33

0

solid.eiel11

0

solid.eiel12

0

solid.eiel13

0

solid.eiel22

0

solid.eiel23

0

solid.eiel33

0

solid.evol

uX+0.5*(uX^2+vX^2+wX^2)+vY+0.5*(uY^2+vY^2+wY^2)+wZ+0.5*(uZ^2+vZ^2+wZ^2)

solid.J

solid.FdxX*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzZ+solid.FdxY*solid.FdyZ*solid.FdzX+solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyX*solid.FdzY-solid.FdxX*so
solid.FdxY*solid.FdyX*solid.FdzZ-solid.FdxZ*solid.FdyY*solid.FdzX
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solid.Sil11

0

solid.Sil12

0

solid.Sil13

0

solid.Sil22

0

solid.Sil23

0

solid.Sil33

0

solid.Sl11

solid.D11*solid.eel11+2*solid.D14*solid.eel12+2*solid.D16*solid.eel13+solid.D12*solid.eel22+2*solid.D15*solid.eel23+

solid.Sl12

solid.D14*solid.eel11+2*solid.D44*solid.eel12+2*solid.D46*solid.eel13+solid.D24*solid.eel22+2*solid.D45*solid.eel23+

solid.Sl13

solid.D16*solid.eel11+2*solid.D46*solid.eel12+2*solid.D66*solid.eel13+solid.D26*solid.eel22+2*solid.D56*solid.eel23+

solid.Sl22

solid.D12*solid.eel11+2*solid.D24*solid.eel12+2*solid.D26*solid.eel13+solid.D22*solid.eel22+2*solid.D25*solid.eel23+

solid.Sl23

solid.D15*solid.eel11+2*solid.D45*solid.eel12+2*solid.D56*solid.eel13+solid.D25*solid.eel22+2*solid.D55*solid.eel23+
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solid.Sl33

solid.D13*solid.eel11+2*solid.D34*solid.eel12+2*solid.D36*solid.eel13+solid.D23*solid.eel22+2*solid.D35*solid.eel23+

solid.Ws

0.5*(solid.Sl11*solid.eel11+2*solid.Sl12*solid.eel12+2*solid.Sl13*solid.eel13+solid.Sl22*solid.eel22+2*solid.Sl23*solid.e

solid.Ws_tot

root.mod1.solid.lemm1.int2(0.5*
(solid.Sl11*solid.eel11+2*solid.Sl12*solid.eel12+2*solid.Sl13*solid.eel13+solid.Sl22*solid.eel22+2*solid.Sl23*solid.eel23

solid.disp

sqrt(real(u)^2+real(v)^2+real(w)^2)

solid.u_ttX

d(root.mod1.uTIME,TIME)

solid.u_ttY

d(root.mod1.vTIME,TIME)

solid.u_ttZ

d(root.mod1.wTIME,TIME)

solid.u_tX

root.mod1.uTIME

solid.u_tY

root.mod1.vTIME

solid.u_tZ

root.mod1.wTIME

solid.SX

solid.Sl11

solid.SXY

solid.Sl12

solid.SXZ

solid.Sl13

solid.SY

solid.Sl22

solid.SYZ

solid.Sl23

solid.SZ

solid.Sl33

solid.PxX

solid.FdxX*solid.SX+solid.FdxY*solid.SXY+solid.FdxZ*solid.SXZ

solid.PyX

solid.FdyX*solid.SX+solid.FdyY*solid.SXY+solid.FdyZ*solid.SXZ

solid.PzX

solid.FdzX*solid.SX+solid.FdzY*solid.SXY+solid.FdzZ*solid.SXZ
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solid.PxY

solid.FdxX*solid.SXY+solid.FdxY*solid.SY+solid.FdxZ*solid.SYZ

solid.PyY

solid.FdyX*solid.SXY+solid.FdyY*solid.SY+solid.FdyZ*solid.SYZ

solid.PzY

solid.FdzX*solid.SXY+solid.FdzY*solid.SY+solid.FdzZ*solid.SYZ

solid.PxZ

solid.FdxX*solid.SXZ+solid.FdxY*solid.SYZ+solid.FdxZ*solid.SZ

solid.PyZ

solid.FdyX*solid.SXZ+solid.FdyY*solid.SYZ+solid.FdyZ*solid.SZ

solid.PzZ

solid.FdzX*solid.SXZ+solid.FdzY*solid.SYZ+solid.FdzZ*solid.SZ

solid.sx

solid.sxy

solid.sxz

solid.sy

solid.syz

solid.sz

((solid.FdxX*solid.SX+solid.FdxY*solid.SXY+solid.FdxZ*solid.SXZ)*solid.FdxX+
(solid.FdxX*solid.SXY+solid.FdxY*solid.SY+solid.FdxZ*solid.SYZ)*solid.FdxY+
(solid.FdxX*solid.SXZ+solid.FdxY*solid.SYZ+solid.FdxZ*solid.SZ)*solid.FdxZ)/solid.J
((solid.FdxX*solid.SX+solid.FdxY*solid.SXY+solid.FdxZ*solid.SXZ)*solid.FdyX+
(solid.FdxX*solid.SXY+solid.FdxY*solid.SY+solid.FdxZ*solid.SYZ)*solid.FdyY+
(solid.FdxX*solid.SXZ+solid.FdxY*solid.SYZ+solid.FdxZ*solid.SZ)*solid.FdyZ)/solid.J
((solid.FdxX*solid.SX+solid.FdxY*solid.SXY+solid.FdxZ*solid.SXZ)*solid.FdzX+
(solid.FdxX*solid.SXY+solid.FdxY*solid.SY+solid.FdxZ*solid.SYZ)*solid.FdzY+
(solid.FdxX*solid.SXZ+solid.FdxY*solid.SYZ+solid.FdxZ*solid.SZ)*solid.FdzZ)/solid.J
((solid.FdyX*solid.SX+solid.FdyY*solid.SXY+solid.FdyZ*solid.SXZ)*solid.FdyX+
(solid.FdyX*solid.SXY+solid.FdyY*solid.SY+solid.FdyZ*solid.SYZ)*solid.FdyY+
(solid.FdyX*solid.SXZ+solid.FdyY*solid.SYZ+solid.FdyZ*solid.SZ)*solid.FdyZ)/solid.J
((solid.FdyX*solid.SX+solid.FdyY*solid.SXY+solid.FdyZ*solid.SXZ)*solid.FdzX+
(solid.FdyX*solid.SXY+solid.FdyY*solid.SY+solid.FdyZ*solid.SYZ)*solid.FdzY+
(solid.FdyX*solid.SXZ+solid.FdyY*solid.SYZ+solid.FdyZ*solid.SZ)*solid.FdzZ)/solid.J
((solid.FdzX*solid.SX+solid.FdzY*solid.SXY+solid.FdzZ*solid.SXZ)*solid.FdzX+
(solid.FdzX*solid.SXY+solid.FdzY*solid.SY+solid.FdzZ*solid.SYZ)*solid.FdzY+
(solid.FdzX*solid.SXZ+solid.FdzY*solid.SYZ+solid.FdzZ*solid.SZ)*solid.FdzZ)/solid.J

solid.sl11

solid.sx

solid.sl12

solid.sxy

solid.sl13

solid.sxz
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solid.sl22

solid.sy

solid.sl23

solid.syz

solid.sl33

solid.sz

solid.sdevx

solid.sx-(solid.sx+solid.sy+solid.sz)/3

solid.sdevxy

solid.sxy

solid.sdevxz

solid.sxz

solid.sdevy

solid.sy-(solid.sx+solid.sy+solid.sz)/3

solid.sdevyz

solid.syz

solid.sdevz

solid.sz-(solid.sx+solid.sy+solid.sz)/3

solid.SdevX

solid.SX-(solid.SX+solid.SY+solid.SZ)/3

solid.SdevXY

solid.SXY

solid.SdevXZ

solid.SXZ

solid.SdevY

solid.SY-(solid.SX+solid.SY+solid.SZ)/3

solid.SdevYZ

solid.SYZ
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solid.SdevZ

solid.SZ-(solid.SX+solid.SY+solid.SZ)/3

solid.I1s

solid.sx+solid.sy+solid.sz

solid.I2s

0.5*(solid.I1s^2-solid.sx^2-2*solid.sxy^2-2*solid.sxz^2-solid.sy^2-2*solid.syz^2-solid.sz^2)

solid.I3s

solid.sx*solid.sy*solid.sz+2*solid.sxy*solid.syz*solid.sxz-solid.sx*solid.syz^2-solid.sxy^2*solid.sz-solid.sy*solid.sxz^2

solid.II2s

0.5*(solid.sdevx^2+2*solid.sdevxy^2+2*solid.sdevxz^2+solid.sdevy^2+2*solid.sdevyz^2+solid.sdevz^2)

solid.II3s

solid.sdevx*solid.sdevy*solid.sdevz+2*solid.sdevxy*solid.sdevyz*solid.sdevxz-solid.sdevx*solid.sdevyz^2-solid.sdevxy^2
solid.sdevy*solid.sdevxz^2

solid.thetaL

atan2(sqrt(max(0.14814814814814814*solid.II2s^3-solid.II3s^2,eps)),solid.II3s)/3

solid.eelvol

solid.eel11+solid.eel22+solid.eel33

solid.eeldev

0.5*((solid.eel11-(solid.eel11+solid.eel22+solid.eel33)/3)^2+2*solid.eel12^2+2*solid.eel13^2+(solid.eel22-(solid.eel11+so
/3)^2+2*solid.eel23^2+(solid.eel33-(solid.eel11+solid.eel22+solid.eel33)/3)^2)

solid.pm

-(solid.sx+solid.sy+solid.sz)/3

solid.curlUX

wY-vZ

solid.curlUY

-wX+uZ

solid.curlUZ

vX-uY

solid.mises

(3*solid.II2s)^0.5

solid.tresca

solid.sp1-solid.sp3

solid.RFx

reacf(u)

solid.RFy

reacf(v)

solid.RFz

reacf(w)

solid.RMx

solid.RFz*(y-solid.refpnty)-solid.RFy*(z-solid.refpntz)
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solid.RMy

-solid.RFz*(x-solid.refpntx)+solid.RFx*(z-solid.refpntz)

solid.RMz

solid.RFy*(x-solid.refpntx)-solid.RFx*(y-solid.refpnty)

solid.Tax

solid.sx*solid.nx+solid.sxy*solid.ny+solid.sxz*solid.nz

solid.Tay

solid.sxy*solid.nx+solid.sy*solid.ny+solid.syz*solid.nz

solid.Taz

solid.sxz*solid.nx+solid.syz*solid.ny+solid.sz*solid.nz

Shape Functions

Name Shape function Unit
Description
u
Lagrange (Quadratic) m Displacement field, X component
v
Lagrange (Quadratic) m Displacement field, Y component
w
Lagrange (Quadratic) m Displacement field, Z component

Shape frame Selection
Material
Domains 1–14
Material
Domains 1–14
Material
Domains 1–14

Weak Expressions

Weak expression
-solid.Sl11*test(solid.el11)-2*solid.Sl12*test(solid.el12)-2*solid.Sl13*test(solid.el13)-solid.Sl22*test(solid.el22)-2*solid.Sl23*test(solid.el23
1.4.2. Free 1

Free 1
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Selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection

Boundaries 1–5, 30–48, 61, 74–80, 105–107, 109–111

Used Products

COMSOL Multiphysics
1.4.3. Initial Values 1

Initial Values 1
Selection
Geometric entity level Domain
Selection
Domains 1–14
Used Products

COMSOL Multiphysics
Variables

Name
Expression Unit
Description
solid.uInitX 0
m Initial value of displacement, X component
solid.uInitY 0
m Initial value of displacement, Y component

Selection
Domains 1–14
Domains 1–14

solid.uInitZ
solid.utInitX
solid.utInitY
solid.utInitZ

Domains 1–14
Domains 1–14
Domains 1–14
Domains 1–14

0
0
0
0

m
m/s
m/s
m/s

Initial value of displacement, Z component
Initial value of structural velocity, X component
Initial value of structural velocity, Y component
Initial value of structural velocity, Z component

1.4.4. Fixed Constraint 1
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Fixed Constraint 1
Selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection
Boundaries 8, 12, 16, 20, 51, 55, 64, 68, 83, 87, 91, 95, 108
Equations
Used Products

COMSOL Multiphysics
Constraints

Constraint
-u
-v
-w

Constraint force Shape function
Selection
test(-u)
Lagrange (Quadratic) Boundaries 8, 12, 16, 20, 51, 55, 64, 68, 83, 87, 91, 95, 108
test(-v)
Lagrange (Quadratic) Boundaries 8, 12, 16, 20, 51, 55, 64, 68, 83, 87, 91, 95, 108
test(-w)
Lagrange (Quadratic) Boundaries 8, 12, 16, 20, 51, 55, 64, 68, 83, 87, 91, 95, 108

1.4.5. Boundary Load 1
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Boundary Load 1
Selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection
Boundaries 9, 13, 17, 21, 52, 56, 65, 69, 84, 88, 92, 96
Equations
Settings

Settings
Description
Value
Load
{0, 0, -553312*2}
Used Products

COMSOL Multiphysics
Variables

Name
solid.FperAreax
solid.FperAreay
solid.FperAreaz
solid.bndl1.FPh1
solid.bndl1.FPh2

Expression
0
0
-1106624
0
0

solid.bndl1.FPh3
0
solid.bndl1.FPhScalar 0

Unit
N/m^2
N/m^2
N/m^2
rad
rad

Description
Load, x component
Load, y component
Load, z component
Load phase, x component
Load phase, y component

Selection
Boundaries 9, 13, 17, 21, 52, 56, 65, 69, 84, 88, 92, 96
Boundaries 9, 13, 17, 21, 52, 56, 65, 69, 84, 88, 92, 96
Boundaries 9, 13, 17, 21, 52, 56, 65, 69, 84, 88, 92, 96
Boundaries 9, 13, 17, 21, 52, 56, 65, 69, 84, 88, 92, 96
Boundaries 9, 13, 17, 21, 52, 56, 65, 69, 84, 88, 92, 96

rad
rad

Load phase, z component Boundaries 9, 13, 17, 21, 52, 56, 65, 69, 84, 88, 92, 96
Load phase
Boundaries 9, 13, 17, 21, 52, 56, 65, 69, 84, 88, 92, 96

Weak Expressions

Weak expression Integration frame
Selection
-1106624*test(w) Material
Boundaries 9, 13, 17, 21, 52, 56, 65, 69, 84, 88, 92, 96
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1.4.6. Contact 1

Contact 1
Selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection

Boundaries 32, 109

Variables

Name

solid.Tn_p1TXt

solid.Tn_p1TYt

Expression

root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TXTIME

root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TYTIME

solid.Tn_p1TZt

root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TZTIME

solid.Tn_p1TXtt

root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TXTIMETIME

Unit

D
T
g
T
kg/(m^2*s^3) ti
d
X
c
T
g
T
kg/(m^2*s^3) ti
d
Y
c
T
g
T
kg/(m^2*s^3) ti
d
Z
c
T
g
kg/(m^2*s^4) T
se
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solid.Tn_p1TYtt

root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TYTIMETIME

solid.Tn_p1TZtt

root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TZTIMETIME

solid.Tn_p1t

solid.Tn_p1tt
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root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TIME

root.mod1.solid.Tn_p1TIMETIME

d
X
c
T
g
T
kg/(m^2*s^4) se
d
Y
c
T
g
T
kg/(m^2*s^4) se
d
Z
c

W/m^3

C
p
c
p
ti
d

Pa/s^2

C
p
c
p
ti
d

solid.offset_cnt1

0

m

solid.offset_cnt1

0

m

solid.source_offset_cnt1 0

C
su
o
g
d
su
C
su
o
g
d
su
C
su
o
g
so
su

m

solid.source_offset_cnt1 0

m

solid.pn_cnt1

min(0.0010*5^segiter,1)*solid.Eequ/solid.hmin_dst

N/m^3

solid.pn_cnt1

min(0.0010*5^segiter,1)*solid.Eequ/solid.hmin_dst

N/m^3

C
su
o
g
so
su
C
n
p
fa
C
n
p
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fa

solid.gap_p1

geomgap_src_p1-solid.source_offset_cnt1

m

solid.gap_p1

geomgap_dst_p1-solid.offset_cnt1

m

solid.Tnp_p1

max(if(solid.gap_p1<=0,solid.Tn_p1solid.pn_cnt1*solid.gap_p1,solid.Tn_p1*exp(-solid.pn_cnt1*solid.gap_p1/max(solid.Tn_p1,1.0E- N/m^2
10))),0)

solid.wcn_p1

nojac(solid.Tnp_p1)-solid.Tn_p1

N/m^2

solid.Tnmax_p1

solid.max_dst_p1(solid.Tn_p1)

N/m^2

solid.gapmin_p1

solid.min_dst_p1(solid.gap_p1)

m

solid.hmin_dst

solid.min_dst_cnt1(h)

m

G
d
in
o
c
p
G
d
in
o
c
p
P
c
p
c
p
C
h
v
c
p
M
c
p
c
p
M
g
d
c
p
M
m
o
d

Shape Functions

Name
Shape function Unit
Description
Shape frame Selection
solid.Tn_p1 Lagrange (Linear) N/m^2 Contact pressure, contact pair p1 Material
Boundary 109
Weak Expressions

Weak expression
Integration frame Selection
if(solid.Tn_p1>0||solid.Tn_p1>=solid.pn_cnt1*solid.gap_p1,solid.Tnp_p1*test(solid.gap_p1),0) Material
Boundary 109
solid.wcn_p1*test(solid.Tn_p1)
Material
Boundary 109

1.5. Mesh 1
Mesh statistics
Property
Minimum element quality
Average element quality
Tetrahedral elements

Value
4.784E-4
0.669
40378

Triangular elements

18004
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1748
169

Mesh 1
1.5.1. Size (Size)
Settings
Name
Maximum element size
Minimum element size

Value
0.3
0.054

Resolution of curvature
0.6
Resolution of narrow regions 0.5
Maximum element growth rate 1.5

2. Study 1
2.1. Stationary
Mesh selection
Geometry
Mesh
Geometry 1 (geom1) mesh1
Physics selection
Physics
Discretization
Solid Mechanics (solid) physics

2.2. Solver Configurations
2.2.1. Solver 1
Compile Equations: Stationary (St1)
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Study and step
Name
Value
Use study
Study 1
Use study step Stationary
Dependent Variables 1 (V1)

General
Name
Value
Defined by study step Stationary
Initial values of
variables solved
for
Name Value
Solution Zero
Values of
variables not
solved for
Name Value
Solution Zero
Mod1.solid.Tn_p1 (Mod1_solid_Tn_p1)

General
Name
Value
Field components mod1.solid.Tn_p1
Scaling
Name
Value
Method Manual
Scale

100000000

Mod1.u (Mod1_u)

General
Name
Value
Field components {mod1.u, mod1.v, mod1.w}
Scaling
Name
Value
Method Manual
Scale 1e-2*0.10345813109447512
Stationary Solver 1 (S1)

General
Name
Value
Defined by study step Stationary
Relative tolerance
0.01
Log
Stationary Solver 1 in Solver 1 started at 21-Jul-2013 17:36:55.
Nonlinear solver
Number of degrees of freedom solved for: 213578.
Symmetric matrices found.
Scales for dependent variables:
mod1.solid.Tn_p1: 1e+08
mod1.u: 0.001
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Iter
ErrEst Damping Stepsize #Res #Jac #Sol
1 0.00036 1.0000000 2.3e-05 2 1 2
Stationary Solver 1 in Solver 1: Solution time: 63 s. (1 minute, 3 seconds)
Fully Coupled 1 (Fc1)

General
Name
Value
Linear solver Direct

3. Results
3.1. Data Sets
3.1.1. Solution 1
Selection
Geometric entity level Domain
Selection

Geometry geom1
Solution
Name
Value
Solution Solver 1
Model Save Point Geometry 1
3.1.2. Cut Line 3D 1
Data
Name
Value
Data set Solution 1
Advanced
Name
Value
Space variable cln1x
3.1.3. Cut Line 3D 2
Data
Name
Value
Data set Solution 1
Advanced
Name
Value
Space variable cln2x
3.1.4. Cut Line 3D 3
Data
Name
Value
Data set Solution 1
Advanced
Name
Value
Space variable cln3x
3.1.5. Surface 1
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Selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection
Data
Name
Value
Data set Solution 1

Boundary 109

3.1.6. Cut Line 3D 4
Data
Name
Value
Data set Solution 1
Advanced
Name
Value
Space variable cln4x

3.2. Derived Values
3.2.1. Ave Von Mises: Tab 1
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 1
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
Pa
Description von Mises stress
3.2.2. Ave Von Mises: Tab 2
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 2
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
3.2.3. Ave Von Mises: Tab 3
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 3
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
3.2.4. Max Von Mises: Tab 1
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Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 1
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
3.2.5. Max Von Mises: Tab 2
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 2
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
3.2.6. Max Von Mises: Tab 3
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 3
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
3.2.7. Min Von Mises: Tab 1
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 1
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
3.2.8. Min Von Mises: Tab 2
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 2
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
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3.2.9. Min Von Mises: Tab 3
Data
Name
Value
Data set Cut Line 3D 3
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.mises
Unit
N/m^2
Description von Mises stress
3.2.10. Max Contact P, P1
Selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection
No boundaries
Data
Name Value
Data set Surface 1
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.Tn_p1
Unit
N/m^2
Description Contact pressure, contact pair p1
3.2.11. Ave Contact P, P1
Selection
Geometric entity level Boundary
Selection
No boundaries
Data
Name Value
Data set Surface 1
Expression
Name
Value
Expression solid.Tn_p1
Unit
N/m^2
Description Contact pressure, contact pair p1

3.3. Tables
3.3.1. Table 1
ave von mises: Tab 1 (solid.mises)
Table 1
von Mises stress (Pa)
35.05937
3.3.2. Table 2
ave von mises: Tab 2 (solid.mises)
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Table 2
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
33.00959
3.3.3. Table 3
ave von mises: Tab 3 (solid.mises)
Table 3
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
29.33725
3.3.4. Table 4
max von mises: Tab 1 (solid.mises)
Table 4
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
38.88177
3.3.5. Table 5
max von mises: Tab 2 (solid.mises)
Table 5
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
36.43101
3.3.6. Table 6
max von mises: Tab 3 (solid.mises)
Table 6
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
30.99725
3.3.7. Table 7
min von mises: Tab 1 (solid.mises)
Table 7
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
28.89313
3.3.8. Table 8
min von mises: Tab 2 (solid.mises)
Table 8
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
26.22717
3.3.9. Table 9
min von mises: Tab 3 (solid.mises)
Table 9
von Mises stress (N/m^2)
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27.6814
3.3.10. Table 10
max contact P, p1 (solid.Tn_p1)
Table 10
Contact pressure, contact pair p1 (N/m^2)
54.64708
3.3.11. Table 11
ave contact P, p1 (solid.Tn_p1)
Table 11
Contact pressure, contact pair p1 (N/m^2)
28.33787

3.4. Plot Groups
3.4.1. Displacement

Surface: Total displacement (in)
3.4.2. Contact P at Contact Pair 1 (Pa)
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Surface: abs(solid.Tn_p1) (Pa)
3.4.3. Principal Stress Z Dir

Principal Stress Magnitude in Z direction Along Pressure Tabs
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